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Abstract 

In this paper I examine Bebelibe family structure and social relationships. I start by looking at the overall 
structure of the society, which can be defined by its communities, lineages and families. This is followed 
by an overview of marriage and inheritance, kinship terminology and typology (duo-Iroquois) before 
looking at different family relationships. Of particular interest is the interplay between the maternal and 
paternal families. The paper includes case studies of how different relationships play out in real life and 
how these demonstrate the value people place on harmony and respect. I also explore the impact of 
social change, especially with regard to marriage. 
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1 Introduction 

Kinship, in particular, is not about handing down components of a person-specification, but about 
the ways in which other persons in my environment, through their presence, their activities and 
the nurturance they provide, contribute to the process of my own growth and wellbeing. (Ingold 
2000:109) 

Shortly after my husband and I arrived in the Commune of Cobly, in the northwest of the Republic of 
Benin, my mother and uncle (my mother’s brother) came to visit us. I had started learning Mbelime, 
which is spoken by the Bebelibe, but had done little in the way of anthropological research. The people 
we knew were delighted to meet my mother and my maternal uncle. I was surprised though at the 
importance they accorded my uncle. It was not that they were not interested in meeting my mother 
(whom I had expected to be the more important figure), but everywhere we went, as I introduced my 
uncle, it seemed that they treated him like royalty. Even today, more than ten years after his visit, people 
still ask after him and it was apparent that his coming to visit me had a profound impact on those he 
met. It was only when I was able to situate myself within the society and understand the behavioural 
expectations and norms within a given relationship that I could make sense of why people reacted to my 
uncle the way they did. “My nose is buried there” (n̄ míɛd́e sipú nɛȳɛ ̄)̰ was one of several proverbs that 
one of my interviewees cited when I was researching the nature of the relationship between an Ubielo 
(PL. Bebelibe) and his or her maternal uncle. Simply put, the maternal uncle gives life (breath) to his 
niece or nephew. More generally, many of the behavioural expectations and relationships seem typical of 
a matrilineal society. Today, the Bebelibe are patrilineal, although their kinship system suggests that 
they may have been matrilineal in the past and may now have a dual (or double) descent system. I 
explore this further below. 

The Bebelibe practice of adopting outsiders into a community and assigning them corresponding kin 
terms means that my husband and I have close “family” ties with three communities. Understanding the 
behavioural expectations means that I can now reciprocate with the appropriate behaviour within a 
given relationship. It also means that I not only feel part of the society, but also feel at ease here. More 
importantly, the people to whom we relate seem to be more at ease with us. In recent years, our friends 
and “families” have further demonstrated their acceptance of us by opening up and sharing about certain 
aspects of their sociocultural practices and beliefs that they had previously refused to talk about. 

The purpose of this paper is to examine Bebelibe family structure and relationships that in turn give 
the foundation upon which the society functions. Of particular interest is the interplay between the 
maternal and paternal families. It is only when one understands how a society functions that one can 
start to understand the people themselves and their culture. 

I start by giving an overview of Bebelibe family structure with a brief review of dī bōtīde 
‘community’, followed by ū kóóhṵ or ū huɔnū ‘lineage’, dī sēdūɔde ‘big family’ or ‘large homestead’ and dī 
sēēde ‘family or homestead’, the smallest family unit. I then look at marriage, followed by a discussion of 
inheritance. In the next section I describe the relationships between a person I refer to as Ego and the 
different members of his or her family. Finally, I examine the descent system in more detail and give 
some practical examples of how this plays during pregnancy, birth and death. 

This paper is the result of research I conducted in several villages of the Commune of Cobly where 
my husband and I have lived since 2002. I carried out the research for this paper on a part-time basis 
between April 2003 to February 2005, December 2005 to May 2008, June to August 2009 and June to 
August 2010. I used structured and semi-structured interviews, together with participant observation as 
my primary research methodologies. I also draw on previous research conducted in the region, including 
that done by Hugo Huber, a Swiss anthropologist who carried out research in and around the village of 
Sini in the 1960s, and a number of other authors who have researched and written about the other 
ethnic groups of the region (including the northwest of Benin, northern Togo and the southeast of 
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Burkina Faso) such as the Betammaribe,1 Berba, Kuntemba, Natemba, Gangamba, Gourmantché, Moba 
and Kabiyè. All these groups are linguistically related and share similar sociocultural practices. In order 
to differentiate between written and oral sources, I refer to or quote from a written source by using the 
author’s surname, as is conventional, whilst I refer to my interviewees by using first names only. These 
names are pseudonyms and randomly changed in order to protect the identity of the interviewees 
concerned. 

2 Background 

Before addressing the key topics in this paper, I set the scene by providing some background 
information. The Bebelibe and their language, Mbelime, are also known by the name of Niendé or 
Nyende.2 During French colonisation, when the French were trying to learn the name of the language, 
those they spoke to kept repeating the phrase “n̄ yɛ ̄n̰i dē” which means, “I said…” as they tried to make 
the French understand them. Consequently, the French started to say “Niendé” or “Nyende” when they 
were referring to either the Bebelibe people or their language (Rietkerk 2000:141). 

Mbelime is a Gur language spoken by around 58,500 people.3 Situated in the mountainous area of 
the Atacora, most of the Bebelibe live in the Commune of Cobly, with some additional villages located in 
the neighbouring Commune of Boukoumbé, of the Atacora department, in the northwest of the Republic 
of Benin. There is also a significant diaspora in the towns of Tanguiéta, Natitingou, Parakou and the 
surrounding area, as well as in Ghana and Nigeria. It is common for young men to go to Ghana, Nigeria 
or the Borgou department in the north of Benin to find work and earn some money to buy goods such as 
clothes, sunglasses, a bicycle or motorbike, radio and a mobile phone. Most return to the Commune of 
Cobly or Boukoumbé once they have earned some money and bought such goods. The diaspora is 
growing, however, as an increasing number of men never return. 

The majority of Bebelibe continue to “follow the path of their ancestors” and the people I have 
spoken to all acknowledge Ū wienū4 as the Supreme Being and creator of all. There are several stories 
that explain why Ū wienū has distanced himself from people (cf. Huber 1979:78). Consequently, he can 
only be approached via intermediaries such as the bɛ ̄hídíbɛ ‘ancestors’, ā tááde ‘guardian shrines’, sī 
yawesī ‘bush dwarfs’ and bɛ ̄pāsībɛ ‘diviners’. It has only been in recent decades that Christianity has 
spread throughout the area. The first Catholic missionaries arrived in the Commune in the late 1940s, 
whilst the first Assemblies of God missionaries arrived in the early 1950s (Akibo 1998; Cornevin 
1981:436, 440–441, 453–454). Other evangelical and Pentecostal missionaries started to establish their 
respective denominations from the 1990s onwards. Today, an estimated ten percent of the population 
regularly attend a church, whilst Islam remains marginal. 

Most Bebelibe cultivate for their livelihood. One of the most important crops is sorghum,5 which is 
one of the staple foods and is used for brewing the local beer (m̄ dāamɛ). This beverage plays an 
important role in Ubielo social life (a market without beer is inconceivable) and religious life where it is 
used in almost all ceremonies. Another staple is pearl millet (Pennisetum glaucum). In recent decades, 
maize has increased in importance as it gives a larger yield per hectare than either sorghum or pearl 

                                                   
1 When I employ the word Betammaribe, I am referring to the different groups that speak Ditammari, which includes 
the Betammaribe, the Betiabe and the Besuribe. The Betammaribe are called the Tamberma in Togo. 
2 See, for example, Huber (1969; 1973), Maurice (1986), N’Tia (1993) and Tidjani (1998 [1951]). 
3 Estimation by the author based on figures from Tchegnon & Guidibi (2006a:15; 2006b:15, 17) and an annual 
growth rate of 2.8%. Figure does not include diaspora populations. 
4 Mbelime words are written according to the orthography rules found in the Guide de l’orthographe du mbèlimè (S. 
Merz et al. 2013). 
5 Scientific classification: Family Poaceae, Subfamily Panicoideae, Tribe Andropogoneae, Genus sorghum. 
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millet.6 Other agricultural products include yams, rice, beans, peanuts, bambara ground nuts (Vigna 
subterranea), soya and cotton. In addition, many women grow vegetables during the rainy season. The 
diet is also supplemented through animal husbandry, hunting, fishing and gathering wild plants and 
fruits. Many people rear chickens, guinea fowl, dogs, sheep, goats, cattle, pigs and ducks. With the 
exception of the pigs and ducks, these animals are used for sacrifices. Bebelibe oral literature suggests 
that hunting was formerly quite important. This has changed, however, with the decrease in big game in 
the locality. Today, communal hunting of small game such as rabbits, wild guinea fowl and bush rats 
happens during the dry season (cf. J. Merz 1998:14; Huber 1969:260). 

The French dominated and integrated the Atacora region into the colony of Dahomey (now known 
as the Republic of Benin) in the 1910s. Before colonisation, the Bebelibe did not have a centralised 
political system and were often viewed as “anarchic” by early colonial observers (cf. Cornevin 1981:36; 
Koussey 1977:10; N’Tia 1993:107, 113 & 116). The Bebelibe, however, were actually a non-centralised 
society, one of several considered to be “eminently democratic” by N’Tia (1993:117). Their political 
system was founded on respect towards the elders (bɛ ̄kpɛn̄bɛ, SG. ū kpīɛm̄ɔ) and priests (bɛ ̄yūɔsibɛ, SG. ū 
yūɔs̄ɔ). The elders’ and priests’ roles were very important for the running of each village community and 
of the society as a whole. Thus, when an issue or problem arose, they would meet to discuss and decide 
how best to resolve it. With help from diviners (bɛ ̄pāsībɛ, SG. ū pāāsɔ), they would mediate between the 
different parties involved (including those of the invisible world) and perform sacrifices when necessary. 

During French colonisation, administrators decreed that each village should have a chief (Mercier 
1968:434). Today, local and national government bodies dominate the political system, and each village 
now elects its own chief (ū kpaatɔ, PL. bɛ ̄kpaatibɛ). Village chiefs are responsible for good liaison between 
the village communities and the local authorities, whilst the elders (bɛ ̄kpɛn̄bɛ) and priests (bɛ ̄yūɔsibɛ) 
remain responsible for ritual matters and minor questions of jurisdiction. One role that continues to be 
important is that of the diviner (ū pāāsɔ, PL. bɛ ̄pāsībɛ). On a ceremonial, day-to-day basis, this is 
probably the most important role in the community. 

Several ethnic groups neighbour the Bebelibe: the Lamba to the south, the Gangamba to the west, 
the Gourmantché to the northwest, the Berba to the north, the Kuntemba and Natemba to the east and 
the Betammaribe to the southeast. 

In order to understand Bebelibe family structure and relationships, I examine several levels from the 
largest social unit (the village community) down to specific relationships between two individuals. I then 
look at these relationships within different relational contexts such as marriage, inheritance, birth and 
death, in order to demonstrate how these relationships play out in real life. 

3 Bebelibe Family Structure 

3.1 Dī bōtīde (community) 

Bebelibe society is made up of a number of communities (ā būōtɛ, SG. dī bōtīde). Locally, people refer to 
these as “ethnic groups”. This has historical reasons as many of the current Bebelibe communities 
originated from other groups in the region, such as the Betammaribe, the Berba, the Gangamba and the 
Waaba. Consequently, the Bebelibe do not share a common ancestor, as seems to be the case with other 
ethnic groups. Each community has its own origin story (or stories), totem(s) and founding ancestor(s) 
(m̄ cíémū) (cf. Huber 1969:260; J. Merz 1998:15; Sambiéni 1999:44–45). I intentionally avoid the term 
“clan” given that a community—or families within a community—can have more than one origin story, 
totem and founding ancestor (cf. Sewane 2002:211–213). According to Sambiéni, it is only their 
language, Mbelime, which “cements this people group together” (1999:36, translation mine) and has 
                                                   
6 Sorghum, millet and maize are milled for flour. The flour is then used to make a stiff porridge called ū cīɛb̄u that is 
accompanied by a sauce. 
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given them a common identity. During a sociolinguistic survey of Mbelime, Hatfield and McHenry note 
that “[t]he consensus among the informants was that all the speakers of Mbelime may not speak the 
same way, but they all speak Mbelime and they consider themselves as brothers” (2011:7). There are 
twenty-three communities (see appendix A.1) of which I am aware.7 I have counted all the communities 
in the Communes of Cobly and Boukoumbé who speak Mbelime as their first language and who consider 
themselves Bebelibe. 

Those communities that may have more than one origin story or totem, for example, are the result 
of individuals or families who left their original community and have integrated with another one. In 
recognition of their acceptance and adoption, they have taken on the totem and origin story of the 
community that welcomed them. For example, a Bɛkṵndadibɛ family—of Betammaribe origin—took 
refuge amongst Bɛnammucaabɛ following a dispute that resulted in someone’s death. The Bɛnammucaabɛ 
gave the family shelter and administered the necessary rites (see footnote 34 and section F.2) to purify 
them of the death they were responsible for. Today, the Bɛkṵndadibɛ—now a lineage—consider 
themselves Bɛnammucaabɛ, but they have two totems: the squirrel, which is their original totem and the 
crocodile, which they have adopted following their assimilation with the Bɛnammucaabɛ. When 
recounting their origin story, they start with their actual story, and then incorporate that of the 
Bɛnammucaabɛ. Consequently, the Bɛnammucaabɛ community includes several lineages—those of 
Bɛnammucaabɛ origin and the Bɛkṵndadibɛ—which all reside in the same village, though each lineage has 
its own neighbourhood. 

A given community’s name often indicates its origin as it consists either of the name of the founding 
ancestor, the village of origin, or a professional specialisation. For example, Bɛhodukpadibɛ means “the 
people of Kukpaaku”, a village located near Boukoumbé, in the heart of Betammaribe territory. Due to a 
family dispute between two brothers, one of the brothers, together with his family, fled the village and 
eventually found refuge in the valley north of Oukpétouhoun. Today, they are found in the village of 
Oroukparé. Even though the Bɛhodukpadibɛ are originally Betammaribe, today they are considered, and 
consider themselves, fully Bebelibe. 

Several of the communities claim to be autochthonous, having either descended in a house from the 
sky or come out of a hole in the ground or out of a pool (Huber 1973:377; Sambiéni 1999:44–45). 
Others, however, dispute this. An elder from the Bɛdanbɛ lineage—now part of the Bɛtedepɛ 
community—recently shared that his community, together with several others, all came from a hole that 
opened up in the ground. Despite this, there was another community that already occupied the area 
where the hole appeared. Therefore, he cannot justify the claim that the Bɛdanbɛ are autochthon. The 
Bɛkɔnciɛbɛ, meanwhile, descended from the sky in a closed house and had to be released by someone. It 
is clear from their story that they were not the first occupants of the land (see appendix A.2). More 
generally, I found that those who claim to be autochthonous often have a superior attitude over the 
others. 

Petit (2005:108), an archaeologist who conducted research in the region, notes that the earliest 
settlements in the area were abandoned from the twelfth to the fifteenth century. N’Tia (1993:111–113) 
notes that there were several waves of migration into the region, the first one arriving at the beginning 
of the fourteenth century. The migrants were often families fleeing conflict within their ethnic group or 
fugitive groups who then settled in the region, taking refuge in the Atacora Mountains from oppressive 
groups such as the Mosi, Dagomba, Mamprusi and the Gourmantché. The last waves of migration arrived 
in the area in the second half of the eighteenth century as they escaped from the oppression of the 
Anufɔ, an ethnic group now based at Sansena-Mango, Togo. The Anufɔ—who had also migrated to the 
area, probably from Côte d’Ivoire—regularly raided the surrounding groups (Koussey 1977:11–12; 
Mercier 1968:103; N’Tia 1993:112). The now-resident communities accepted the fleeing families and 
fugitive groups and either incorporated the fugitives into their community or accepted the fugitives as 
communities in their own right (see also section 6.1 where I talk about fictive kin). Often, they entered 
                                                   
7 Huber (1979:9–10) lists nineteen “clans”. 
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into alliances for the purpose of marriage or security with the established communities.8 To help with 
communication, the newly arrived communities adopted Mbelime, the language of the resident 
population (cf. Huber 1973:377; Koussey 1977:47–48; Sambiéni 1999:44–46). In summary, over the 
centuries, the Bebelibe came into being by the merging of immigrant populations. 

There are some dialectal differences, which include some vowel and tone variation, with occasional 
differences in vocabulary, between those who speak Mbelime in the East versus West, and North versus 
South. In their sociolinguistic survey, Hatfield and McHenry (2011:4–7) suggest that “pure” Mbelime is 
spoken in the geographical heartland and that dialect variations reflect a continuum amongst 
communities that share their borders with neighbouring languages. 

Bebelibe communities can be divided into two groups depending on the initiation ceremonies they 
practice (cf. Huber 1973:377–378, see also 15.1): those who practice the dī fɔnde initiation cycle and tī 
kɔnte, and those who only practice tī kɔnte. 

The dī fɔnde initiation cycle consists of three different ceremonies: dī fɔnde and dī tēntide for the men 
and dī kṵntide for the women. The communities to the south and east of the region practice the dī fɔnde 
initiation cycle, which the Betammaribe also practice. As several Bebelibe communities are of 
Betammaribe origin, it is not surprising that they continue with the same initiations. Koussey (1977:49) 
also mentions this. 

The second initiation ceremony practiced in the region is tī kɔnte. This is an initiation ceremony for 
both sexes and was originally practiced by the communities to the west and north of the region. Koussey 
(1977:49) suggests that several of the Bebelibe communities originally adopted tī kɔnte from their 
western neighbours, the Gangamba, who in turn may have adopted this from the Moba9 of northern 
Togo. Cardinall states that “The [secret] society is entirely of Bimoba Origin, members of which are 
known as Konne (PL. Konse)” (1922:46). Other ethnic groups in the region also practice tī kɔnte. For a 
time tī kɔnte gradually spread through the region with the result that all the Bebelibe communities now 
practice it. 

Many of the older communities occupy territory that is ritually demarcated and was traditionally 
managed by an earth priest (ū tēn̄yīɛn̄ɔ), though this practice is dying out (see 5.4). Each community has 
a chief priest (ū yūɔs̄ɔ kpīɛm̄ɔ, PL. bɛ ̄yūɔsibɛ kpɛn̄bɛ), who is responsible for the community’s guardian 
shrines (ā tááde, SG. dī táde) and for community ceremonies and sacrifices (see also 5.4). Huber, writing 
about the ā tááde, states that they are 

places of worship that belong to the whole clan or to one of its sections… According to traditional 
myths, most of these altars go back in time to the first ancestors. It was they who brought them 
[the ā tááde] either from the sky, from the interior of the earth, or from the original ethnic group. 
Or, by happy coincidence, the ancestors met them during their lifetime. It is the diviner who 
showed them [the ancestors] the place for worship, together with the ritual regulations. 
(1973:380, translation mine) 

Thus, it seems that the ā tááde are intimately linked with each community’s origin. Large 
communities may have several chief priests, in which case each chief priest is responsible for a 
subsection of the given community. 

As each community has its own origin story (or stories), totem(s) and founding ancestor(s) (m̄ 
cíémū, no PL.), and as all the community members are related, even if distantly or as a result of an 
external group’s adoption and marriage alliances within a given community, I consider the community as 
the largest social unit. All children (male and female) are members of their father’s community and 
lineage, and remain so all their lives. Despite this, the importance of the maternal family cannot be 
ignored. For example, the maternal uncle is considered the most important family member, more 

                                                   
8 Some communities also have special alliances with other neighbouring ethnic groups. These could be a marriage 
alliance or an agreement about territory. 
9 See also Koabike (2003:114–115) and Kreamer (1995) who write about Moba initiation. 
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important than the father (see 6.2.1). The maternal uncles and the ū húnīi ‘death mother’10 hold 
important roles during Ego’s death celebrations (see 7.2.2). Finally, a mother names her firstborn son 
and daughter according to her community’s names for firstborn children (see appendix D.1.1). The 
continuing importance of the maternal family may be explained by their kinship system. Following 
Murdock, the Bebelibe kinship system can be classed as Duo-Iroquois. Murdock states that “such a 
structure can arise only in a matrilineal society which has become patrilocal and has thereby acquired 
patrilineal kin groups without losing its previous matrilineal ones” (1965 [1949]:245). Maurice 
(1986:165–167) also notes the importance of the maternal family for the Betammaribe, arguing that 
although they are patrilineal, he considers them far from being patriarchal due to the considerable role 
that the maternal family plays (1986:165). I explore this in more detail below (see sections 6 and 7). 

3.2 Ū kóóhṵ or ū huɔnū (lineage) 

As well as being patrilineal, each community (dī bōtīde) is ideally virilocal and exogamous. A community 
has one or several lineages (tī kóóte or ī huɔnī SG. ū kóóhṵ or ū huɔnū). A lineage is a coherent unit, which 
can be traced back through its paternal genealogy to the ancestor who founded it. Practically, this means 
that a person will know how he or she is related to each of the other lineage members, but not 
necessarily to those of other lineages within the community. Extensive lineages can have several 
segments, each one with their own founder.11 If a segment becomes large enough, it can split from its 
original lineage and form a new one. 

At a ceremonial level, the distinction amongst the lineages of a given community is less well 
defined. As I mentioned above, a community has at least one chief priest, and each lineage can also have 
its own priest. As already noted, the diviners (bɛ ̄pāsībɛ) are the most important figures as they are the 
ones who indicate who exactly should perform a given sacrifice or ceremony. Several diviners are 
usually consulted, both from within the community and those from other communities who are not 
aware of family or community politics. Thus there is no clear pattern of who should perform which 
ceremony when (cf. Huber 1969:378). The diviner indicates who should perform the ceremony. This 
may be the earth priest, chief priest, lineage priest, the father or a different family member, depending 
on the nature of the ceremony needed, or the seriousness of a problem being dealt with. For more 
important ceremonies that involve the whole community or lineage, the diviner will usually indicate the 
earth or chief priest. 

3.3 Dī sēdūɔde (big family or large homestead) 

Each lineage (ū kóóhṵ or ū huɔnū) is made up of several extended families. Accordingly, the extended 
family is called dī sēdūɔde ‘big family’ or ‘large homestead’ (PL. ā sēdɛɛ̄). In fact, the extended family is 
made up of the inhabitants of several homesteads that are usually located next to each other. 
Traditionally, each son, when he marries, constructs his own homestead next to that of his father (cf. 
Huber 1973:378) or as close as possible, depending on the land available. Villages can be divided up into 
neighbourhoods, with each neighbourhood representing an extended family. With time, due to lack of 
space or a family dispute, a son may move elsewhere and start a new neighbourhood. If a son completely 
relocates, due to work for example, if he has the means he still constructs a place within the family 
neighbourhood, even if it is clear that he does not intend to move back. He and his family then stay 
there when they visit. 

                                                   
10 A uterine mother fulfils the role of ū húnīi during Ego’s burial and death celebrations. Uterine mothers are Ego’s 
mother’s sisters, who are classificatory mothers to Ego. 
11 For an example of a lineage and its segments, see appendix A.3. 
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The “head” homestead is where the bɛ ̄hídíbɛ ‘ancestors’ live. The bɛ ̄hídíbɛ (literally ‘the dead’; SG. ū 
híídɔ) are counted as family members and their shrines (also called bɛ ̄hídíbɛ), which are located in the 
vestibule hut, represent their presence. Fortes makes a similar observation for the Tallensi of northern 
Ghana: “These ancestors are spoken of as if they are tangibly present in the homesteads of the 
descendants, ‘sitting at their shrines’ as Tallensi say... They are the final arbiters in all matters of life and 
death among their descendants” (1987:221). 

As livestock can also be kept in the vestibule hut, it is called either “the chicken hut” (ū kóyāāhṵ) or 
“the cow room” (dī nāacuude). The vestibule hut is always to the west of a homestead and has two 
entrances, one to the exterior and one to the interior of the homestead. The bɛ ̄hídíbɛ are represented by 
a rounded mud bench, and according to Huber, 

it is especially the direct ancestors such as the father, grandfather, great grandfather, etc. who are 
invoked and each one has his place on the ritual bench. Other relations, however, even female 
ancestors, are not excluded. For the female ancestors, one can construct a similar but smaller and 
separate altar [to the left of the main altar]. For certain clans… each ancestor is represented by a 
stone placed on the altar. (1973:382, translation mine) 

Sons do not have the right to construct their own bɛ ̄hídíbɛ whilst their father is still alive. Once the 
father has died, his sons are free to construct their bɛ ̄hídíbɛ for him and for their other ancestors. The 
youngest son, or Benjamin (kɛ ̄yaā̰kɛ),12 however, takes responsibility for his father’s ancestor shrines. 
Diviners (bɛ ̄pāsībɛ) need to be consulted in order to know exactly which ancestors are present in a 
homestead. Although the ancestors can reside in the shrine, they will leave if there is a problem in the 
family. Diviners are consulted to find out what needs to be done to resolve the problem. The diviners 
confirm whether the ancestors have left or not and how the family should go about appeasing them so 
that they will return. Once the ancestors are back, the family is complete again. The living members of 
the family have a deep respect for their ancestors who are “their ‘superiors’ who assure their happiness, 
prosperity and especially the continuity of their lineage” (Huber 1973:383, translation mine). Unless 
otherwise indicated by a diviner (ū pāāsɔ), the head of the extended family normally carries out domestic 
rites that involve the ancestors. 

3.4 Dī sēēde (family or homestead) 

The word dī sēēde (PL. ā sīe) is used for both the “family” and for its habitation, the “homestead”. 
Therefore, the smallest family unit is made up of everyone living within a specific homestead. At its 
smallest, this consists of the nuclear family: the husband, his wife (or wives) and their children. A 
homestead has a separate room (or hut) for each man and woman. The huts are built around a central 
courtyard. Walls are built between the huts, so that the homestead is enclosed. Traditionally, men had 
rectangular huts whilst women had round huts, although with the growing popularity of tin roofs, 
women may now have rectangular huts. Young children sleep in the hut of their respective mothers. A 
woman’s hut doubles up as a kitchen during rainy season, otherwise cooking is done in the homestead 
courtyard. 

The father is the “chief” or the “owner” of the homestead (ū sēyīɛn̄ɔ ‘homestead owner’). He is 
responsible for the wellbeing of his family. A large part of his responsibilities includes seeing that the 
domestic rites are performed as needed. This requires regular consultations with diviners (bɛ ̄pāsībɛ) (cf. 
Huber 1973:389; Tidjani 1998 [1951]:32).13 As mentioned above, whilst a father’s father is still alive, 
there is a limit to the rites that he can perform as he is not yet permitted to communicate directly with 
his ancestors through prayers and sacrifices. 

                                                   
12 From French, used for the youngest child of the family. 
13 Cf. Blier (1991) who writes about the role of the diviner amongst the Betammaribe. 
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In addition, an Ubielo homestead can include the youngest son (Benjamin) and his wife (or wives) 
and children. As already noted, normally, once a son has married he constructs his own homestead next 
(or as near as possible) to that of his father’s. The youngest son and his family stay in the father’s 
homestead, however, as it is the father’s Benjamin who will inherit it when his father dies (see 5.2). The 
Benjamin is expected to look after his parents in their old age. 

Despite the fact that two nuclear families can be found within one homestead, there is no way of 
distinguishing which family lives where. Everything is shared. It is not possible to determine how the 
two nuclear families break down as, when the Benjamin adds huts for himself or his wife or wives, he 
builds them wherever he can fit them in. If necessary, the original homestead wall is demolished and 
then extended. Conversely, as a family shrinks, some huts may be abandoned or demolished and the 
homestead wall rebuilt so that the overall homestead diminishes in size. 

Examining Bebelibe family structure would not be complete without looking at their marriage 
practices, which I do in the next section. 

4 Marriage 

In the following subsections I give a brief description of each marriage type practiced by the Bebelibe. I 
start by looking at the different types of Bebelibe marriage (tī bɛd̄ípōpōōte14), and then go on to look at 
modern trends and new marriage styles. Generally, as a result of the influence of modernity, the church, 
schooling and the state, Bebelibe society is undergoing rapid change. This is particularly evident in 
urban areas and when one examines what is happening with marriage practices. One such trend is the 
move away from polygynous to monogamous marriage, something the church and action groups for 
women’s rights actively encourage. As of 2004, monogamous marriage was officially adopted as the 
norm, whilst polygynous marriages were prohibited by the government (Boko Nadjo 2004:5; MJLDH 
2008:16; Houngan Ayemonna and Kodjoh-Kpakpassou 2009:12), though in practice there are those who 
try to find their way around this (WILDAF-BENIN, et al. 2005:13; Gbadamassi 2004; Houngan Ayemonna 
and Kodjoh-Kpakpassou 2009:22–23). The shift from Bebelibe styles of marriage to more Western 
practices directly impacts the family structure and consequently relationships within Bebelibe society. 
Legally, a marriage is only recognised if there has been a civil wedding. 

In examining Bebelibe styles of marriage below, I demonstrate that these are not marriages between 
two individuals but are rather alliances between two families—an alliance that is arranged between the 
brothers of the girls concerned, who, in turn, will become the maternal uncles of the resulting progeny of 
the alliance. The families are keen to see that the marriages succeed as this reinforces the alliance and 
possibly their social status. If the marriage encounters problems, the families will intervene and try their 
best to resolve them. 

With the increase in Western-style marriages, the support of the family is no longer guaranteed. 
This is especially true for “common-law” marriages (where couples choose simply to live together) or 
those who have only had a civil wedding.15 When individuals choose whom they will marry, their 
families are no longer implicated in the success or failure of the union. Thus Western-style marriages are 
perceived as alliances between two individuals rather than two families. If the families do not agree with 
the marriage, the couple cannot count on their help should they encounter difficulties. As will be seen 
below, the exception to this is Christian marriage where the church may take the place of the family. The 
church then intervenes and gives support as needed, as it wants to see the marriage succeed. 

Another trend that can be tied in with modernisation is the increasing movement of people beyond 
the Atacora or those areas traditionally favoured by the diaspora, which I mentioned above. With the 
increase in education, people regularly leave the area for higher education and seek employment 
                                                   
14 Tī bɛd̄ípōpōōte is compound noun of bɛ ̄bɛd̄íbɛ ‘Bebelibe’ and tī pōpōōte ‘marriage’. 
15 Today, there are those who have had a Bebelibe marriage, and then legalise this with a civil marriage. 
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opportunities elsewhere. One result of this development is an increase in marriages with people from 
other ethnic groups beyond those with which the Bebelibe communities usually engage when arranging 
marriages. Despite this, most Bebelibe appear to maintain a strong sense of identity. As I mentioned 
earlier, one way to demonstrate this is by constructing a house in one’s natal village. Today, women do 
this as well as men. 

Regardless of the type of marriage, whether Bebelibe or Western, one factor is important for all of 
them: it is the arrival of the first child that consolidates a marriage. 

4.1 Bebelibe marriages 

There are four types of alliance that can be classed as Bebelibe marriages16: arranged marriages through 
the exchange of two sisters, arranged marriages with bride service, marriages of acquittal and marriages 
resulting from elopement. According to Huber (1969) the main principle behind each type of Bebelibe 
marriage is the importance of reciprocity. This usually involves the exchange of two sisters and includes 
marriages that may start with the couple eloping (see below). If everything goes according to plan, the 
marriage will be recognised as one of exchange. It is this reciprocity that forms the basis of the alliance 
that is forged between the two families: 

The custom of exchanging ‘sisters’ puts the two parties on equal terms: each of them is at the same 
time bride’s and bridegroom’s party [sic], with the same claims and obligations towards the other. 
This equilibrium, in itself a guarantee for the stability of the marriage bond, is endangered as soon 
as the women begin—as is frequently the case nowadays—to refuse their imposed husbands 
([ex]changing of sisters almost necessarily implies compulsion on them), or whenever the 
rendering of a sister or daughter is unduly put off. In the case of the death or divorce of a wife, the 
question whether compensation is required depends on whether or not she has borne any children 
to her husband. 

The same principle of reciprocity, which holds good between the two parties, is also respected 
between the lineage members themselves when providing a ‘sister’ for obtaining a wife. It appears 
to be even more basic than the principle of group solidarity in regard to the marriage transactions; 
for to advance a sister or a daughter to one’s brother implies the latter’s obligation to restitution. 
The custom of exchanging ‘sisters’ is understood as a logical consequence of the Nyende law of 
exogamy, which appears to be based on their belief in reincarnation. (Huber 1969:274) 

Traditionally, communities strictly followed their exogamy rules by looking for wives amongst other 
Bebelibe communities or neighbouring ethnic groups. Many communities have marriage alliances for the 
exchange of wives. Following Huber, the rule of exogamy “is motivated by the principle that ‘one does 
not marry one’s sister’” (1969:262, translation mine). As mentioned in the quote above, this in turn is 
linked to Bebelibe notions of reincarnation.17 Everyone who dies eventually reincarnates, usually within 
his or her lineage. A deceased person can reincarnate several individuals. Consequently, if two people 
who are reincarnated by the same ancestor should marry, they could die, as they are effectively marrying 
themselves. Huber adds that this same danger applies to societies that are closely allied and consider 

                                                   
16 For a comparison of marriages in the neighbouring ethnic groups, see Lanz (2013) who has written about the 
Berba who are found to the north of the Bebelibe; Sambiéni (2003) who has written about the Natemba who are 
found to the east of the Bebelibe; Sewane (2002) and Sulj (1982) who have written about the Tamberma of Togo (or 
the Betammaribe, as they are known in Benin), and Koussey (1977), Mercier (1950) and Maurice (1986) who have 
all written about the Betammaribe who are found to the south of the Bebelibe; and Tidjani (1998 [1951]) who has 
written on the subject of marriage in general in Benin (Dahomey) with reference to several ethnic groups of the 
Atacora, especially the Betammaribe. 
17 For a more detailed examination of reincarnation amongst the Bebelibe, see S. Merz (2013). See also Sewane 
(2003:318–325, 372), Sulj (1982:7–8) and Swanson (1985) who write about reincarnation of the Tamberma 
(Betammaribe) and the Gourmantché. 
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themselves as brothers (cf. Huber 1969:262; Huber 1973:434–435). By respecting the rule of exogamy, 
the danger of marrying someone who shares the same ancestor is diminished. 

Today, the rule of exogamy is no longer strictly followed and it is not unusual to find examples of 
endogamous marriages. Paul gave the example of his own parents, who are from the same community, 
but from two different lineages. Technically, his parents are classificatory siblings, his father being an 
older classificatory brother, and they can call each other n̄ tāa ‘my sibling, opposite sex’. The 
relationship, however, is distant enough that it does not count as incest and the danger of their sharing 
the same ancestor is low. If his parents had been from the same lineage, then their union would have 
been forbidden. As an older brother, Paul’s father is also in a different ī sāntūō ‘age set’18 from Paul’s 
mother. Paul went on to explain that his parents were the second endogamous marriage within his 
community. Paul shared that the first man from his community who set this precedence had claimed that 
marrying someone from one’s own community is less complicated and that the women are more 
obedient as they share the same history and traditions. Paul is not so sure about this and thinks that 
family relationships are actually more complicated when one’s maternal and paternal relations are from 
the same community. Paul went on to say that he is aware of other endogamous marriages amongst 
some of the other larger communities. 

At this point, I need to explain that, following the Bebelibe kinship system, siblings can be divided 
into two groups: those I refer to as full siblings and those I refer to as classificatory siblings. Full siblings 
are those that have the same father. This includes children that a father has had posthumously (see 5.1). 
Classificatory siblings are parallel cousins: children of a paternal uncle (classificatory father) or a 
maternal aunt (classificatory mother, whom I refer to as a uterine mother). This includes successive 
generations of cousins (first, second, third, and so on). I explore these relationships in more detail below 
(see 6.1 and C.2.3.1). 

Despite the examples of endogamous marriage, my interviewees maintain that exogamy rules are 
important and should be respected, though they themselves differed in their opinion about how. 
Christine, for example, shared that it is more common for families to favour a particular ethnic group 
when looking for wives. When a suitable wife has come from a particular ethnic group, the husband and 
other men of the family will return to that group when looking for other wives. Paul thinks it is better to 
look for wives from several ethnic groups or communities and that one should not always return to the 
same source. According to him, having two wives from the same ethnic group or community is the 
worst-case scenario, as the second wife will not have many children. As neighbouring ethnic groups are 
also exogamous and virilocal, there is a large movement of women around the region. Women who 
marry outside of their ethnic group usually learn their husband’s language, but this does not prevent 
them from also teaching their children their own language. This is even encouraged and expected given 
the importance of the maternal family. As previously mentioned, children are members of their father’s 
lineage and this is what determines their primary community identity. 

There are now laws against forced marriages. Arranged marriages, which I describe next, fall under 
the category of forced marriages if both parties concerned have not given their free and clear consent to 
the arrangement (MFASSNHPTA 2012:9). None of the Bebelibe marriages I describe below are legally 
recognised by the Beninese state unless the marriage in question is formalised through a civil wedding. 

4.1.1 Arranged marriages by exchanging sisters 

An arranged marriage with the exchange of two sisters is called ū pōyiɛtu ‘exchange of women’, a 
compound noun formed from the words ū pūōhɔ ̰‘woman’ and m̄ yɛt̄īmɛ ‘exchange’. According to Koussey 
(1977:49) the Bebelibe adopted this form of marriage from their northern neighbours, the Berba. The 
sisters that are exchanged may be full or classificatory sisters of the brother seeking a wife. 

                                                   
18 See appendix C.1 for more details about age sets. 
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The men of two families considering an exchange are responsible for making the arrangements. For 
example, Bill from Family Y wants to get married, so his family arranges for one of Bill’s sisters to be 
exchanged with a girl from Family Z. If possible, this should be Bill’s full sister. If he does not have a full 
sister, one of his classificatory sisters can be exchanged instead—one of Bill’s father’s brother’s daughters 
for example. If Bill does not have any sisters of marriageable age, the family will promise a younger 
sister or even a future baby. Thus, the exchange of the two girls does not necessarily happen at the same 
time. The two-way exchange can be simultaneous but it is possible to have a gap of several years 
between the transfer of the first woman and the second woman to their respective husbands. Once the 
exchange has been arranged, it is as if the full exchange has taken place. Should a suitor ask the parents 
of a girl promised in exchange if their daughter is free to marry, her parents would reply, “tī u yɛtɔ” ‘we 
have exchanged her’, even though she is not yet united with her future husband. 

Once an exchange has been finalised and the girl is of age to be united with her fiancé, her paternal 
aunt will take her to his homestead for the marriage ceremony konná ū nītiyāa nnɛ ū nītipūōhɔ ̰‘to unite a 
man with a woman’.19 This ceremony is important as it allows the ancestors to accept the union, and 
according to Huber, it “assures a union without misfortune, as well as fertility” (1969:263, translation 
mine). 

If for some reason the ceremony has not been performed and the marriage encounters difficulties 
(sickness, sterility, miscarriages or still births, for example), it is probable that the diviner (ū pāāsɔ) will 
recommend that the couple go through the ceremony in order for the ancestors to accept their marriage. 

If, several years after the ceremony, there is no child to consolidate the marriage and if the sister 
who was given in exchange for the apparently barren wife has now had her first child, the husband has 
the right to demand that his wife’s family provide him with a second wife. The family is obliged to do 
this as the sister they received during the exchange has already given them a child. The first wife usually 
stays with her husband, as it is not considered correct to send her back.20 If, by misfortune, the second 
wife does not have children either, this strongly indicates that the problem is with the husband. 

Should someone seeking a wife not have a sister to exchange, then he can offer bride service in 
order to gain a wife. 

4.1.2 Arranged marriages with bride service 

An arranged marriage with bride service is called dī pōhāā̰de ‘hoe for a woman’, a compound noun 
formed from the words ū pūōhɔ ̰‘woman’ and dī hāā̰de ‘hoe’. As the name suggests, the man has to work 
the fields in order to gain his bride. Generally, this type of marriage is less common than an arranged 
marriage where two women are exchanged, and today, it is rarely practised. The arrangement is made 
between a man of marriageable age and a family who has a young daughter. The family promises the 
daughter to the man with the agreement that the man will work for the family in order to compensate 
for their future loss. Once the arrangement has been agreed upon, the fiancé will help work the fields of 
his future in-laws. This work, together with the provision of gifts such as yams, maize, sorghum, millet, 
as well as some domestic animals, and possibly other tasks that he performs for the family, make up his 
bride service, all of which lasts for at least six years. The fiancé can call on his brothers and friends to 
help him with the work (cf. Huber 1969:267–268). 

Once the parents have promised their daughter to the man in question, she is as good as given to 
him. Should another suitor come and ask if the daughter is free to marry, the parents will reply, “tī u 
dūonɔ” ‘we have given her’. Despite this, the couple do not have the right to engage in sexual relations 
until the day the daughter is officially united with her husband. She can be officially united with her 

                                                   
19 See B.1 for a description of the marriage ceremony. 
20 See B.2 for an example of an arranged marriage where the first exchange of two women did not work out. 
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husband once the girl is of marriageable age. It is possible that the husband is still obliged to work for 
his in-laws after the marriage. This depends on the age of the daughter when the agreement was made. 

The marriage ceremony mentioned above is less important for this kind of marriage and is often 
omitted. If the marriage should encounter problems the couple may decide to go through with the 
ceremony with the hope of redressing their misfortune and guaranteeing the ancestors’ acceptance of 
their union. 

Beninese law says little about bride service—or bride price—except to accord it symbolic value. 
Anani explains the situation as follows: 

article 142 of the Person and Family Code [of Benin] consecrates bride price in these terms: “bride 
price has a symbolic character.” By this apparently evasive provision, the Beninese legislator is 
happy to regulate the problem of bride price. Indeed, this article gives neither a definition of bride 
price, nor the composition or beneficiaries of this traditional practice. It just emphasises its 
symbolic value. (2008:29, translation mine) 

A third type of arranged marriage is where a girl is given to exonerate a death. 

4.1.3 Marriage of acquittal 

A marriage of acquittal is called dī nīitipóbande, a compound noun formed from the words ū niitɔ ‘person’, 
pó ‘to kill’ and dī bande ‘debt’. This type of marriage is an exception rather than a norm, and is usually a 
consequence of manslaughter. The person responsible for the death is obliged to give one of his sisters to 
the family of the person killed as an act of acquittal. Albert told me that it still happens that daughters 
are given in acts of acquittal (despite this being against the law) when there are serious problems 
between two families, even if nobody has died. He added that the daughter should be given to an older 
man who will know how to treat her well, as the two families want to assure that peace is maintained 
between them. This being the case, this sort of marriage is not understood as a punishment for the girl.21 

When a young woman learns that her marriage is being arranged, either through an exchange, 
through bride service, or as an act of acquittal, she may choose to elope with a man of her choice. 

4.1.4 Marriage by elopement 

Marriage by elopement is called ū pōcɔɔ̄t̄u ‘taking a woman’. The compound noun is formed from the 
words ū pūōhɔ ̰‘woman’ and m̄ cɔɔ̄t̄īmɛ ‘the act of taking’. Although the name implies that the man is 
responsible for taking the woman, the decision to elope is a joint one, as the couple are already in a 
relationship. Usually the couple are confident that, once things have calmed down following their 
elopement, their families will allow them to stay together. Often the couple meet in public places—
during festivals or at the market, for example. The couple use their friends as intermediaries22 to plan 
their rendezvous, and eventually, the date when they will elope together. On the chosen day, the couple 
flee to the man’s family and he presents his new wife to his parents. 

A few days after their elopement, an elder from the husband’s family, who is well respected and 
wise, visits the woman’s family to inform them of the union and to mediate on behalf of the new couple. 
If the girl’s family accepts the marriage, the two can stay together with the condition that, in the near 
future, the man’s family will compensate his in-laws by giving one of his sisters in exchange for his wife. 
Thus, the elopement takes on the status of an arranged marriage where two sisters are exchanged (cf. 

                                                   
21 See also Lanz (2013:7–8) who describes a similar situation amongst the Berba, northern neighbours of the 
Bebelibe. 
22 See anecdote about Etienne, Josué and Chloé (6.2.1) for an example of the intermediary’s role and potential 
consequences. 
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Huber 1969:262). If the wife is unable to have children, however, the husband is not obliged to give a 
sister. 

Mathilde married her husband in this way. After their elopement, her family accepted their union 
and her husband promised a girl in exchange for her. Mathilde’s husband died before he was able to 
fulfil his debt. The family had the right to demand Mathilde’s daughter in payment, but as her husband 
died young, the family renounced the debt. 

If the family does not agree with the union of the eloped couple, they will snatch the daughter back, 
using force if necessary. 

Another form of this type of marriage is called ū pōcɔɔ̄t̄ītēdīmū ‘taking a woman and running’ and is 
formed from the words ū pūōhɔ ̰‘woman’, m̄ cɔɔ̄t̄īmɛ ‘the act of taking’ and m̄ tēdīmū ‘the act of running’. 
This form of elopement happens when the couple already know that the woman’s family will not agree 
to their union. Typically, they flee the area on market day when the woman’s absence will not be 
discovered until the evening. Often, the couple seeks refuge with the man’s maternal family or they hide 
in a remote location. The man informs his paternal family that he has taken a wife, and as above, the 
family then chooses a family elder who will negotiate on the man’s behalf with the woman’s family. The 
couple stay hidden until the union has been formalised with the woman’s family as the woman’s family 
will probably try and find her to take her back again. It is possible that the couple will have to wait 
several years, or until the arrival of their first child, before the woman’s family finally capitulates and 
agrees to the union. Once the family accepts their daughter’s marriage, it is understood that the husband 
will give a sister in exchange for her.23 

For both types of elopement, the marriage ceremony only takes place if the couple encounter 
problems in their marriage, assuming that the elopement has been formalised with the families 
concerned. As patterns in marriage change, I suspect that the need to elope will decrease as the laws 
against marriage exchange are enforced. 

4.2 Western-style marriages 

There are three types of alliances that can be classed as Western-style marriages: simple (or common-
law) marriages, civil weddings and Christian marriage. Whilst Bebelibe forms of marriage start to 
decrease, especially in the town of Cobly, Western-style marriages are on the increase. There are several 
reasons for this phenomenon: the establishment of churches in the area, formal education24 with the 
result that many people now resist arranged marriages,25 and the fact that Beninese law does not 
recognise Bebelibe forms of marriage. Antoine thinks that the demise of Bebelibe marriage has 
contributed to the disintegration of society in general as he feels there is no longer any respect for the 
authority of the family. 

4.2.1 Simple marriages 

Antoine went on to share that the type of alliance that is the most popular is what he calls “simple 
marriage”. This, he believes, is nothing more than women joining their partners as concubines. There is 
no vernacular name for this type of relationship. Antoine, who was thirty and not married at the time of 
the interview, laments about the good old days. For him, “simple marriage” is a clear sign of society’s 
disintegration: 

                                                   
23 See anecdote about Susanne and Jean (6.2.1) for an example of an elopement that was not accepted. 
24 See Hannerz (1987:552–554), who writes about the impact of education, amongst other phenomenon, on the 
creolisation of a society. 
25 See also Lanz (2013:14–16) who has written about the Berba, northern neighbours of the Bebelibe. 
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A man takes a woman and that’s it. He doesn’t give anything for her. There’s no arrangement. In 
the old days, he was always required to give a sister, gifts or his labour. 

Today, the young don’t like marriage. Women want more freedom and choice. A man’s riches 
are more important than his character and behaviour. Prostitution is increasing and girls search 
for rich men. The men take them, pay them, and then send them on their way. The girls become 
prostitutes (zemijans26). The moment their breasts begin to develop, girls start looking for rich 
men. Consequently, there are many abortions. The men also, they chase the women and take 
them. After a while, they desert them to take other women. 

Even if a couple should get married, there’s a lot more divorce (m̄ yēn̄tīmɛ). The women are 
abandoned together with their children. The ex-husband makes no provision for them and there’s 
nobody to take care of them, and so the abandoned women turn to prostitution to survive. 

Before the arrival of the whites, traditional marriage worked fine. (Interview in October 2004, 
Cobly) 

Fortunately, the situation does not seem quite as bleak as Antoine would have it. Christian 
marriages (tī wēnpōpōōte ‘God’s marriage’) and civil weddings (tī pīenpōpōōte ‘white man’s marriage’) are 
increasing and becoming more popular. Together with Christian marriage, the idea of formal 
engagements (tī pōcīn̄cīnte27) has been introduced. 

4.2.2 Civil wedding 

The civil wedding is the only form of marriage recognised by Beninese law. A civil wedding is conducted 
either by the mayor, a member of the Commune council or the district chief, and takes place at the town 
hall. Before a couple can get married they need to provide birth certificates, recent medical certificates 
(that both partners have seen), and—where relevant—proof that they are no longer married (certificate 
of death if widowed, or divorce papers). Church pastors require that couples first have a civil wedding 
before they will perform a Christian wedding ceremony. 

4.2.3 Christian marriage 

Mathilde, whose marriage was through elopement that was then recognised as one of exchange, is 
Catholic and knows several couples who have had a Christian wedding. She believes that the success of 
Christian marriages is based on the mutual respect of the couple for their church priest or pastor and for 
God. She thinks that God does not recognise Bebelibe marriages. She has come to the conclusion that 
Christian marriages are the most stable marriages as the couple can count on the support of their church. 
She thinks the church has taken on the role that the family would have had in Bebelibe marriages. 
Should the two families of the couple be Christian too, all the better. 

I have observed the family role that a church can hold during Assemblies of God wedding 
ceremonies that I have attended locally. All the pastors present were recognised as the “fathers” of the 
two individuals being married. In turn, the pastors referred to the couple as their “children”. Following 
the exchange of vows and rings, all the “fathers” present were invited to come and pray for their 
“children”. The first Assemblies of God evangelists, who were American and Burkinabe, came from 
Burkina Faso to Benin in the 1940s (Akibo 1998:17). The church was established in the Atacora in the 
1950s (J. Merz 1998:41; Akibo 1998:19, 22–23). Laurent, who wrote about the Mossi of Burkina Faso, 
has noted that 

                                                   
26 Zemijan is a word originating from Fon, spoken in southern Benin, which is used for taxi-motorbikes. This word 
has also come to mean “prostitute” as the women move around quickly and often. 
27 One can also say bɛ cīīni ‘they are engaged’. 
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The protestant community [the Assemblies of God], and more explicitly, the family of the pastor, 
become a refuge and then the new family, for young female protestant fugitives; the pastor then 
becomes responsible for arranging their marriage. By this mechanism, the religious figure is 
established as a founder and head of a new lineage and… he competently manages his ‘girls of 
marriageable age’ (socially and biologically) with authority, by a skilful composition of traditional 
rules of alliance together with the forms of marriage authorised by the church. With age and 
experience, by becoming a true ‘big man’, the pastor finds himself at the centre of a vast network 
of relationships of people living under his care or having solicited an alliance with girls of his 
church. (2003:98–99, translation mine, cf. page 110) 

From what I have observed, this phenomenon is not yet as developed among the Assemblies of God 
of Benin as compared with Burkina Faso. I have not heard talk of the pastor becoming the founder and 
head of a new lineage, for example. Despite this, the Beninese pastors (both from the Assemblies of God 
and other denominations) in the Commune of Cobly demonstrate a deep level of concern towards their 
parish members. The type of family responsibility the pastors take on usually only becomes apparent to 
those who have a close relationship with the pastors. This is often the case with Protestant communities 
where their members have rejected their customs, and sometimes even their “pagan” families. Often they 
find a similar structure to the one they have left behind in their new Christian community. 

Despite the changes that Bebelibe society is undergoing and regardless of what type of marriage or 
alliance a person enters into, one can always seek refuge with, or the help of, one’s maternal uncles in 
times of trouble. This still holds strong in today’s society, as Elisabeth’s story (see 6.2.1 below) 
illustrates. 

Another issue that is linked to the topic of marriage is the question of inheritance and levirate. I 
turn to these topics next. 

5 Levirate, inheritance and succession 

In the following subsections I look at who inherits the land, home, possessions, roles, and if the deceased 
is male, wives of someone when he dies. Understanding the family structure, together with Bebelibe 
notions about reincarnation, can help shed light on the whys and the wherefores behind levirate 
marriage, inheritance and succession of roles. 

Whilst talking with my interviewees about inheritance, David told me he had seen a change in 
attitude amongst people today. There is now a tendency for people no longer to recognise their 
classificatory brothers when there is the question of levirate or of general inheritance. According to 
custom, classificatory brothers should inherit first, followed by full brothers. He feels that this tendency 
demonstrates an increasing level of individualism as the full brothers claim to have more rights than 
those who are classificatory. They will state, “We don’t know them!” when referring to their 
classificatory brothers and refuse them their rights of inheritance. It’s possible that people no longer 
know their classificatory siblings as well as they would have, especially in an urban setting. This is likely 
a result of the increase in movement and migration within the country and the wider region. Beninese 
law may also contribute to the change in attitudes as, legally, only the deceased’s lawful spouse, actual 
children and immediate relations can claim inheritance. 

5.1 Levirate 

The Bebelibe have the custom of levirate,28 a custom where a man may be obliged to marry his brother’s 
widow, though people rather talk in terms of a deceased’s brother inheriting the widow. The leviratic 
tradition is in the process of diminishing, especially amongst the Christian community as churches 
                                                   
28 See also Maurice (1986:174) and Sulj (1982:33) who write about the Betammaribe/Tamberma. 
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actively discourage it, perceiving it as a form of polygyny. General attitudes are also changing as a result 
of formal education and campaigning by groups such as the Association des femmes juristes du Bénin 
(AFJB) and the introduction of the Persons and Family Code: as of 2004, the practice of levirate is 
against the law (Boko Nadjo 2004:4; MJLDH 2008:16). Vanessa, who attended a campaign that AFJB 
held in Cobly in 2009, told me that they gave teaching about women’s rights in relation to forced 
marriages, levirate and polygyny, and that women are not objects to be used by men. The Women’s 
Justice and Empowerment Initiative (WJEI) is another group that campaigns for women’s rights. WJEI 
teach that levirate is a form of forced marriage, which they define as a form of psychological and moral 
violence against women (WJEI/Empower 2008:14–15). 

Traditionally, all women are inherited if their husbands have died. In the past, only the deceased 
husband’s younger classificatory brothers could inherit his wife (or wives). Today, this has changed and 
full younger brothers of the deceased now claim the right to inherit his wives. It is not unusual for 
quarrels to break out between them and the classificatory brothers, as the full brothers believe they have 
more right to inherit a widow than their classificatory brothers. Occasionally, an older brother will also 
put in a claim to inherit a widow. What continues to be important is that someone of the same lineage as 
the widow’s husband inherits her. 

After the death of the husband, the potential suitors each bring a guinea fowl for the widow. The 
widow then chooses which brother she would like to inherit her. This is usually one with whom she 
already has a good relationship. She indicates her choice to an old widow who has been chosen to be her 
special companion at this time.29 The old widow then approaches the chosen brother and takes his 
guinea fowl. This act makes him the inheritor of the deceased’s wife. This custom used to be public and 
during the day but with the change in attitude towards levirate practices, widows who are happy to be 
inherited, now risk being mocked. The custom of choosing who will be the wife’s inheritor by taking his 
guinea fowl still continues, but this now happens discreetly with suitors bringing the guinea fowl during 
the night. The guinea fowl will be used later for the sacrifice that is part of the widow’s liberation 
ceremony. 

The inheriting brother can be called the ū yɔs̄ōtɔ ̄‘inherited husband’ or simply ū sōtɔ ̄‘the inheritor’. 
He, in turn, would call the widow n̄ pōsōtɔ ̄‘my inherited wife’. Children born of an inherited widow are 
considered posthumous children of her deceased husband. These children would therefore be considered 
full siblings of the children born of the husband before he died, as they all share the same pater30, even 
though their genitors are different. 

Today, even with modern marriages and changing attitudes, some women still choose to be 
inherited. Otherwise, a widow may now choose to leave her husband’s family, especially if she does not 
see eye-to-eye with any of his brothers. If the family is sensible, they will not create any problems for the 
widow and will let her leave freely. If she does decide to go, the family usually put pressure on her to 
leave her children behind, as they are members of the deceased’s husband’s lineage. Vanessa explained 
to me that the potential loss of their children means that many women do decide to stay and be 
inherited, whilst those who are widowed without children can leave more freely. 

Normally a barren woman should be respected and be allowed to stay with her husband and, should 
he die, with his family. Matthieu explained that a good husband’s feelings are not conditioned by 
whether his wife is able to have children or not. Even if she cannot have children, she may run the 
household well, or succeed elsewhere—raising animals, for example—and is well respected and loved by 
the immediate family. The husband is also conscious of the fact that it may not be her fault that she was 
unable to have children. If, following his death, the family does not respect her, especially if she is 
passed the age of child bearing, he may seek vengeance against the family. This is usually in the form of 
sickness or even death, especially amongst the family members who show contempt for the woman. 
                                                   
29 The widow’s special companion accompanies her following the death of her husband until she is “liberated”. Her 
liberation ceremony marks the end of her formal period of mourning. 
30 The pater is the person who is socially defined as the actual father. 
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Matthieu then told me about a case where he knew a childless widow, who was still of childbearing age, 
but free to leave as she had no children. Everyone, including herself, believed she was barren. As she got 
on well with the family, she decided to stay with the family and was inherited by one of the brothers. A 
short time afterwards, she realised she was pregnant (interview, 14th September 2004, Cobly). 

Women who are past childbearing age should still be inherited as the deceased’s community is 
expected to take care of them. They too have the freedom to leave should they choose. Widows are 
highly respected and often feared, as people think they might be witches. If there is the suspicion that a 
wife was responsible for the death of her husband (through the practice of witchcraft, for example), the 
family will chase her from the community and she is obliged to return to her own family. 

An inherited woman is not required to go and live in the same homestead with her inheritor. She 
either continues to live in her deceased husband’s homestead or goes to live with her youngest son or 
receives a plot of land she can build on. This brings me to the topic of who traditionally inherits the 
family homestead, livestock and fields.31 

5.2 Homestead, livestock and fields 

The Bebelibe practice of ultimogeniture, means that a father’s youngest son (kɛ ̄yaā̰kɛ), or Benjamin, does 
not leave the paternal homestead after marriage, but continues to farm with his father and ultimately 
inherits his father’s granary32 and the homestead. This ensures that the parents will be cared for in their 
old age. When there are several wives, each wife potentially has her own Benjamin (assuming she has 
sons). For the father, it is his very youngest son from all of the wives (usually the youngest wife) who is 
the official Benjamin and who will inherit the homestead, though he will only take over the role as 
homestead owner (ū sēyīɛn̄ɔ) once all his older brothers have married and left the homestead. Should the 
father die before all his older sons have left home, it is the oldest of the unmarried brothers who 
becomes responsible for running the household. As each successive brother marries and leaves the 
homestead, the next oldest takes responsibility for the household until only the Benjamin is left. If a 
mother’s Benjamin is not the father’s Benjamin, his mother will go with him when it is his turn to leave. 

Once all the older brothers have left, if the Benjamin is not old enough to take on the responsibilities 
of running a homestead, his mother will be in charge of its management until he can take his place as 
the homestead owner (ū sēyīɛn̄ɔ). Until that time, the oldest son continues to be responsible for the 
wellbeing of the family and the domestic rites, even though he no longer lives there. His mother’s 
inheritor should also provide practical and financial help as needed. Timothée shared with me his 
reasoning, together with a folk story, that explains why the Benjamin is the favoured son and gets to 
inherit the homestead: 

A father, wanting to decide which of his sons should inherit the homestead, gave each son an 
equal amount of cowry shells and told them to go to the market and buy his [the father’s] name. 
The sons went to the market as instructed. All, except the Benjamin, wandered about not sure what 
to do, as they did not know how to go about buying their father’s name. The Benjamin, however, 
used his cowries to buy sorghum beer for everyone he met. 

When they returned home the father asked each son in turn, starting with the oldest, if they’d 
succeeded in buying his name. Each son admitted failure until the father asked the Benjamin who 
answered, ‘Yes, I bought your name’. The father asked, ‘What is it?’ The Benjamin told his father 
that he would need to come with him to the market the following week and he would see. 

                                                   
31 See also Maurice (1986:170, 172 & 176), Mercier (1968:153) and Sewane (2003:72 & 74), who describe a similar 
system of inheritance for the Tamberma (Betammaribe) and Piot (1988:280–281) who mentions the practice of 
ultimogeniture for the Kabiyè. 
32 The Benjamin’s wife will eventually inherit his mother’s granary. 
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The following week, when they arrived at the market, everyone they met exclaimed, ‘Ah! Is 
this your son?’ The father realised that the son now had a good reputation and had made a name 
for his father. 

Generally the youngest son is the most intelligent. As his older brothers all have authority 
over him and are bigger than he, he has to be more cunning to make his way in life. This is why 
parents favour their youngest son and why he inherits the homestead. (Interview, 22 July 2009, 
Cobly) 

If there is no son to inherit, the youngest wife of the deceased has the right to stay on in the 
homestead, together with any daughters she may have, as she was probably the one who took care of her 
husband before he died. The other wives are expected to leave the homestead. The brothers who 
inherited the other wives are responsible for seeing that they get some land where they can build. There 
is the hope that one or more of the deceased’s wives, if they are of childbearing age, will have sons and 
therefore contribute to the continuation of the lineage. As I mentioned above, any children born of 
inherited wives are considered posthumous children of the deceased. The birth of a posthumous son 
ensures an inheritor for the homestead, livestock and fields of the deceased father. 

The father’s fields and livestock are divided amongst all the sons. If there are no sons, the wives of 
the deceased will see that the land is farmed and the livestock cared for. In this way, they will benefit 
from the produce. Once the wives themselves have died, and if there are still no sons, the homestead and 
fields will return to family members of the same lineage of the deceased. 

Daughters do not usually inherit the land, livestock or the homestead as they leave the paternal 
home when they marry. Nevertheless, Timothée shared that if an unmarried sister is well liked by her 
brothers, they may decide to share some of their inheritance with her. In this way, unmarried sisters can 
have a small parcel of land that is on loan to them until the day they marry and leave. This parcel of 
land then returns to her brothers. 

It is not uncommon for women to own cattle, sheep and goats. If this is the case, when a woman 
dies, one part of her livestock should be returned to her maternal family to be divided amongst her 
nephews, whilst her sons inherit the rest.33 

Today, following Beninese law, the lawful spouse and all the children of the deceased (including 
those born out of lawful wedlock), irrespective of sex, have equal rights of inheritance (MJLDH 2008:19; 
Boko Nadjo 2004:4). When there are children, the lawful spouse has the right to one quarter of the 
inheritance, whilst the rest is divided amongst the children. When there are no children, the lawful 
spouse has the right to receive half of the inheritance, whilst the rest is divided amongst the deceased’s 
parents and immediate family (Houngan Ayemonna and Kodjoh-Kpakpassou 2009:53–54). These laws 
apply to the homestead, land and livestock, as well as the deceased’s personal possessions. 

5.3 Possessions of the deceased 

Traditionally, the inheritance of the other belongings of the deceased depends on how the person died. If 
he died a “bad death” (m̄ hṵ́tiɛmū: suicide, murder, or an accident for example), only the bɛ ̄hēnkāsibɛ 
‘men-of-the-horns’ (SG. ū hēnkāsɔ) from his lineage can inherit his possessions. These are men who have 
encountered death either by witnessing a bad death, helping at the burial of a bad death or who have 
killed someone themselves. Consequently, they have the power to resist the dangers associated with bad 
death. Thus the bɛ ̄hēnkāsibɛ are the only people who can safely inherit the deceased’s possessions 
  

                                                   
33 See anecdote about Jaques (6.2.2) for an example of what can happen if this is not respected. 
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without dying. If the deceased is a woman, then women who have also encountered death or an elderly 
woman will inherit her things.34 

If the deceased is male and died as a result of illness or old age, what is referred to as a “good 
death” (m̄ hṵ́saamū), his sons, except the firstborn, will divide his weapons and tools, food, clothes, 
bicycle and other personal effects among themselves. Traditionally, if there were no sons, then his 
classificatory brothers who were in a different ī sāntūō ‘age set’ from the deceased would divide his 
possessions amongst them. Today, full brothers now claim the right to inherit the deceased’s possessions, 
should he not have sons. All the brothers, full and classificatory, who belong to the same ī sāntūō as the 
deceased, should not inherit anything from him, otherwise the deceased will call them to come and join 
him. The same risk is there for any brother who shares the same reincarnated ancestor as the deceased, 
even if he does not belong to the same ī sāntūō. 

The firstborn son is considered equal to his father and is part of his father’s ī sāntūō (see 6.2.1 for an 
explanation of this relationship). Thus he too is in danger of dying should he inherit any of his father’s 
possessions. The same situation exists between a mother and her firstborn daughter (see 6.2.2). 

When a woman dies a good death, her belongings are traditionally shared out amongst her 
daughters (except her firstborn) and her nieces (her brothers’ children). Should she not have children, 
her brothers (both full and classificatory), who are not part of her ī sāntūō ‘age set’ and her younger 
sisters (both full and classificatory) share out her possessions that would normally have gone to her 
daughters. 

The traditional rule of thumb for all inheritance is that when a woman died, her actual children and 
the children of her lineage (her brothers’ children) inherit, with livestock going to sons and nephews and 
other personal belongings to her daughters and nieces. When a man died, only other male members of 
his lineage (including his sons) can inherit. 

5.4 Succession of roles 

With the death of his father, the oldest son inherits the responsibility to oversee the wellbeing of the dī 
sēdūɔde ‘big family/large homestead’. This includes his dī sēēde ‘family/homestead’ and those of all his 
brothers. When there is a problem that concerns the whole family, the oldest son will consult several 
diviners to find out how the problem should be resolved. The oldest son then addresses the bɛ ̄hídíbɛ 
‘ancestor shrine’ that is located in his homestead with the necessary prayers and sacrifices needed to 
resolve the problem. When there are several first sons—should the father have had several wives—
although it is the father’s firstborn first son who inherits this responsibility, the diviner may indicate that 
one of the other first sons should actually address the bɛ ̄hídíbɛ ‘ancestor shrine’. For minor problems 
specific to an individual dī sēēde, the ū sēyīɛn̄ɔ ‘homestead owner’ takes responsibility for resolving this. 

Important community roles include priests—amongst whom there is the chief priest and sometimes 
an earth priest—diviners and the village chief. When someone fulfilling one of these roles dies a 
replacement needs to be found. The two roles that are inherited by a descendant are those of the chief 
priest and the earth priest. Often the same person holds both positions. Here I discuss the succession of 
chief priests and earth priests only, as this links in with the theme of inheritance. For a brief summary of 
the succession of other roles, see appendix A.4. 

The chief priest (ū yūɔs̄ɔ kpīɛm̄ɔ, PL. bɛ ̄yūɔsibɛ kpɛn̄bɛ) is responsible for the community’s guardian 
shrines (ā tááde, SG. dī táde) and has overall jurisdiction for all the shrines within a community. The chief 
                                                   
34 People who are responsible for someone else’s death or have had contact with death need to go through a special 
purification ceremony, which is performed in the presence of antelope horns stuffed with special ingredients and 
considered very powerful. Men who have had this performed for them are then known as the “men-of-the-horns”. 
They can safely handle the antelope horns and confront death, whilst women who have been purified can safely 
inherit from a woman who dies a bad death. See also appendix F.1 and Sewane (2003:57, 67–73) who writes about 
the men-of-the-horns, whom she refers to as Vrais hommes, for the Tamberma (Betammaribe). 
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priest is in charge of the more important sacrifices and ceremonies that may be needed, such as sacrifices 
during the dī fɔnde initiation cycle or the ceremonies for the new yams or the arrival of a baby. The chief 
priest of the Bɛkɔpɛ, one of the communities from the village of Ouworou, is superior to all the other 
chief priests in the Commune of Cobly and is in charge of the dī fɔnde initiation cycle (see appendix F.1 
for more details). 

When a chief priest dies, one of his sons inherits his responsibilities, priestly garments and tools of 
the trade, which include the sheepskin that the priest wears to cover his bottom, his hat, cane, goatskin 
bag, drinking calabash and calabash bottle for m̄ dāamɛ ‘sorghum beer’ and the knife used for sacrifices. 
Julien explained that both the dī táde ‘community shrine’ that resides at the chief priest’s homestead, 
together with the bɛ ̄hídibɛ ‘ancestors’ choose exactly which son will inherit this role. For some 
communities, the ancestors intervene by seeing that a chief priest will have only one son, who will 
eventually replace his father. Conversely, the chief priests in other communities can have many children, 
with several sons. In this instance, the ancestors need to be consulted to find out which son will inherit 
his father’s role. Occasionally, a full or classificatory brother inherits the role. Julien then went on to 
share what happened in the village of Oukpétouhoun when their last two chief priests died: 

Many years ago—Julien cannot remember when—the chief priest of Oukpétouhoun died. He had 
several sons, one of whom had gone to Ghana and was living and working there, together with 
other Bebelibe. The people weren't sure who should inherit the role of chief priest, so they asked 
several diviners. It became clear that the son in Ghana should inherit his father’s role. 

A man was sent to Ghana to tell the son that he needed to return to the village and take on 
the role of chief priest. The son refused. The man returned to the village and explained that the 
son was not prepared to return and take on this role. The ancestors and the guardian shrine were 
also informed and asked if they would choose another person instead to become chief priest. They 
refused, making it clear that only this son could fill his father’s shoes. No one knew what to do, 
how could the son be persuaded to return? 

One day the son was in his fields when a strange man approached him. Somehow the man 
was familiar but the son also knew that he’d never met him before. (He was an ancestor who 
appeared to the son in human form). The strange man started to ask lots of questions, but the son 
had no idea what the answers were. As a result of this encounter, he went out of his mind, became 
irritable and violent and stopped working. 

Until that day he had a reputation for being hard working, level-headed and serious. The 
other Bebelibe who lived there were concerned about this sudden change in him so they decided 
that they should try and take him back to the village for treatment, not an easy feat given his now 
violent nature. 

When they arrived at the Benin border, close to home, the man suddenly came to his senses. 
Seeing he was on his way home, he realised what had happened to him and agreed that he needed 
to return to the village. He returned and took his place as the chief priest. He was chief priest for 
many, many years and died a very old man in 2008. 

He too had several sons. The guardian shrine and ancestors chose his youngest son to inherit 
the role. This son too lives elsewhere and is a Christian. He too refused to take on the role, but this 
time the ancestors and the guardian shrine accepted his refusal. When consulted to find out if an 
alternative person could become chief priest, they indicated one of the deceased chief priest’s 
classificatory sons; the son of one of his younger brothers. He accepted the role and is now the 
chief priest. (Interview, 27 July 2009, Cobly) 

The chief priest has an entourage of priests (bɛ ̄yūɔsibɛ, SG. ū yūɔs̄ɔ) and a deputy (dī kpēkpēkīde, PL. ā 
kpēkpēkɛ) who know what needs to be done in each situation and every circumstance, and who act on 
the instructions of the chief priest. This includes performing sacrifices to the guardian shrines (ā tááde), 
which they do in the name of the chief priest. If the deputy or one of the priests die, the chief priest 
decides who will replace him. 

In the case where the chief priest dies and the son chosen to replace him is still too young or has not 
yet learnt all that the role entails, the priests (bɛ ̄yūɔsibɛ, SG. ū yūɔs̄ɔ) teach him, explaining what he needs 
to do in each given situation. If needed, one of these priests can perform a sacrifice in the name of the 
son when he is too young to do this himself. The son does not even need to be present. 

The role of the earth priest (ū tēn̄yīɛn̄ɔ—literally ‘earth owner’) is disappearing. Many communities 
do not have an earth priest, or the person who holds this role is also the chief priest, for example, or has 
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another key religious or social function in the community (cf. Huber 1969:260). Ben, for example, 
explained that his community does have an earth priest, who is also the chief priest for the community. 
According to him, the son will inherit both roles from his father. Huber (1973:378) also tried to define 
what the earth priest does, as opposed to community elders and other priests, but finishes by stating that 
there is no clear pattern of who does what.35 

Those to whom I spoke all knew of the existence of earth priests, but did not always know who this 
person was for their community. Several of my interviewees come from communities that never had, or 
no longer have, an earth priest. They all agreed though that the principal function of an earth priest is to 
see to the allocation of land to newcomers who want to settle in the territory of a given community. 

Having examined the overall Bebelibe family structure in terms of dī bōtīde ‘community’, ū kóóhṵ or 
ū huɔnū ‘lineage’, dī sēdūɔde ‘big family’, dī sēēde ‘family’, and marriage and inheritance practices, I now 
turn to examining kinship terminology and specific relationships amongst Ego and the different members 
of the family. For ease of text flow, I refer to Ego by using masculine pronouns. When Ego’s gender needs 
to be distinguished, I indicate this in the text by writing “male Ego” or “female Ego”. 

6 Kinship terminology and relationships 

Knowing the kinship terminology and how it works within a given ethnic group helps one understand 
the scope and nature of Ego’s family relationships and establishes a clearer picture of the underlying 
pattern of behaviour that is expected. This, in turn, helps outsiders to understand the nature of the 
relationships and to orientate themselves within a given society. Returning to the example I gave at the 
beginning, it was only when I understood the exact nature of the relationship that exists between Ego 
and his maternal uncle that I could make sense of why people were so pleased that my maternal uncle 
had come to visit. Until that point, I was mystified and a little disorientated, not knowing why people 
were behaving the way they were towards him. 

With time, as I started to understand the nature of the different relationships and the behaviour 
expected, I could react appropriately and behave within the accepted norms of the society, something 
that was particularly useful when one of my father’s cousins came to visit a few years later. If she had 
come during my first year in Cobly, I would have simply referred to her as my cousin. In doing this, 
those who knew French, may have had an idea of her relationship with me but many would have been 
lost—was she a daughter of one of my maternal uncles or paternal aunts, or rather a daughter of my 
father’s brother or mother’s sister making her my classificatory sister? In examining our relationship in 
terms of Bebelibe family structure, I was able to find the correct term I should use when referring to her. 
As she is a daughter of my paternal grandfather’s brother (my father’s father’s brother, whom I would 
call my great uncle), the cousin in question would not be classified as my father’s cousin but rather as his 
sister, thus making her my paternal aunt. So, when she came to visit, this is how I referred to her when I 
introduced her to people. 

In this section I summarise the kinship terminology36 employed by Ego, before going on to explore 
the nature of the relationships amongst Ego and the different members of his family. The kinship 
terminology outlined in the tables and diagrams below demonstrate how Ego refers to a given 
relationship. These are the terms that Ego uses to refer to someone when talking with others. Sometimes 
there is an overlap between how Ego refers to a person and how Ego would address that person directly. 
For example, Ego can both refer to and address his father as “father”, though Ego may also use a more 

                                                   
35 Maurice (1986:51–54) and Mercier (1968:271–273) also try to clarify the role of the earth priests for the 
Betammaribe. They too seem to have encountered similar challenges when defining the exact nature of this role and 
the person who fills it. 
36 For a full presentation of Bebelibe kinship terminology, see appendix C. This includes terms of reference and of 
address. 
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intimate term such as “papa” when speaking to his father directly. Conversely, although it is acceptable 
for Ego to say “my wife” when talking with others, Ego would never say “wife, come here” when 
addressing her directly. The only occasions when Ego does address someone directly as “wife” is in the 
context of a joking relationship (see 6.2.7). 

Ego can also address people by one of their names.37 An Ubielo can potentially have four or more 
names, but not everyone can call him or her by all of those names. The name that Ego employs when 
addressing someone is related to the family structure and the circumstances by which someone may have 
received some of their names. The different types of names include: birth names—which, in turn, include 
the name that shows someone’s position in relation to his or her siblings, and other names that can be 
given at birth (thanksgiving and circumstantial names)—nicknames, joking names, tī kɔnte initiation 
names and French names. French names are a more recent phenomenon, given either at birth or chosen 
by an individual later in life. Even if given at birth, this does not count as a birth name. When calling an 
older person by their French name, assuming that this is allowed, it is good to preface it with “papa” or 
“maman”—“papa Samuel”, for example. Calling a senior by their French name alone can be perceived as 
disrespectful. A simple rule of thumb is that Ego only addresses his elders by their tī kɔnte initiation 
name or their French name, whilst Ego can address those who are younger by any name. 

6.1 Summary of Bebelibe kinship system and terminology 

Before giving an overview of the Bebelibe kinship system and terminology, I think it is helpful to present 
a brief explanation of what is meant by a kinship system. McKinney explains this as follows: 

Kinship systems are culturally defined, orderly groupings of social and biological relationships 
based on marriage (affinal relationships) and birth (consanguinal relationships). They address kin 
relations, groups, responsibilities and obligations, and the system of classifying kin within society. 
They are embedded within the total cultural context including religion, politics, economics, and 
especially social organization… 

There are six canonical kinship systems that were first described by Lewis Henry Morgan in 
1871. He named each system based on where he first found it. For example, the Hawaiian system 
is so named not because it occurs in Hawaii, but rather because Morgan first received data on that 
kinship system from there. These [six] models lump together or separate kin in their kin 
terminology. (McKinney 2000:149, 157) 

The kinship data that I gathered shows that the nature and use of Bebelibe kinship terminology 
indicates a clear predominance for the model that Morgan referred to as the Iroquois kinship system 
(McKinney 2000:159). Murdock broke these models down even further, and following his analysis, the 
data indicate that Bebelibe come under what he refers to as Duo-Iroquois subtype (Murdock 1965 
[1949]:243–245). This can be summed up as follows: 
  

                                                   
37 For different examples of Bebelibe names, see appendix D. 
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Key for diagram 1 

 Male  F Father  D Daughter 

 Female  M Mother  co co 

 Male or female  B Brother  o older 

 Ego, male or female  Z Sister  y younger 

 Ego, male  H Husband  / can be either 

 Ego, female  W Wife    

= Marriage38  S Son    
 

Table 1. Terminology represented in diagram 1 

Ref. Singular English Relationship to male Ego: 
1 n̄ tɔɔ̄ kpīɛm̄ɔ my grandfather FF, MF 
2 n̄ nīi kpīɛm̄ɔ my grandmother FM, MM 
6 n̄ tīiy� ́ɛ̰t́ɔ my maternal uncle MB 
8 n̄ tɔɔ̄ my father F, FB 
9 n̄ pēte my paternal aunt FZ 
10 n̄ nīi my mother M, McoW, MZ, FBW 
11 n̄ pēte yāa my paternal aunt’s husband FZH 
12 n̄ kīīnɔ my joker MZH, MBW 
14 n̄ maanɔ my older sibling, same sex oB 
15 n̄ tāa my sibling, opposite sex Z 
16 n̄ nān̄kɛ my younger sibling, same sex yB 
19 n̄ pēte bīikɛ my paternal aunt’s child FZS/D 
20 n̄ tīiy� ́ɛ̰t́ɔ bīikɛ my maternal uncle’s child MBS/D 
23 n̄ bīikɛ my child S/D 
27 n̄ tāa bīikɛ my sibling’s (opposite sex) child ZS/D 

  

                                                   
38 This always represents heterosexual marriage in this paper. 
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Diagram 1. Iroquois kinship system for the Bebelibe. 

This diagram shows the following features, which are typical of the Iroquois kinship system: 
• Ego’s mother’s brother is Ego’s maternal uncle (6). 

This includes Ego’s mother’s full brothers (same father) and classificatory brothers (offspring of 
Ego’s mother’s father’s brothers—both full and classificatory). 
Ego’s mother’s maternal uncles are also classified as Ego’s maternal uncles. 

• Ego’s father’s brothers are classified as Ego’s fathers (8). 
This includes Ego’s father’s full and classificatory brothers. 

• Ego’s father’s sister is Ego’s paternal aunt (9). 
This includes Ego’s father’s full and classificatory sisters. 

• Ego’s mother’s sisters are classified as Ego’s mothers (10). 
This includes Ego’s mother’s full and classificatory sisters. 
Other people who are classified as Ego’s mothers include Ego’s mother’s co-wives39 and Ego’s 
classificatory fathers’ wives. 

• Ego’s parallel cousins are classified as Ego’s siblings (15, 16 & 17). 
Parallel cousins include the children of Ego’s father’s full and classificatory brothers and Ego’s 
mother’s full and classificatory sisters. 

• Ego’s cross-cousins (20 & 21) are not Ego’s siblings. 
Cross-cousins include the children of Ego’s paternal aunts and maternal uncles. People refer to 
these cousins as “my paternal aunts’ children” or “my maternal uncles’ children”. For ease of 
reference, I refer to them simply as Ego’s cousins in some of the anecdotes below. 

 

Thus, the Bebelibe have a much broader classification of who can be a mother, father, brother or 
sister, for example, compared to other kinship systems, such as my own where these relationships are 
usually limited to my genitors and their other offspring. Consequently, there is no Mbelime terminology 
for some of the relationships that I would take for granted, such as cousins, maternal aunts and paternal 
                                                   
39 Wives are always referred to in accordance with their relation to one another, rather than their relation to their 
husband, so rather than saying, for example, “Ego’s father’s second wife”, one would say “Ego’s mother’s co-wife”. 

      =             =         
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uncles. In contrast, there are kinship terms for some relationships, which are not part of my vocabulary. 
One example is n̄ kīīnɔ ‘my joker’.40 This term refers to a number of Ego’s affines, who are the people he 
is related to through marriage, such as Ego’s siblings’ spouses and Ego’s spouse’s siblings. I explore 
joking relationships in more detail below (6.2.7). 

Although there is a term for “in-law” (ū sɔkɔ), this is not further qualified. For example, one cannot 
say n̄ sɔkɔ nīi ‘my mother-in-law’ so it can be a challenge for an outsider to know exactly which in-law 
Ego might be referring to. If further clarification is needed, Ego will describe the relationship by saying, 
for example, “n̄ sɔkɔ, n̄ pūōhɔ ̰nīi” ‘my in-law, my wife’s mother’. One exception concerns male Ego’s 
wife’s sisters’ husbands, whom Ego calls n̄ sɔk̄itɔɔ̄ ‘my equal who has the same in-laws’. This term is 
reserved for those that are male Ego’s “equals through marriage”, who are all the husbands of the 
daughters of a given family. 

Below is a summary of Bebelibe kinship terminology for the different generations. In situations 
where the relationship differs according to Ego’s sex, I have added  for male Ego and  for female Ego: 

Table 2. Bebelibe Kinship Terminology 

Second Generation above Ego 
Singular English Relationship to Ego: 
n̄ tɔɔ̄ kpīɛm̄ɔ my grandfather FF, FFB, MF, MFB 
n̄ nīi kpīɛm̄ɔ my grandmother FM, FMcoW, FMZ, MM, MMcoW, MMZ 
n̄ tɔɔ̄ kpīɛm̄ɔ tāa my grandfather’s sister FFZ, MFZ 
n̄ tīiy� ́ɛ̰t́ɔ my maternal uncle  MMB 
n̄ tɔɔ̄ tīiy� ́ɛ̰t́ɔ  my father’s maternal uncle FMB 
n̄ sɔkɔ kpīɛm̄ɔ my “superior”a in-law HFF, HFM, HMF, HMM, WFF, WFM, WMF, WMM 
a Or “grand” as in grandmother or grandfather. The term kpīɛm̄ɔ is used here to show that these in-laws, who are 
two generations above Ego, are hierarchically above Ego’s first generation in-laws. 

 

First Generation above Ego 

Singular English Relationship to Ego: 
n̄ tɔɔ̄ my father F, FB, FFBS 
n̄ nīi my mother M, McoW, MZ, MFD, FBW, FFBSW, MFBD 
n̄ tīiy� ́ɛ̰t́ɔ/ 
n̄ nīi tāa 

my maternal uncle 
my mother’s brother 

MB, MFBS 

n̄ pēte my paternal aunt FZ, FFBD 
n̄ pēte yāa my paternal aunt’s husband FZH, FFBDH 
n̄ kīīnɔ my joker MZH, MBW, MFBSW, MFBDH, FZH, FFBDH 
n̄ sɔkɔ my in-law WF, WM, WFB, WFZ, WMB, WMZ, HF, HM, HFB, 

HFZ, HMB, HMZ, WBW, HZH 
 

  

                                                   
40 I have used “joker” here to mean “someone with whom I can joke”. 
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Ego’s Generation 
Singular English Relationship to Ego: 
n̄ maanɔ my older sibling, same sex oB, oZ, FBSo, FBDo, FFBSSo, FFBSDo, 

etc., MZSo, MZDo 
n̄ tāa my sibling, opposite sex Z, B, FBD, FBS, FFBSD, FFBSS, etc., 

MZD, MZS 
n̄ nān̄kɛ my younger sibling, same sex yB, oZ, FBSy, FBDy, FFBSSy, FFBSDy, 

etc., MZSy, MZDy 
n̄ pūōhɔ ̰ my wife W, oBW, yBW, BW 
n̄ yāa my husband H, oZH, yZH, HB 
n̄ kīīnɔ my joker BW, ZH, WZ, WB, HB, HZ, 

WZS/D, WBS/D, HZS/D 
n̄ pēte bīikɛ my paternal aunt’s child FZS/D 
n̄ tīiy� ́ɛ̰t́ɔ bīikɛ my maternal uncle’s child MBS/D 
n̄ sɔk̄itɔɔ̄ my equal who has the same in-laws WZH 
n̄ yɛn̄̄tɔɔ̄ my co-wife HW, HBW 

 

First and Second Generation below Ego 

Singular English Relationship to Ego: 
n̄ bīikɛ my child S/D 

Examples of classificatory children: 
BS/D, ZS/D, coWS/D, HBS/D 

n̄ bīyāa my son ditto, but sex specific 
n̄ bīsīɛd̄ɔ my daughter ditto 
n̄ yaā̰kɛ my Benjamin (male or female) Ego’s youngest S or D 
n̄ tāa bīikɛ my sibling’s (opposite sex) child ZS/D, BS/D 
n̄ kīīnɔ my joker WZS/D, WBS/D, HZS/D 
n̄ bāabīikɛ my grandchild SS, SD, DS, DD, plus children of Ego’s classificatory 

sons and daughters. 
 

A number of these kinship terms are also used as terms of respect, especially when referring to 
elders. People regularly address older ladies as n̄ nīi ‘my mother’ or older men as n̄ tɔɔ̄ ‘my father’, thus 
demonstrating that the person is their elder. This means that if someone starts to talk about n̄ tɔɔ̄ ‘my 
father’, for example, it may not always be apparent whether he is talking about his genitor, pater 
(posthumous father, for example), classificatory father, or even a well respected elder. 

In contrast, if someone is referring to a person who is younger, the situation is inversely parallel. A 
person can call them n̄ bīikɛ ‘my child’, or even n̄ bīyāa ‘my son’ or n̄ bīsīɛd̄ɔ ‘my daughter’. There is an 
old lady, for example, who lives in the same neighbourhood as I. When she sees me, she always calls me 
n̄ bīikɛ ‘my child’ and I call her n̄ nīi ‘my mother’. 

Following Rynkiewich, this application of kinship terminology to show respect amongst generations 
is also typical of the Iroquois system. He notes that kinship “terms are a guide to how one should act in 
the presence of persons of another generation” (2011:84) and that “anyone using the Iroquois system 
exists in a world where generation is important…” (2011:85). 

Generally the Bebelibe are open to strangers as they recognise that such people may bring new 
knowledge, and with it wealth, to the area. This goes partway to explaining Bebelibe history as the 
original communities welcomed those who sought refuge in the area. Giving a warm welcome to 
strangers is very important. If the stranger concerned was a lone man, for example, a community might 
go as far as to give a daughter in welcome so that he would be quickly integrated into the community 
through marriage. This not only forges new alliances, but also creates a sense of security for both the 
newcomer and the community. If the newcomer is well integrated into the community he is less likely to 
betray the others and would be expected to side with the community in times of trouble. Conversely, the 
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person is in less danger as those who may fear a stranger no longer need to do so as he is accepted as 
part of the family. 

Even the word “stranger” is forbidden after a while if the people in question stay. They would be 
fitted into the community structure and be called by the appropriate kin term. This type of relationship 
is referred to as “fictive kinship”. McKinney defines this as “a relationship based on fiction. While not kin 
by blood or marriage, through an agreed upon fiction a person becomes part of the kinship system of 
another nonkin” (2000:152). My husband experienced this when he first arrived in the area (before we 
met). He spent some time in a village where he conducted research and was soon adopted by the village 
chief’s family. Even though he no longer lives with the community in question, this has become his 
community affiliation and the chief’s family is now his fictive kin. He has also been offered girls from the 
community (both before and after our marriage) although he has managed to decline these offers. As my 
husband’s relationship deepened with his fictive kin, one of his fictive brothers shared stories about how 
the community feared my husband when he first arrived. This was a surprise to him, as he never 
experienced any hostility, only friendship and a warm welcome. The one significant difference he has 
noticed with the passage of time is the community’s increased openness to his—and my—research 
questions and their willingness to share about their lives and customs. 

My husband and I also had an interesting fictive relationship with a lady who was in her sixties (she 
has since died). Out of respect we should have called her n̄ nīi ‘my mother’. The first time we met her we 
told her our tī kɔnte initiation names41 that we have been given since coming to the area. She informed 
us that my husband has the same name as her deceased father. From that day on, she started to call my 
husband n̄ tɔɔ̄ ‘my father’, and often referred to me as n̄ nīi ‘my mother’. Our research assistant then 
explained to us that she was convinced there was a direct relationship between her father and my 
husband as they had the same tī kɔnte name. This may be linked to the idea of reincarnation, and is an 
example of how this lady fitted us in to her family structure so that we became fictive kin. Consequently, 
we started to call her n̄ bīsīɛd̄ɔ ‘my daughter’. For her, the nature of our relationship was evident, and 
given the circumstances, we could not behave otherwise. Her family and neighbours all accepted the 
relationship, sometimes with a wink, even if this relationship seemed a little strange to us, and especially 
to our families back home when we talked about our daughter, given that we do not actually have one. 
The relationship went beyond what we called each other, however, as it determined how we should 
behave towards her and her to us. Thus, if she was not behaving correctly, my husband could reprimand 
her as a real father would, even though he was a lot younger than she was. 

Despite people’s welcoming nature and openness to including outsiders as fictive kin, this does not 
mean that they accept all and sundry. Nor do they allow those from within the society to behave as they 
wish by ignoring the cultural norms and Bebelibe social structure. With time, if other social sanctions fail 
to work, such people lose their families’ respect and are consequently no longer included in family 
discussions. Others start to actively avoid such individuals, and will even hide should they see them 
coming. Having said this, individuals cannot lose their family affiliation. The individuals are there, but 
not there; although they may be excluded, their family would never send them away or completely 
disown them, though they may decide to leave as a result of being ignored and their loss of respect (see, 
for example, appendix B.2). If a stranger should arrive and ask who the individual is, people usually 
answer honestly. 

Having briefly reviewed Bebelibe kinship terminology and the general nature of relationships, I now 
present some specific details of how Ego should interact with different family members. 

                                                   
41 We have not gone through the tī kɔnte initiation; we were given the names in recognition of our time spent and 
experiences had whilst living with the Bebelibe. 
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6.2 Ego’s relationship with the family 

As I have indicated above, for most relationships the key word is “respect”, especially when dealing with 
an elder. The exception to this is where Ego has a joking relationship, but I will come back to this later 
(see 6.2.7). If respect towards an elder is lacking, Ego runs the risk of being cursed by the offended 
person concerned. I will give actual examples of how respect can be shown, an offence incurred, and 
how it can be dealt with, when I examine the specific relationships below. The anecdotes I present all 
happened in the last thirty years (dates range from 1983 to 2010), with many of them occurring in the 
last five to ten years. 

There are several ways in which a curse can be made. The most severe or dangerous form is when 
the offended party strikes either their ancestor shrines (bɛ ̄hídibɛ), or their guardian shrines (ā tááde, SG. 
dī táde), whilst asking for their revenge. Huber gives the following example: 

to strike the bɛhirbɛ [bɛ ̄ hídibɛ] means to hit their alter three times with a staff and say, for 
example: [Huber recites an example of a curse incorporated into a prayer]. After this, the bɛhirbɛ 
will start to inflict suffering on the offender’s family. (1973:424–425, translation mine, cf. prayers 
on pages 405, 409 and 424) 

The offended party may also seek out a sorcerer (ū ya̰ḱíyīɛn̄ɔ42) and have a special medicine 
concocted against the person who has upset him. Alternatively, a person can simply pronounce a curse. 
The bɛ ̄hídibɛ ‘ancestors’, hearing the curse, will follow it through despite the fact that their shrine was 
not struck. Often words spoken in anger, which may not have been intended as a curse, are still acted 
upon by the person’s bɛ ̄hídibɛ. It then comes as a surprise to the person that their words have had 
unforeseen consequences. 

It is possible for a person to seek vengeance even after he or she has died (cf. Huber 1973:410–412, 
‘Cas 9’). Consequently, it is important that Ego always maintains good relationships with his relations, 
especially those who are his elders. If nothing has happened to darken their relationship, Ego has 
nothing to fear once his elders have died and become bɛ ̄hídibɛ. 

People place much importance on maintaining good relationships and order in their daily lives. If 
this order is disturbed or disrupted, the effects are often felt at the relationship level (cf. J. Merz 
2008:206). A falling out between two people often impacts other relationships until the whole family 
becomes implicated. Consequently, if someone falls sick or is troubled with problems, he—or members of 
his family—will speculate whether another person has been inadvertently upset or insulted by a member 
of the family and whether the problems are a result of that person’s anger or vengeance. A family 
member then visits several diviners (bɛ ̄pāsībɛ) to verify the cause of the problem and to confirm the 
verdict. The person may choose diviners who are located in separate villages who should not have prior 
knowledge of the problem. Sophie explained to me that the father, husband or another appropriate 
member of the family goes rather than the victim. The diviners then explain who has been insulted and 
what is needed to repair the offence and seek pardon from the injured party. 

Having obtained a verdict from the diviners about the nature of the problem and how to remedy it, 
the family chooses a mediator (ū cɛndāānɔ, PL. bɛ ̄cɛndān̄bɛ) to visit the offended party with the hope that 
arrangements can be made to resolve the situation. A mediator is someone who commands respect and is 
recognised as wise and a gifted speaker, otherwise he could make the situation worse. The mediator 
starts by insulting the person he represents in order to gain the favour of the person who has been 
insulted. Depending on the severity of the situation, the chief priest (ū yūɔs̄ɔ kpīɛm̄ɔ) may be chosen to 
mediate. When the chief priest removes his hat, the offended party has no choice but to accept his 
invitation for reconciliation. Removing his hat is an act of abasing himself; the chief priest’s role in the 

                                                   
42 Literally this means “owner of traditional medicines” and is a compound noun of ū ya̰ń́kú ‘traditional medicine’ 
and ū yīɛn̄ɔ ‘owner’. 
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community, together with his actions as mediator, have to be respected or the community ancestors 
could take offence. 

Sometimes the situation can be resolved relatively easily and apologies suffice. Other times m̄ 
ya̰k̄itīmɛ ‘ceremony to remove the words spoken in anger’ needs to be performed to lift the curse. This 
involves a sacrifice, often of a goat, and incorporates the demand for forgiveness and reconciliation 
between the two parties concerned. Whoever committed the initial offence, which in turn provoked the 
other party to speak in anger, is obliged to accept whatever accusations are made before everyone who 
has gathered for the occasion. Both the offended and the injured party are expected to explain 
themselves and make the matter public. The sacrifice then follows and is necessary for reconciliation to 
take place. All those assembled for the sacrifice then share a meal that has been prepared with the 
sacrificial meat. Those concerned also “wash their mouths” (n dūkitā ā nɛɛ) by drinking m̄ dāamɛ 
‘sorghum beer’ together. The person who pronounced the curse is the first to take a calabash of m̄ dāamɛ. 
He takes a mouthful of the drink, rinses it around his mouth then spits it out. He then takes a second 
mouthful of m̄ dāamɛ, which he drinks, before passing the calabash to the person affected by his curse. 

Once the offended party has demonstrated forgiveness of the offence incurred, the victim of his 
anger should recover from whatever misfortune afflicted him. Returning to the example quoted from 
Huber above, “[i]t is the offended party who struck the altar who, now satisfied, makes the offering to 
the bɛhirbɛ [bɛ ̄hídibɛ] whilst communicating to them that the quarrel is over” (1973:425, translation 
mine). 

The nature of the relationship between Ego and one of his relatives also depends on the behaviour 
and personalities of the individuals concerned. My interviewees gave several examples of special 
friendships or relationships between them and certain of their older relations that meant the normal 
rules of behaviour towards an elder no longer applied, or not as strictly. The example of my husband and 
our “daughter” is a case in point. As is common to all societies, sometimes a special friendship develops 
between two individuals, which means the elder indulges the younger member and overlooks their 
behaviour should it lack the correct level of respect. Jacob and Emma told me that this special friendship 
might be the result of two people sharing the same reincarnated ancestor (see René’s story below). 

The level of respect demanded, together with general expectations of behaviour, change depending 
on the age of Ego. A child has a lot of liberty from birth until five years of age and parents take pleasure 
in playing with their children. Before being weaned, a child is treated as if he is royalty and can get 
away with anything. Once weaned, usually between eighteen months and two years of age, the situation 
changes, and discipline begins. This is usually fairly gentle to begin with, with light reprimands such as a 
soft tap with a stick, and the child runs no risk of causing offence. This changes once the child has passed 
the age of five. Discipline increases, together with the child’s social education and training. The older 
children get, the more they are expected to know how to behave, especially towards their elders and 
parents. The whole family, and the surrounding community, are involved in educating and disciplining a 
person. In the villages one’s immediate neighbours are also family members, but this is not necessarily 
the case in a town setting such as Cobly. 

At a communal or family level, sharing responsibility with other members of the family, especially 
classificatory relations, also demonstrates respect. For example, I was surprised to learn that a mother 
does not necessarily go to be with her daughter when she gives birth. By not going, the mother expresses 
her confidence that her daughter’s in-laws know how to take good care of her. Should the daughter’s 
actual mother arrive, people may question what is wrong and why she needed to come. Individuals are 
considered members of the whole society, not just their immediate family. Distancing themselves and 
allowing other people to share family responsibilities demonstrates family unity and trust. 

Whilst discussing the general importance and principles of respect, Théophile shared that he is 
concerned by how this is changing today. Youngsters no longer readily demonstrate respect for their 
elders and often challenge their authority and wisdom. He puts this down to formal education. Those 
who have been to school think they are more knowledgeable and wiser than their elders who may not 
have gone to school. He shared that his younger brother regularly defies and argues with his father (who 
never went to school). Théophile’s brother thinks he knows more than his father. As Théophile has been 
to school, he is able to maintain some authority over his brother. Théophile added that—as yet—formal 
education has not had a negative effect on the relationship between the maternal uncle and his nephew 
or niece, even if the maternal uncle has not been to school. Isabelle corroborated this view and explained 
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that this is because the relationship is based on a mutual respect and affection, and the recognition that 
the maternal uncle’s ability to help is not necessarily based on his level of education. 

A decline in respect may also be linked to fewer people being initiated, which in turn is also linked 
to an increase in formal education. Henri, who has done dī fɔnde, dī tēntide and tī kɔnte, explained that 
traditionally a father would disown his child if he or she refused to be initiated. Today, this is changing 
and the number of people getting initiated, whether by practicing the dī fɔnde initiation cycle or tī kɔnte, 
or both, is diminishing. I asked Henri why he thought this was happening. He told me he thought it was 
due to two factors: the church, which actively discourages initiations, and schools where children learn 
what it means to be civilised citizens; civilised people do not get initiated. Kreamer (1995:59, 61), 
writing about tī kɔnte and the Moba of Togo, also suggests that its decline is linked to formal education 
and changing beliefs in the spirit world. If those who go to school are considered “civilised” whilst those 
that have not been to school are considered “uncivilised” then this may contribute to youngsters having 
a superior, disrespectful attitude towards their “uncivilised” elders. Further research would be needed to 
find out to what extent receiving a formal education might impact the younger generations’ respect and 
general attitudes towards others. 

I now examine specific relationships, starting with Ego and the men of the family. 

6.2.1 Men of the family 

Maternal uncles are Ego’s most important relations, more important even than his parents. Maternal 
uncles are considered to be the source of life. In Mbelime, for example, one can say that the maternal 
uncle is m̄ fommū yūude ‘the life head’, or that ā míɛd́e bō nɛȳɛ ̄ ̰‘your nose is there’, and even ā míɛd́e sipú 
nɛȳɛ ̄ ̰‘your nose is buried there’. These idiomatic expressions state the importance of maternal uncles in 
giving Ego life. Ego has the same relationship with all his maternal uncles, whether full or 
classificatory;43 to differentiate between them can cause offence. 

I asked several of my interviewees why their maternal uncles are so important, if they thought that 
their uncles were their source of life and if they could explain why. They all confirmed that he is the 
source of life and their explanations often complemented each other. Here are a few examples of what 
they said: 

Yes, it is true. According to tradition your origin is with your maternal uncle. He has the right to 
curse you. But he also protects you and will defend you. If you have a problem, you can flee to 
your maternal uncle. When there are songs during ceremonies and the person sings of you and 
your origins, that person will always sing about your maternal uncles first before singing about 
your fathers and your lineage. (Interview with Adèle, 5th April 2008, Cobly) 

He’s a weapon for you. Maternal uncles are always ready to seek revenge if something should 
happen to their nieces or nephews. (Interview with Roger, 15th December 2007, Cobly) 

He’s the one who protects you. When there are ceremonies, he is there for you. He assures the 
security of your mother and all her children. (Interview with Bernadette, 7th April 2008, Sini.) 

Yes, it’s true. You never joke with your maternal uncle. I respect them hugely. It’s the 
maternal uncle who looks out for his sister [Ego’s mother]. He’s the one that has stayed behind [in 
the community/lineage] and he looks after his sister and all her children especially at a 
ceremonial level. If there’s a ceremony for someone, his maternal uncles must be present. 
(Interview with Charles, 7th April 2008, Sini) 

Yes, because if you ever did something to offend him he could tap on the ancestors’ shrines 
and it’s finished for you [you will die]. He has the power to take your life. (Interview with Arnaud, 
7th April 2008, Sini) 

                                                   
43 Full uncles are the full brothers of Ego’s mother (they all have the same father), whilst classificatory uncles are 
Ego’s mother’s classificatory brothers. 
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I’m only alive today because of my maternal uncles. It was in 1997 when I ate a chicken that 
had been poisoned by a witch. We had already killed the chicken and had left it on the roof of one 
of the homestead huts to dry. The whole family then went out. I was the first to return and was 
hungry. I gleefully prepared the chicken knowing that I’d get to eat it all by myself as my parents 
and brothers weren’t back yet. I noticed it had a slightly funny smell and taste but thought nothing 
of it. Soon after eating it, I started to feel ill. I couldn’t eat or drink anything, neither could I 
urinate nor pass any stools. 

A couple of days later, my father was out and met a complete stranger. He wasn’t even Ubielo 
but Gangamba. He stopped my father and said to him, ‘your son is seriously sick at home. A witch 
has poisoned him. If you don’t do something quickly he will die.’ My father returned home and 
found the witch responsible for poisoning me, but she denied his accusations. She claimed that 
even if she was the one who had poisoned the meat whilst it was drying, she had been used by a 
greater power and did it against her will. She offered a medicine for my father to give me but he 
feared that this would make me worse. He threatened to kill her if I didn’t get better but she didn’t 
take his threats seriously and continued to make excuses for her actions. My mother started to get 
really angry with my father and harangued him for not doing more. In the end she decided to take 
action and sent for her brothers. 

When my maternal uncles learnt what was happening they came immediately—about ten in 
all. They sought out the witch and told her that if I didn’t get better within 24 hours, they would 
kill her by cutting her throat. She immediately promised them that I would get better. In the 
morning I started to vomit. I vomited this yellow liquid. As it came out I started to feel relief. I had 
three bouts of vomiting, after which I felt completely normal. 

I had been sick for nine days, unable to eat, drink or pass anything all that time. My whole 
body had bloated up and I was on the point of death when my maternal uncles arrived. My father 
didn’t carry any authority with the witch; she knew that he was scared of her and wouldn’t carry 
out his threats. But when my maternal uncles arrived, she knew that her life was in danger. She 
didn’t question their intent to kill her if I didn’t get better. That’s the difference between the 
maternal uncle and a father; maternal uncles always mean what they say. Everyone knows that 
when maternal uncles intervene, the seriousness of the situation can no longer be ignored and 
their wishes will always be respected. 

Since that day I have become less greedy and I never leave food lying around but always 
make sure it is locked away. I owe my life to my maternal uncles. (Interview with Lucas, 30th July 
2010, Cobly) 

Piot, talking about the Kabiyè of northern Togo, who are also patrilineal, writes that “children are said to 
be ‘owned’ by their mothers’ brothers’ houses, in spite of the fact that they are born, raised, and initiated 
in their fathers’ houses” (1999:125). He then goes on to explain the ritual practices the uncle undertakes 
for his sisters’ children, something I will address later (see section 7). 

Normally, it takes more for Ego to offend his maternal uncles than his father. A curse from a 
maternal uncle usually results in severe illness, which can be fatal. The risk of offence is heightened 
should a niece or nephew not get along with one of their maternal uncles. Should Ego have the 
misfortune to offend one of his uncles, he should seek to remedy the situation immediately. Isabelle 
shared the following story that happened within her family, which illustrates how a nephew 
inadvertently upset one of his maternal uncles and how the situation was eventually resolved: 

Etienne had a good friend, Josué, who had fallen in love with Etienne’s cousin—his maternal 
uncle’s daughter—Chloé. Josué and Chloé were meeting on the quiet and decided they wanted to 
elope together. Etienne acted as the intermediary and helped arrange the elopement. When the 
time came, Etienne took Chloé in secret and handed her over to Josué. Unbeknown to Etienne, 
Chloé had already been promised to another family as payment for a previous exchange. 

Three days after the elopement, Chloé’s father was informed of what had happened, as is the 
custom. He also learnt that his nephew, Etienne, was the intermediary. Etienne wasn’t expecting 
there to be any trouble as he was unaware of the debt; he had assumed that his maternal uncle 
would accept the elopement and that it would be transformed into a marriage by exchange. His 
actions, however, caused trouble for his maternal uncle. The family to whom Chloé should have 
gone got extremely angry when they learnt of the elopement as it meant that Etienne’s maternal 
uncle was unable to honour the exchange. Meanwhile, Etienne’s wife and children fell sick. 
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The angered family went to Etienne’s maternal uncle and demanded that he fetch Chloé back 
and honour the debt immediately. The maternal uncle went to Etienne and asked him to go and 
fetch Chloé back as he didn’t know where the couple were hiding. 

Etienne tried to resolve the situation by sending two village elders to his maternal uncle to ask 
for forgiveness for what he had done. He also asked the elders to tell his uncle that he didn’t want 
to have to go and take Chloé away from Josué. But Etienne’s family continued to be troubled with 
sickness. 

Etienne consulted a diviner who told him that he needed to return Chloé immediately or else 
his family would die. Etienne then went to Josué and explained the situation; that it wasn’t 
working out and that he would need to take Chloé back to her father. 

When Etienne took Chloé back, he also took m̄ dāamɛ ‘sorghum beer’ and a goat. Etienne 
asked again for forgiveness. The maternal uncle accepted his request and they performed the m̄ 
ya̰k̄itīmɛ ceremony. Etienne’s family then got better. (Interview, 24th June 2010, Cobly) 

The above story is an example of the ancestors deciding to act as a result of the maternal uncle’s anger. It 
seems that the ancestors themselves were not happy with Etienne’s actions and decided to intervene, as 
Etienne’s uncle did not strike any shrines or intentionally curse his nephew. The m̄ ya̰k̄itīmɛ ceremony, 
however, still needed to be performed to restore the relationships amongst Etienne, his maternal uncle 
and the ancestors. 

Usually Ego has a good relationship with his maternal uncles and they enjoy spending time together 
playing games, sharing jokes and funny stories, chatting, and so on. Ego’s mother will take Ego to visit 
his maternal uncles from a very early age so that he quickly gets to know them. The relationship is such 
that Ego can go to his maternal uncles at any time and ask for their help, especially in times of need. 

If he is able, a maternal uncle is obliged to help his nieces and nephews. A nephew can go to any of 
his maternal uncles and ask or take things that he wants: a meal, some maize maybe, or even a cockerel, 
for example, and the uncles should accept this uncomplainingly. Piot also describes the same situation 
for the Kabiyè (cf. 1999:125–126), and finishes by saying that “[t]he avuncular relationship is 
unquestionably the most affectionate and supportive of all the Kabre intergenerational relationships, and 
stand in marked contrast to a boy’s relationship with his father…” (1999:126). Rynkiewich, writing 
about the Marshallese, whose kinship system is also Iroquois, notes that “it is not the biological father… 
who is the authority over the child, but rather the mother’s brother…” (2011:85). 

A personal example of this concerns a good friend of ours who was looking after one of his nephews 
at the time. The school year was about to start and his nephew’s family were unable to pay his school 
fees. The nephew asked his maternal uncle for help, but he did not have the means either to send his 
nephew to school. This put him in a tricky situation as he could not ignore or refuse to honour his 
nephew’s request without trying to find the money needed, so he came and asked if we could help. 

Several interviewees shared that if a maternal uncle is rich, Ego will be rich too. If Ego becomes rich 
through his maternal uncle, his father will fear him, as a maternal uncle’s riches are considered more 
powerful than those of the father. Isabelle told me about Raymond, someone she knows, who had 
inherited an ox from his father when he died. Raymond decided that he would like a second ox so that 
he would have a pair for ploughing. As he did not have the wherewithal to buy the second ox, he went 
and asked his maternal uncle for help. Raymond’s maternal uncle honoured his request by giving 
Raymond his own ox. Raymond then bought a plough and now hires out his team of oxen to those 
needing to plough their fields. He has become the richest member of his family; he ploughs his uncle’s 
fields for free. Everyone who knows Raymond acknowledges that it was his maternal uncle’s gift of the 
second ox that made him rich (interview, 24th June 2010, Cobly). 

I then asked Isabelle why the maternal uncle’s gift of the ox was perceived as more important than 
the ox that came from Raymond’s father. Isabelle explained that things that come from a maternal uncle 
are always more powerful than those given by another relation. This, in turn, is linked in with the 
maternal uncles’ obligation to help their nieces and nephews, even if the uncles do not actually like 
them. A father does not have the same duty to help his children as a maternal uncle does with his 
nephews and nieces. If a father does not get on with one of his children, it is easier for him to disown 
them. She went on to explain that the relationship between a mother and her children is similar to the 
one that the maternal uncle has with his nieces and nephews. Isabelle concluded by stating that maternal 
uncles are male mothers. Even if the maternal uncles do not like one of their sisters, they are still 
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expected to love and care for her children. Accordingly, if Ego has problems with his paternal relations, 
he can always seek refuge with his maternal uncles. If the problem can be resolved, the uncles will liaise 
for Ego, so that he can return home. If not, Ego can stay with his uncles. If male Ego is still single, his 
uncles will help him find a spouse—often by giving him one of their daughters—and will even give land 
for male Ego to construct a home. Thus, the uncles can effectively replace male Ego’s father, though 
male Ego’s community affiliation does not change. 

The maternal uncles may also help female Ego find a husband, but the situation here can be more 
complicated due to the exchange system and the need to honour exchange debts. Maternal uncles can 
help their niece in the following ways: 

• If their sister was exchanged and no girl has yet been given in return for her, the uncles can 
suggest that their niece be received as payment for their sister’s debt; they will then find a 
husband for her from their community. 

• If there is no outstanding debt for their sister, and they are not in agreement with the exchange 
that is being arranged for their niece, they will intervene on her behalf. They may even help her 
to elope with the man of her choice. This is even easier for them to do today as they have the 
law on their side. 

• If there is no debt as such, and the daughter has sought refuge for another reason, the uncles can 
help her as they would a nephew. 

Maternal uncles will do everything within their power to protect their nieces in times of trouble. 
This responsibility continues after a niece or nephew has married. Elisabeth, a friend of ours, is a case in 
point. Her parents wanted to exchange her. When she learnt of this, she sought refuge with a man who 
had shown her kindness in the past. Eventually they married and all was well in the beginning. Then, 
one day, he started to beat her. Elisabeth is outgoing and fun-loving. Her husband could not stand to see 
her with other men, even though the circumstances were innocent. His jealousy resulted in violent rage. 
In the end it became too much for Elisabeth so she ran away and sought refuge with one of her maternal 
uncles. The maternal uncle threatened to kill the husband should she return to him and should he abuse 
her again. The husband, meanwhile, would like to go and see if he can persuade Elisabeth to return 
home. His fear of her the maternal uncle, however, means that he does not have the courage to go and 
do this. 

Even though the maternal uncles are the most significant people in Ego’s life, this does not mean 
that Ego’s relationship with his father should be underestimated. The nature of the relationship is also 
shaped in part by Ego’s position in the family, if he is the firstborn or lastborn son, for example. For the 
most part, Ego should always respect his father and avoid offending, insulting, or cursing him. If Ego’s 
father is harsh, beating him for example, Ego has no right to react and has to accept his father’s 
behaviour. Even if Ego’s father should be drunk and insults him whilst under the influence, Ego should 
stay calm and quiet. If, in the heat of the moment, Ego should respond in anger, he needs to seek 
reconciliation and forgiveness as quickly as possible, especially as his actions could upset his ancestors. 

Respect is shown by obeying a father without questioning him and by keeping a father informed of 
events. Whilst Ego is young he should always inform his father about where he is going and what he is 
doing. Once Ego has married and left home, he should make sure that his father is kept informed of key 
events or celebrations to which the father has a right to attend. Female Ego, for example, should let her 
father know if she is preparing m̄ dāamɛ ‘sorghum beer’. This way her father can come and partake of the 
celebrations or event for which the m̄ dāamɛ is prepared. 

Should a father curse his children, there is no danger of death. The curse can manifests itself as a 
problem, sickness or miscarriage, for example. Daniel shared that there was a time when fathers, if badly 
offended, would curse their children with death. This is very rare today, as even the harshest fathers 
recognise that their children are their direct descendents and will one day take care of them in their old 
age. If a father is suspected of killing his child, one will say that “he has cut off his own testicles” or that 
“he has cut off his own branches”. 

One way a son can incur the wrath of his father is by sleeping with his father’s wife, a co-wife of his 
mother. It is not that unusual for a man to take a young wife in his old age who is the same age as his 
oldest children. Daniel told me about such an incident that occurred in his village: 
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Alexandre’s father took another wife that Alexandre found very attractive. She too liked Alexandre 
and they started sleeping together. Eventually Alexandre’s father found out what was going on. He 
told Alexandre to leave his wife alone or something bad would happen. Alexandre did not take his 
father seriously, however, but shortly afterwards a snake bit him. 

Alexandre’s older brother, Christophe, consulted a diviner to find out why he had been bitten 
by the snake. The diviner explained that it was because his father was angry with Alexandre for 
sleeping with his wife. Christophe then sent an elder to tell the father that a snake had bitten his 
brother and that Alexandre was sorry for his actions. The father told the elder that he accepted 
Alexandre’s request for forgiveness and that he wanted Alexandre to get better. This lifted the 
curse and Alexandre got better. 

Once recovered, Alexandre sought reconciliation with his father by taking m̄ dāamɛ ‘sorghum 
beer’ and a goat so that they could perform the m̄ ya̰k̄itīmɛ ceremony. (Interview, 24th June 2010, 
Cobly) 

This is an example of a spoken curse. Although Alexandre’s father did not strike the ancestor 
shrines, his words were enough to invoke the curse, which the ancestors acted upon when Alexandre did 
not obey his father. Once Alexandre was better, it was necessary to perform the m̄ ya̰k̄itīmɛ ceremony to 
complete the act of reconciliation with his father and his ancestors. After this, Alexandre took his father’s 
words seriously and stopped sleeping with his father’s young wife. 

As an adult, if male Ego has a good relationship with his father, the father will remember him in his 
prayers to the ancestors, asking for his son’s ongoing protection or for good health, for example. A good 
son will always have his father’s needs at the back of his mind and provide for him, especially as the 
father gets older. A son who is not so considerate may be forgotten when the father communicates with 
the ancestors, only getting a mention when a specific need arises. Even when Ego gets on well with his 
father, this is no excuse for him to let his respect or obedience drop. 

When a father has several sons, there is often one with whom he has a special friendship. The son 
and father have a mutual understanding of one another that neither can properly explain. Their mutual 
respect and friendship start when the son is still a youngster. The father knows that he can trust his son 
and talk about anything with him. They will discuss problems, and seek each other’s advice. René had 
such a relationship with his father. René was still a young teenager when his father died and due to his 
special relationship with his father, he could not attend his father’s burial or death celebrations and was 
sent away for fear that the father may call René to join him. Neither was René allowed to inherit 
anything from his father. Despite this, he kept his father’s watch. Then, one day, the watch just 
disappeared. René had left it on a chair outside the door of his hut. He entered the hut for a few minutes 
to do something, and when he came out the watch was gone. The homestead was deserted—there was 
no one in the vicinity except for a cockerel. Even having a photograph of his father was risky. René 
desperately wanted a memento of his father and he managed to procure a photo that he kept in the 
village. His mother knew he had the photo. Eventually René had to go to the nearby town of Tanguiéta 
to complete his schooling and wanted to take the photo with him. His mother forbade him to do so, but 
he took it anyway. Soon afterwards the photo disappeared, never to be found again. The whole family is 
mystified by the photo’s disappearance. Jacob and Emma suspect that René and his father shared the 
same reincarnated ancestor, which is why it is dangerous for René, even today, to try and maintain a tie 
with his father.44 

When male Ego is the first son, his relationship with his father can be difficult and delicate. My 
interviewees shared that the first son and his father are considered equal and are in the same ī sāntūō 
‘age set’. Consequently, the relationship can be strained, as there is an unspoken rivalry between the two. 
Jacob explained that, in a polygynous marriage, this rivalry is not limited to the first son of the first wife, 

                                                   
44 See also Sewane (2003:85) and S. Merz (2013) for further discussion about those who share the same 
reincarnating ancestor. 
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but applies to each first son of each wife. André and Michel told me that it has always been this way, as 
Michel went on to explain by summarising a folk story: 

In the beginning, a father had two sons. The first son always had his eye on the father, was always 
close to him watching everything he did. The father began to fear that the son would learn 
everything, all his secrets, and would someday supersede him; replacing him as God. For this 
reason, the father began to favour the younger son. This is why a father always distances himself 
from his first son and favours his youngest son. (Interview, 29 July 2009, Cobly) 

It is due to this equality and potential for rivalry that the first son(s) is forbidden to wear his 
father’s clothes, to enter his father’s granary, sleep on his father’s bench,45 borrow his father’s things, or 
even to eat, chat or spend too much time with his father. By creating some distance in the relationship, 
there is less chance for misunderstandings and disputes to flare up. These things are not forbidden for 
the other sons (who have the same mother). André and Michel both explained that it is dangerous for a 
father and his first son(s) to spend too much time together otherwise one of them will eventually end up 
leaving. This may be through the premature death of one or the other of them or the son leaving home 
altogether (cf. Fortes 1987:222–223). Jacob added that sometimes it is the father who will leave and 
construct elsewhere. Due to this relationship of equality, the father should never curse his first son(s) 
and more sacrifices are performed for the first son(s) than for the other children. A father actually needs 
to demonstrate as much, if not more respect for his first son(s) than the first son for him, and should the 
first son curse his father, the father will die. Michel also went on to explain that should the first son need 
something from his father, he cannot ask for it directly but needs to use an intermediary, often one of his 
classificatory father’s if he’s the only son, or his youngest brother (the Benjamin). Despite the nature of 
their relationship, the first son is still expected to obey his father, and provided some distance is 
maintained, a good relationship is not uncommon, with the father entrusting his first son(s) with various 
responsibilities. 

Maurice (1986:172) briefly touches on the enmity that exists between a father and his eldest son for 
the Betammaribe, explaining that the first son, who has a certain level of prestige, leaves home as soon 
as he marries and builds his house some distance away from his father’s. This is to avoid disagreements 
that may arise due to the rivalry that exists between father and son. Although the other sons will 
eventually leave the homestead with age and marriage (except for the Benjamin), there is not the same 
urgency as with the first son. Mercier (1968:152–153), who also wrote about the Betammaribe, 
explained that the eldest becomes a father figure for his younger brothers as he takes on the 
responsibility of providing for them, educating them socially and eventually finding wives for them. 

Fortes (1983 [1959]), writing about the Tallensi, also made reference to the tense relationship that 
can exist between a father and his first son. Fortes explained that: 

Until a man’s father dies he himself has no jural independence and cannot directly bring a sacrifice 
to a lineage ancestor. He is, as it were, merged in his father’s status. Now paternal authority, 
however conscientiously and benevolently exercised, as it usually is among the Tallensi, inevitably 
gives rise to suppressed hostility and opposition in sons. This is quite explicitly recognised, and is 
dealt with by means of a number of ritual avoidances between a man and his first-born son. 
Indeed, so deep is the feeling of latent opposition between successive generations that ritual 
avoidances also hold between a woman and her first-born daughter… 

Filial piety is in fact a kind of regulating mechanism in the relations of parents and children. 
Custom defines sons as their father’s eventual supplanters but puts them in their fathers’ absolute 
power. The hostility that this might generate is drained away in the ritual avoidances binding on 
an eldest son (who represents all his brothers). He may not eat with his father or wear his clothes 
or use his bow or enter his granary. He breaks these taboos in a solemn ritual during the final 
funeral ceremonies for his father. (1983 [1959]:11–12, 13) 

                                                   
45 This is usually a slab of wood, either outside the father’s hut or under a mango tree, where the father can sit or 
sleep during the day. 
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Elsewhere, Fortes notes that the Tallensi think that “a man’s granary as an extension of his 
personality, embodying his status as family head. A man’s soul, they say, is tied to his granary, whereas 
his bodily existence imbues his clothes and distinctive implements…” (1987:225). 

As with the Tallensi, the Bebelibe have a ritual during the death celebrations when the eldest son 
breaks the prohibition against entering his father’s granary. It is also during the death celebrations that 
the eldest son addresses his father—now a venerated ancestor—for the first time (see 7.2.2). Jacob 
explained that these rites allow the eldest son to take over from his father as the dī sēdūɔde ‘big family’ 
head. 

Jacob, curious to better understand the apparent equality between a father and firstborn son, asked 
an elderly neighbour if he could explain this. The old man told Jacob that the father and son have the 
same m̄ takimɛ ‘identity’. Amongst other things, the m̄ takimɛ includes a person’s destiny (cf. S. Merz 
2013). Fortes too refers to the father and son’s destinies as he attempts to explain the relationship 
between a father and his first born: 

With increasing years, as his powers wane, the father’s Destiny is supposed to weaken gradually, 
whereas the son’s Destiny waxes ever stronger at the expense of the father’s. These beliefs give 
added point to the concluding rites of the funeral which so patently symbolize the reversal of filio-
parental status and relationships… 

In other words, the first born’s growth brings him continually closer to rightfully ousting and 
replacing the parent; and this is interpreted as a progressive drain on the parent’s vitality and 
mystical potency. (1987:227; 333) 

Of all the sons, the Benjamin is usually the favourite. André explained that one reason for this is 
because the youngest son becomes the wiliest of all the sons: as all his older brothers are bigger and have 
more authority over him, he has to be more cunning in order to compete with them. This is also why the 
Benjamin becomes the favourite of his parents. 

Although the Benjamin should always respect his father, the father is often more tolerant towards 
him and is more likely to put up with his bad behaviour. If, for example, the Benjamin decides he does 
not want to work in the fields that day, the father will accept this and protect him against the protests of 
his siblings; he may even make excuses for him. Thus the Benjamin falls under his father’s protection and 
is even a little spoilt. 

A father’s relationship with his daughters is more distant than with his sons. Whilst his daughter is a 
little girl, a father enjoys playing and spending time with her. The time he spends with her diminishes 
once the girl reaches the age of six and is expected to start helping her mother with household chores. 
Any fun they had together ceases completely once a girl starts to menstruate. 

The issue that usually provokes discord between a daughter and her father is marriage. This 
sensitive topic often leads to a daughter offending her father should she not agree with him about whom 
she should marry. When Isabelle had finished relating the story about Etienne and his cousin Chloé, I 
asked why Chloé’s father had not been offended by her behaviour. Isabelle explained that even though 
Chloé had eloped, there were no serious consequences for her as it was Etienne who had organised the 
elopement. It is possible that Chloé played the innocent victim with her father to avoid his anger by 
underplaying her infatuation with Josué and her desire to elope with him. Isabelle then shared this 
family story about Susanne, who did manage to offend her father: 

Susanne had been exchanged but it wasn’t working so she left the husband, and returned home. 
Her father acknowledged that there was a problem with the marriage and allowed her to stay at 
home until the problem could be resolved. The expectation was that she would need to return to 
her husband eventually, otherwise the husband’s family would come and take back the girl whom 
they had given in exchange for Susanne. 

Meanwhile, Susanne fell in love with Jean and started to have an affair with him behind her 
father’s back. Then she found out she was pregnant so they eloped together. They knew that 
Susanne’s father wouldn’t accept the marriage so they didn’t inform him officially. Susanne’s 
father soon learnt what had happened from other people. 

The child was born, but died a couple of weeks later. Jean’s father went to see a diviner to 
find out why the baby had died. The diviner told him that it was because Susanne’s father was 
angry about his daughter’s behaviour. Jean sent an elder from his village to see Susanne’s father, 
to tell him what had happened and to ask forgiveness. Susanne’s father told the elder that if his 
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daughter wanted to live she would have to leave Jean. Susanne realised that the situation was 
serious so she accepted her father’s order to return home. (Interview, 25th June 2010, Cobly) 

As Susanne obeyed her father by returning home the m̄ ya̰k̄itīmɛ ceremony was not needed. The 
baby had died and this could not be reversed. If Susanne had refused to return home, then his curse that 
she should die would have taken effect. Should Susanne’s father have accepted Jean’s demand for 
forgiveness, Susanne could have stayed with Jean. The m̄ ya̰k̄itīmɛ ceremony would have been performed 
to reconcile Susanne and Jean with the father and the ancestors to assure that any future children would 
survive. 

Given that Ego’s father’s brothers (both full and classificatory) are also Ego’s classificatory fathers, 
Ego has a similar relationship with them as a middle son or a daughter would have with their actual 
father. 

Ego needs to show respect to all his father’s full brothers, but the level of respect shown to a 
classificatory father who does not have the same mother as Ego’s actual father is even greater than that 
needed for a classificatory father who does. If such a classificatory father suspects that Ego has less 
respect for him, he may say that Ego respects him less because he does not have the same mother as 
Ego’s father. In the same way, such a classificatory father should not favour his full children over Ego or 
Ego can accuse him of treating him differently for the same reason. Thus, the fact that they do not share 
the same maternal lineage means both parties need to be more sensitive to one another. Despite this, it is 
quite normal for a father to be more indulgent towards his own sons and daughters than his 
classificatory children. 

If Ego should offend one of his classificatory fathers, the situation is more serious than if it had been 
his actual father. The malediction will be more serious and rapid, and can manifest itself as a fatal 
illness. The risk of such a curse is even higher should the offended classificatory father be of a different 
mother. Before cursing a classificatory child, the father in question will make a statement concerning the 
situation such as “if you were my own child, you would respect me” or “as I have the same mother as 
your father, you should respect me”. 

One way that Ego can show respect is by ensuring that all his fathers receive a portion of meat or m̄ 
dāamɛ ‘sorghum beer’ following a special event such as Ego’s initiation, for example. Classificatory 
fathers should receive their share of meat or m̄ dāamɛ before Ego’s actual father receives his. As with his 
actual father, Ego should make sure that his fathers are always informed of forthcoming events, such as 
beer brewing and thus have the opportunity to come and participate. Luc told me about Sabine, a 
woman he knows who inadvertently offended Gaston, one of her classificatory fathers following her tī 
kɔnte initiation. Gaston was the younger brother of Sabine’s actual father, though he had a different 
mother. 

When Sabine went through her tī kɔnte initiation, she received a number of pigs for the final 
celebrations. The meat was divided up and distributed amongst the family. Her father oversaw the 
distribution. Gaston, however, did not receive a portion of meat. When he learnt that there was 
meat and he hadn’t received any he stated, ‘Sabine’s my daughter, why didn’t she give me any 
meat?’ He went on to say, ‘if Sabine was my proper daughter, would she have done this?’ Then he 
struck the ancestor shrine against her. 

With time it became apparent that Sabine was unable to have children. Diviners were 
consulted to find out why Sabine remained childless. The diviners explained that Gaston’s curse 
was the cause of her troubles. Both Gaston and Sabine would need to perform the m̄ ya̰k̄itīmɛ 
ceremony for the curse to be lifted. As Sabine’s father was the one who oversaw the distribution of 
the meat, and initiated the offence by not sending any to Gaston, he would need to seek 
reconciliation with Gaston before Sabine. Only then would the curse be lifted. 

In the meantime, Gaston has died. Sabine is ready to perform the m̄ ya̰k̄itīmɛ ceremony, but 
her father isn’t. He refuses to seek reconciliation, as it wouldn’t be seemly for him to offer prayers 
and sacrifices to a younger brother. (Interview, 25 June 2010, Cobly) 

Of all the relationships with the men in Ego’s family, the most relaxed one is between Ego and his 
paternal aunts’ husbands. There is often a relationship of friendship and they enjoy spending time 
together playing games, chatting, sharing jokes and there may be some light-hearted teasing. This 
teasing is different from that found in an actual joking relationship, which involves intentional insults, 
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mockery and exchanging joking names, which is the case with Ego and his uterine mothers’ husbands 
(Ego’s mother’s sisters’ husbands, see 6.2.7). Should Ego offend or insult his paternal aunt’s husband, 
however, the paternal aunt is also offended—to insult her husband is an insult to herself. 

I now explore Ego’s relationship with his paternal aunt, the consequences of upsetting her, and 
Ego’s relationship with the other women of the family. 

6.2.2 Women of the family 

Paternal aunts are the only women in the family who have the right to perform sacrifices, but only for 
her brother’s children (see 7.1 and appendix B.1 for examples). A paternal aunt can choose a name of 
thanksgiving when her brother’s first son is born, and sometimes for his first daughter. 

As with Ego’s classificatory fathers, there are two levels of respect for Ego’s paternal aunts: more for 
those who do not have the same mother as Ego’s father than for those who do. The level of respect for 
paternal aunts and the risk of malediction is the same as with Ego’s classificatory fathers. A curse from 
Ego’s paternal aunt can lead to death. 

Henriette and Joseph shared that a typical curse from a paternal aunt is called dī pētedɛn̄ɔt́ide ‘the 
paternal aunts wound’ or dī pētenɔn̄nɔt́ide ‘the paternal aunt’s eye wound’. Thus, if someone has a 
problem with his or her eye, such as a stye (swelling of the eyelid), that person will wonder whether he 
or she has offended his or her paternal aunt. If this is the case, once the offence is resolved, the sty 
should disappear. This type of affliction is often related to how Ego calls his paternal aunt. Out of 
respect, Ego should never call, or even refer to, his aunt by one of her given names. He should always 
call her n̄ pēte ‘my paternal aunt’. 

Even though paternal aunts live elsewhere, they have the right to ask their brothers to send their 
sons over to help plough the fields, or their brothers’ daughters to help with the harvest, for example. 
This usually happens if the aunt in question does not have any (or many) children, or her children are 
too young to help with these tasks. Brothers do their best to honour their sisters’ requests, and generally, 
nieces and nephews enjoy going to work for their paternal aunts. Their paternal aunt’s request 
demonstrates her affection and that she enjoys their company. When they come to stay, she boasts about 
them to her friends and family. If children refuse to go, paternal aunts can get angry with them, but this 
rarely happens. Jacques shared that one of his paternal aunts, would regularly ask his father if Jacques 
and his brothers could go and spend time with her. She was always very happy to receive them and 
would prepare nice meals for them and tell them stories. Jacques’ paternal aunt’s requests for the boys to 
come did not necessarily involve work, but rather the pleasure gained from spending time together. A 
paternal aunt often spoils her nephews and nieces with lots of food. Jacques remembers that these were 
the only times he’d get to drink milk as his aunt owned a large herd of cattle. He then told me what 
happened when his aunt died. As previously mentioned, some of the paternal aunt’s belongings should 
return to her maternal family when she dies. 

My paternal aunt had a herd of cattle that should have been divided amongst her son, my brothers 
and me when she died. Following her death, my brothers and I began to wonder why we hadn’t 
received our share of her cattle yet. We asked our cousin who told us that there weren’t any cattle 
left after she died. We didn’t believe him, but what could we do? We knew he’d kept them all for 
himself. 

Then one of the cows died. My cousin consulted some diviners to find out if there was a 
reason for the death of his cow. The diviners explained that his mother was angry with him, as 
he’d kept all the cattle for himself. The diviners told him that he needed to seek forgiveness from 
his mother and share the cattle with his cousins, but he refused. All the cattle dropped dead within 
a week. (Interview, 25th June 2010, Cobly) 

This anecdote illustrates how a son can offend his mother, even after her death. The level of respect 
shown towards one’s actual mother—also referred to as nīi pēētɔ ‘birth mother’—is the same as that 
shown for the actual father and Ego runs the same risks from his mother’s maledictions as his father’s. As 
with fathers, if a mother should curse her child and he dies, people would say that she has cut off her 
own branches. Despite this need for respect, there is usually a close bond between the birth mother and 
her children. This bond is often stronger than that which exists with the actual father. Isabelle, who 
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shared about maternal uncles as male mothers, also told me that a mother has a stronger bond with her 
children than the father, and will go to greater lengths for her children. A birth mother’s love and 
concern for her children never diminish with age, whilst a father’s concern can diminish, especially for 
his sons. She then referred to an old lady we know, whose son is an alcoholic. The mother goes to a lot 
of effort to see that he eats, cooking for him regularly, whilst his father (who is dead) would have 
abandoned the son long ago. 

Earlier I wrote about the potential rivalry that can exist between the first son and his actual father 
as the son is considered an equal with his father. Depending on the family,46 the same situation exists 
between the actual mother and her first daughter, who is also forbidden to wear her mother’s clothes, 
enter her mother’s granary, borrow her mother’s things and generally spend time with her. Jacques 
shared that when a new mother’s brother presents her first daughter to her (see 7.1.2), he will say: 
“Here’s your oldest daughter, you mustn’t argue with her.” As with the father, the other daughters are 
not forbidden these things, and a mother favours her Benjamin. If a mother only has one daughter, 
however, the relationship is a mix of respect and friendship as she is the eldest and youngest at the same 
time. 

Besides Ego’s nīi pēētɔ ‘birth mother’, Ego has a number of classificatory mothers, starting with his 
mother’s co-wives. It is not unusual for the relationship between Ego and his mother’s co-wives to be a 
little delicate. Normally, however, if a person behaves towards his mother’s co-wives as he would 
towards his own mother, showing them the respect due a mother, there can be a high level of affection 
between them, sometimes more than between a child and its actual mother. As Ego’s classificatory 
mothers, the co-wives have the right to ask Ego to do jobs for them. If a wife leaves her husband, 
traditionally she should also leave her children behind. The children then come under the care of one of 
the co-wives. Anne’s co-wife left their husband and her young son, Martin. Anne took over the 
responsibility of bringing Martin up, together with her own children. She loves him dearly and does not 
make a distinction between him and her other children just because she did not give birth to him. 

Generally, if the co-wives get along well together, their children will respect one and all. But should 
the co-wives not get on with one another, their children will not have mutual respect for the different 
wives concerned and will usually side with their birth mother. This results in misunderstandings between 
children and adults alike and discord in the family. 

In addition to Ego’s mother’s co-wives, Ego’s classificatory fathers’ wives are also Ego’s classificatory 
mothers. Ego should respect and behave towards them as he would his own mother. These two groups of 
classificatory mothers—Ego’s mother’s co-wives and Ego’s classificatory fathers’ wives—all help with 
Ego’s upbringing and social education, especially in a village setting where everyone lives in the same 
neighbourhood. 

Ego’s relationship with the final group of classificatory mothers—his uterine mothers—differs from 
those mentioned above as Ego has less contact with them. Ego’s uterine mothers are his birth mother’s 
sisters (both full and classificatory). As with Ego’s classificatory fathers, should Ego offend a uterine 
mother, she can complain that Ego does not respect her as he would his own mother. In one sense, 
though, the relationship with Ego’s uterine mothers is similar to that with his maternal uncles, as Ego 
can demand things from his uterine mothers who will help him if they have the means. They take 
pleasure in giving gifts to their uterine children when they are able, especially girls. I mentioned above 
that a maternal uncle is expected to help his nieces and nephews, even if he does not like their mother 
(his sister). In the same way, a uterine mother should not let her dislike of a particular sister affect her 
relationship with her uterine children. 

Anne told me about Grace, one of her classificatory mothers who lives in Nigeria. When Anne was a 
child, she was always excited when Grace came to visit, as she would bring her and her sisters’ gifts. 
                                                  
46 In Isabelle’s extended family the first daughter is not considered equal with her mother and can freely enter her 
mother’s granary. Most people I spoke with, however, affirmed that the mother and first daughter are considered 
equal. 
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Grace would also buy a pig for the family so that they could feast together. It has been some ten years 
since Anne last saw Grace. Anne is not sure if she would recognise her should she encounter her today. 
This is a common occurrence between Ego and his uterine mothers. They can go for years without seeing 
one another. Having told me about his paternal aunt, Jacques went on to recount how he upset one of 
his uterine mothers: 

It was a market day in Cobly and I’d gone into town. I dropped by Madeleine’s workshop 
[Madeleine’s a seamstress and friend] to greet her. As it was market day there were quite a few 
folk in there so I said a general hello; I didn’t pay attention to who else was in there. I’d noticed 
that there was a lady in there, but I didn’t know who she was. It turned out it was Lucie, my 
classificatory mother, who’s the younger sister of my mother. I didn’t recognise her as I rarely see 
her. I couldn’t remember the last time I saw her. 

Later, Lucie found me in the market and got very angry with me because I hadn’t greeted her 
properly, nor had I asked after my classificatory brothers. Lucie told me that she felt like I’d 
treated her as an animal. I asked her forgiveness, and explained that I genuinely hadn’t recognised 
her. Lucie didn't accept my apologies initially but eventually she forgave me after I begged 
forgiveness. She realised that I really hadn't recognised her. (Interview, 25th June, 2010, Cobly) 

Ego’s uterine mothers play an important role during his death celebrations (see 7.2.2) as one will be 
chosen as Ego’s ū húnīi ‘death mother’, and will be in charge of the celebration arrangements. 

Uterine mothers can attend their uterine sons’ millet threshing parties, and help out by sweeping 
the threshing floor. Having swept the floor, she can say, “n̄ fɛɛ́t́ɔ n̄ bīikɛ yīɛd̄ū” ‘I have swept my child’s 
terrace’ and her uterine son should give her a portion of his harvest. Today this custom is slowly 
disappearing. 

All the relationships described so far concern Ego’s uncles, fathers, aunts and mothers. I now move 
up a generation to look at Ego’s relationship with his grandparents. 

6.2.3 Grandparents 

As Ego usually lives in the same place as his paternal grandparents, it is not surprising that he sees them 
more than his maternal grandparents. Despite this, the manner of relationship is similar between Ego 
and his two sets of grandparents. Although Ego needs to respect his grandparents, the respect expected is 
different to that already mentioned for Ego’s fathers, maternal uncles, mothers and paternal aunts. There 
is often more familiarity between Ego and his grandparents than with his parents; they may even protect 
Ego from his parents. Margot told me about how her grandfather intervened when her family wanted to 
exchange her. Margot’s father died when she was still a child. Her family had lived in the south but 
returned to their village after her father died. Margot’s grandfather looked out for her as her father was 
dead. He wanted her to finish school and find her own husband, but he had been happy to exchange his 
own children and had not worried in the same way about their formal education. Margot should have 
been exchanged to honour a family debt, but Margot’s grandfather argued that if her father were alive, 
she would not have been chosen for the debt, as she would have been living in the south, therefore she 
should be left to choose her own husband. 

There is not a difference between Ego’s relationship with his actual grandparents and his 
classificatory ones. Having lots of descendents, even if they are classificatory, shows that you have 
succeeded in life and means you have lots of people to help take care of you. All grandparents are proud 
of their grandchildren—both full and classificatory. 

Grandparents enjoy having their grandchildren around them and spending time with them. It is in 
their interest to develop a good relationship, as their grandchildren will help take care of them as they 
get older. They help look after the younger grandchildren whilst the children’s parents are at work or out 
farming. They enjoy playing with their grandchildren and telling them stories. Depending on the 
community, these will include stories about the community and family history. Some communities are 
more secretive than others and older members of the community—which includes the grandparents—do 
not approve if youngsters are told too much too quickly. 

It is still important for grandchildren to obey their grandparents, who have the right to discipline 
them though the punishment is usually less severe and there is little risk from maledictions. One way a 
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grandchild shows respect is by giving gifts to his grandparents. It is important that the grandchildren 
regularly visit their maternal grandparents, taking them gifts too. Even if familiarity prevails, Ego is still 
expected to behave properly in their presence. Nathan told about how he upset one of his grandfathers 
whom he hadn’t visited for a long time. In the end the grandfather sent Nathan a message telling him to 
come and visit. Nathan then took his grandfather a baseball cap and soap. The visit went well though the 
grandfather reprimanded him for only coming after he’d been asked. If Nathan had refused to go, his 
grandfather’s anger could have resulted in Nathan falling sick. As it was, Nathan asked for forgiveness, 
and that was the end of it. Curses from a grandfather are not too serious. Usually a plea for forgiveness 
and a gift does the trick. Nathan then shared a second story about his maternal grandfather: 

My wife and I took our son, Oscar [who was a toddler at the time], to visit Tristan, my maternal 
grandfather. He was very happy! Even when Oscar found a knife and went and cut down his 
tobacco, Tristan didn’t get angry. My wife went to reprimand Oscar and Tristan said, ‘Don’t worry; 
leave him alone. He’s my son!’ Tristan is looking forward to the arrival of the second baby 
[Nathan’s wife was pregnant at the time] and hopes it will be another boy. (Interview, 25th June 
2010, Cobly) 

A key difference that affects Ego’s behaviour towards his grandparents, compared to that required 
for his parents, is that they are from an alternate generation. Thus there is not the same antagonism as 
with Ego’s parents, and Ego’s relationship with his grandparents is more relaxed. It helps that the 
grandparents are not directly responsible for their grandchildren’s upbringing. 

Ego can ask his maternal grandparents for things that he wants, such as a cockerel, and it is not 
unusual for maternal grandparents to indulge Ego and spoil him, as there is a deep friendship between 
maternal grandparents and their uterine grandchildren. They are often more affectionate towards their 
daughters’ children than those of their sons. 

I now turn to examine relationships between Ego and family members of the same generation. This 
includes Ego’s siblings and cousins. 

6.2.4 Siblings and “cousins” 

“The egg doesn’t know more than the chick” is a proverb that Théophile told me during my research. He 
explained that this was used to describe the relationship between a younger and older sibling: the older 
sibling is like a chick, whilst the younger one is the egg. An egg cannot say that it knows more than a 
chick. Consequently, Ego’s older brothers and sisters always have authority over Ego who must respect 
them, though the respect is less pronounced than that with Ego’s parents. The main way Ego shows 
respect is by willingly doing what he is told. If his older siblings are correct and gentle with Ego, this is 
easy for him to do. As they are older, it is normal that they should know more than he does, though they 
should demonstrate proof of their wisdom for Ego to take them seriously. Older siblings are responsible 
for their younger ones and are expected to look after them, help with their social and formal education 
(through financial support, for example), protect them, and if necessary, discipline them. This does not 
stop with adulthood but continues throughout their lives. Ego can always go to his older siblings and ask 
for their help and they are obliged to do what they can for him. Despite all this, there is a high level of 
familiarity amongst siblings who enjoy socialising together. 

There is no risk of being cursed by a full sibling, but should Ego cause offence, the siblings 
concerned should try and sort it out quickly and amicably. Returning to the anecdote above about Sabine 
and Gaston, her classificatory father, the problem was really caused by Sabine’s actual father who was 
responsible for overseeing the distribution of the pork from Sabine’s initiation. He should have seen that 
his younger brother, Gaston, received the portion that was his due. Today, it is Sabine who is suffering 
the immediate consequences of Gaston’s anger, not his older brother. 

Should Ego offend a classificatory sibling he runs the risk of revenge, often through poisoning, or 
being cursed. Ego has two main groups of siblings: 

• Ego’s paternal classificatory siblings, who are his father’s brothers’ children (his patrilateral 
parallel cousins). 

• Ego’s uterine siblings, who are his mother’s sisters’ children (his matrilateral parallel cousins). 
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Ego normally grows up with his paternal classificatory siblings, as they are from the same lineage and 
often live together in the same neighbourhood, whilst Ego’s uterine siblings live elsewhere. As a result, 
Ego sees them less often, but when he does they usually get on well and enjoy spending time together. 
One area where this is changing is with formal education. As there are not that many secondary or high 
schools in the area, it is not unusual for uterine siblings, matrilateral and patrilateral cross-cousins to 
attend the same school. 

Bruno shared about an incident concerning two uterine brothers, Eric and Adrien, which then had 
repercussions on the relationship between their mothers, who are full sisters. Eric’s mother is the older 
sister. Eric had stayed with Adrien’s family during someone’s death celebrations. Whilst he was there, 
Eric lost his torch. Some time later, Adrien came and stayed with Eric, and during his visit, Eric learnt 
that it was Adrien who had stolen his torch. Bruno went on and explained the consequences of this theft: 

When Eric’s mother heard about what had happened, she was disappointed to learn that Adrien 
[her uterine son] was a thief. She went and told her sister, Agnès, what had happened and that she 
wasn't happy to visit them anymore. The two families fell out. When Agnès realised that her older 
sister and children were serious about never coming to visit again, she sent an elder from her 
village to ask for forgiveness. She admitted that her son was a thief but that the family shouldn't 
be divided because of Adrien’s behaviour. The family accepted Agnès’ plea for forgiveness, but 
they all took care with their things when Adrien was around. Adrien was lucky that Eric hadn't 
cursed him as this could have resulted in his death. (Interview, 28th June 2010, Cobly) 

The children of Ego’s maternal uncle and paternal aunt usually grow up elsewhere, so Ego may not 
see them very often. Generally the relationship is more relaxed with his paternal aunts’ children than 
with those of his maternal uncle, and when they do see each other, it is a joyful occasion. Ego and his 
paternal aunts’ children (patrilateral cross-cousins) have fun together but make sure they avoid insulting 
or offending one another. Their relationship is one of friendship underlain with respect, as an offence 
can result in a curse. The severity of a curse is potentially worse for his paternal aunts’ children than for 
Ego, as Ego is their maternal uncle’s child. Conversely, Ego needs to be more respectful of his maternal 
uncles’ children (matrilateral cross-cousins). Although Ego can have fun with his cousins, he does not 
want to run the risk of possibly insulting them and therefore offending his maternal uncle. One way that 
this could happen today is through competitive encounters at secondary (high) school: 

Bertrand goes to one of the secondary schools in the commune, together with his cousin (his 
maternal uncle’s son). It was time for the school’s wrestling competition and Bertrand had been 
picked for the team. His cousin was also on the team and had won the inter-school championship 
the previous year. Bertrand was small but strong; his cousin was like a giant. As the competition 
went on, one of the teachers announced that the next match would be between Bertrand and his 
cousin. Bertrand completely refused to fight out of respect for his cousin and his maternal uncle. 
The teacher didn't accept his refusal to fight, explaining that this was a school event and had 
nothing to do with cultural traditions. The head teacher even summoned him about his 
disobedience and told him he had to fight. Bertrand still refused. 

Everyone started teasing Bertrand, including his cousin, calling him a coward and a weakling. 
Eventually he capitulated and agreed to fight but expressed his concern one last time. The 
wrestling match took place. Within minutes, Bertrand threw his cousin to the ground, despite the 
fact that the cousin was much bigger than he. The fall broke his cousin’s arm. The cousin, ashamed 
to have been beaten so easily, then lied to his father about how he broke his arm. The cousin’s 
parents were angry with Bertrand, exactly as he had predicted. The maternal uncle said he never 
wanted to see Bertrand in his village ever again. Bertrand was scared when he learnt about his 
maternal uncle’s anger as it could have serious consequences; consequences that may not affect 
Bertrand personally, but someone else in the family through miscarriage, sickness, even death. 

Bertrand visited another school in the commune to see if he could go there instead. The head 
teachers of the two schools then discussed the problem and agreed that someone should intervene 
on Bertrand’s behalf. Someone from Bertrand’s school then went and explained to Bertrand’s 
maternal uncle what had really happened. When the maternal uncle learnt the truth of the 
situation, he was furious with his son, especially as the son’s lies had provoked further problems 
between him and his sister (Bertrand’s mother). The maternal uncle then called Bertrand and told 
him that all was well and to stay where he was. (Interview with Bruno, 28th June 2010, Cobly) 
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Julie told me an incident that happened in her family that illustrates how a maternal cousin can be 
offended, together with a paternal aunt: 

This is a story about Justin and his cousin, Léon (Justin’s maternal uncle’s son). Léon had asked 
Justin’s mother, Zoé (who is Léon’s paternal aunt), to look after a nanny goat for him. His hope 
was that the goat would have kids for him. Over the next few years, the goat produced several kids 
for Léon. As they were doing well, he left them all in Zoé’s care. 

One day Justin’s son got sick. He was advised to sacrifice a young goat. He went to ask his 
mother if she could provide him with a goat, but she had travelled. So he helped himself to a goat 
and informed his mother afterwards. Unfortunately, he took one of Léon’s goats. When he 
explained the circumstances to Zoé, she reassured him that it should be fine. By rights, Léon 
should give her a percentage of his nanny goat’s offspring as thanks for rearing them. 

Unfortunately, Léon didn’t take the news well, saying that he could no longer trust his cousin. 
What was to stop him taking more goats in the future? He refused to recognise that Zoé had a 
right to her share of his goats. He removed all the goats from her care. This, in turn, angered Zoé, 
who felt unjustly treated by her nephew. 

One week later, two of the goats died. Léon’s mum told him he needed to give a goat to Zoé to 
redress the problem but Léon refused. The next day a third goat died. Léon then consulted a 
diviner who told him he needed to give a goat to his paternal aunt, or his remaining goats would 
die, together with any goats he tried to keep in the future. 

Léon then sent an elder to Zoé to ask for forgiveness. She accepted. He then came in person 
and gave Zoé a goat. This ended the matter. His goats stopped dying and his nanny goat went on 
to have more kids. (Interview, 28th June 2010, Cobly) 

I now turn to Ego’s relationship with his affines, starting with his parents-in law. 

6.2.5 Parents-in-law 

Regardless of the type of marriage, female Ego is expected to have a high level of respect for her parents-
in-law. This is demonstrated through obedience and not addressing an in-law directly, if possible. 
Corinne explained that if female Ego needs to talk with one or other of her in-laws, it is better for her to 
approach them silently and wait for them to notice her. She should only address them directly in an 
emergency. 

As female Ego has left her home to be with her husband, it is highly probable that she will have a 
lot of contact with her parents-in-law as she may even live in the same homestead or a neighbouring 
one. If she gets on well with them and is well integrated into the family, her in-laws will think of her as 
their daughter. If this is the case, she can call them n̄ nīi ‘my mother’ and n̄ tɔɔ̄ ‘my father’, something 
that will never happen with male Ego and his in-laws. 

Unlike female Ego, there is always some distance between male Ego and his parents-in-law, both 
geographically and as regards their relationship. Male Ego avoids going too often to visit his in-laws, as 
he needs to demonstrate that he is capable of taking good care of his family without always running to 
his in-laws. It is not viewed well if he visits often with problems and requests for help. If male Ego’s in-
laws have a surplus of food, they will share it with their daughter and family, but this has to be their 
decision. 

Should male Ego visit and have a meal with his in-laws, he needs to wait a good while before going 
again as it is not well perceived if he is seen to be eating with them too often. It is rather the son-in-law 
who should feed his parents-in-law, as he should help them when they are in need. Thus by avoiding 
unnecessary contact with his in-laws, male Ego is avoiding potential problems that can result from 
accusations that he is not a good or responsible husband. As the anecdote below (see 6.2.6) 
demonstrates, even if male Ego avoids his in-laws, if their daughter complains to them about her 
husband, they may choose to intervene anyway. 

Even with a Western-style marriage, if the parents happily allowed their daughter to marry the man 
of her choice, they will intervene to help her when necessary, as happened with Alain’s friend whose 
husband is an alcoholic. The alcoholic husband’s state was such that he did not even notice when his 
wife became pregnant, nor was he present when the baby was born. Consequently, her parents helped 
her with everything and paid all the expenses when the baby was born. Following the birth, the girl’s 
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parents took their daughter and the baby back to live with them.47 They were worried that their 
grandchild could be in danger, as the husband gets violent when he is drunk. The husband is not happy 
about this and slanders his wife and family at every opportunity. As he has a problem with drink, 
however, there is no risk that his words will have any actual consequences; the ancestors do not take his 
words seriously as the fault lies with him and not with his wife or in-laws. It is rather the husband who 
runs the risk of malediction from the potential anger of his in-laws or their ancestors. In this case, 
however, his in-laws recognise that it is the drink that is talking and their concern is for the welfare of 
their daughter and grandchild. 

As the anecdote above demonstrates, the relationship between Ego and his in-laws is also influenced 
by Ego’s behaviour in general and the relationship with his or her spouse. 

6.2.6 Spouses 

Female Ego’s behaviour towards her husband depends on the type of marriage they have. Generally, a 
woman is expected to be more submissive in a Bebelibe marriage than in a Western-style one. If, for 
example, the marriage was one where Ego has been exchanged with another woman, she is expected to 
be obedient and courteous to her husband. Otherwise, she runs the risk that her husband will return her, 
take back his sister who was exchanged for her, and thus annul the alliance. As it is highly probable that 
her husband’s sister had gone to one of her brothers, her behaviour results in her brother losing his wife 
too, which will not be appreciated by him or by the family at large. Therefore, for the sake of her 
brother and the whole family, female Ego submits to her husband. 

Respect, obedience and submission by the wife are also expected in a marriage where bride service 
has been paid through work and gifts given by the husband. Should this marriage fail, the wife’s family 
will either need to provide the husband with another wife or reimburse the labour and gifts he provided 
over the years. Conversely, in a marriage of acquittal (see 4.1.3), the wife is highly respected, and even 
spoilt, by her husband and his family, as the success of their alliance assures ongoing peace between the 
two families. 

With Western-style marriages, especially where the two spouses have chosen each other without the 
consent of their parents, the wife is still expected to be respectful and submissive to her husband, but it 
is not to the same degree as with a Bebelibe marriage. The husband cannot get away with maltreating 
his wife, as he may have done in a Bebelibe marriage, as she can easily leave him if she is not content. 
The disadvantage is that, if her family did not agree with her marriage in the first place, they will not 
intervene should she encounter problems in the relationship. She will be expected to look out for herself. 
Nor can her family expect to see any recompense from her husband should the couple split up. Thus, 
with Bebelibe marriages, female Ego can count on the support of her whole family, something that is not 
guaranteed with Western-style marriages. Female Ego’s maternal uncles are the exception, however, as 
female Ego can always go to them, regardless of the type of marriage, and ask for their help. Even if they 
personally may not agree with their niece’s choices, they will nevertheless do everything they can to help 
her. This includes intervening on her behalf with her parents. 

One way a wife respects her husband is by telling him when she receives gifts from others, even 
though the gift is hers to do with as she pleases. This in turn gives the husband the opportunity to check 
that the gift is genuine and is not intended to harm the recipients. This is especially important with gifts 
of food, as poisoning—often by bewitching the food—is a common form of vengeance. Isaac shared a 
story about something that happened in his family when he was a child: 

Léa, Jule’s second wife, had been to visit her parents. She returned home with gifts of millet flour 
and meat. Léa then used the flour and meat to prepare a meal for the whole family, including 

                                                   
47 The baby’s community affiliation did not (and will not) change, even though he is growing up with his maternal 
relations. 
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Victoire her co-wife (Jule’s first wife) and Victoire’s children (Léa only had one child who was still 
a baby). Jule was out at the time so he hadn’t seen her return with the flour and meat. When he 
returned, he ate the meal she’d prepared—he didn’t think to ask where the food had come from. 
Then Jule and Victoire fell sick. The rest of the family were fine. When they got sick, Jule asked 
where the food had come from. But, by then the damage was done. Shortly after, Victoire and Jule 
died. 

It turned out that the food had been bewitched with the intention of killing Jule and Victoire. 
Every time Léa visited her family, she would complain that Jule didn’t love her and that all his 
attention was fixed on Victoire. Léa’s father then decided to take revenge on behalf of his 
daughter. 

Initially Jule’s immediate brother (same mother and father) didn’t want to believe that the 
deaths were due to Léa’s in-laws. He wanted to keep an open mind about how Jule had died. A 
little while after the deaths, however, Léa’s in-laws saw Jule’s ghost, which terrified them into 
admitting the truth. They then sent an elder to Jule’s brother to mediate on their behalf. Jule’s 
brother accepted their plea for forgiveness and they performed the m̄ ya̰k̄itīmɛ ‘reconciliation’ 
ceremony. 

Meanwhile, Léa was inherited by one of Jule’s classificatory brothers. Since being inherited, 
she has had several other children, including sons. All the children are Jule’s posthumous children, 
which in turn shows that he has accepted her parent's demand for forgiveness. (Interview, 29th 
June 2010, Cobly) 

Fortunately for Léa, Jule’s brother was keen for harmony to be restored, so he was ready to accept 
her parents’ plea for reconciliation. Isaac thinks that Léa is as much to blame as her parents as normally 
a wife should not run and complain to her parents the way Léa did. Isaac is of the opinion that Léa knew 
that her father would take action against Jule and Victoire. 

Spouses should first try and resolve problems between themselves. It is only when a problem 
becomes serious, which they are unable to resolve between themselves, that the parents’ help and 
positive intervention is sought. If a wife brings food back from her family, the husband would normally 
consult a diviner to check that the food is safe before it is prepared and eaten. Alternatively, if the family 
is Christian, such gifts are prayed over first to cast out any bewitchment that may be present. 

Traditionally there were several activities that a wife was not allowed to do if her husband was 
absent for a short time. These included brewing m̄ dāamɛ ‘sorghum beer’, preparing a meal for a stranger 
and preparing Shea butter. Under normal circumstances a wife would need to await her husband’s return 
before undertaking such activities. If his absence was lengthy, he had travelled to Ghana or Nigeria for 
example, then she could go ahead with such activities. 

Even today, a wife has to be careful about preparing a meal for an unexpected visitor should her 
husband not be present when the person arrives. If the visitor is a family member, then there is no 
problem about her cooking for them. But if the visitor is a stranger and the husband is absent working 
his fields, or has gone to market, for example, then the wife is more limited in what she can do to 
welcome him or her. She can give water and food if there is some already prepared, but she should not 
prepare a meal from scratch for the visitor. It is not her place to decide what animal should be killed to 
honour the visitor and to prepare a sauce without meat is not acceptable either. Her husband could 
accuse her of taking the lead and trying to be the decision maker in the family; this shows disrespect for 
him as the head of the family. 

An unexpected visit from a stranger who comes seeking help should never be completely refused. 
Even if the husband is not in a position to help the person, they should still try to do something as a 
token gesture. This is linked to the fact that one can never be certain who or what the person is and the 
potential consequences of refusing them. The visitor may actually be a dī tēn̄wɛnde ‘community guardian’ 
or a kɛ ̄yawēdikɛ ‘bush dwarf’ that has taken human form. Sometimes another person who wants to assess 
someone’s level of hospitality and generosity sends such beings. Isaac shared a second story, also from 
his childhood: 

One day a stranger arrived at Jérôme and Valérie’s house and asked them if they could give him 
some sorghum. Jérôme refused the request, despite the fact that he’d had a good harvest and his 
granaries were full. Jérôme then left to go to work on his fields. Valérie wasn’t happy to refuse the 
stranger’s request. Once her husband was out of sight, she called the stranger back and gave him 
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some sorghum. Just a little, that’s all that was needed, to acknowledge his request. The stranger 
then left. 

The stranger went by where Jérôme was working and deposited the sorghum at the edge of 
the field. Jérôme was puzzled by the sudden appearance of a small heap of sorghum, so he went 
and got Valérie. She realised that it was the sorghum she’d given to the stranger. She admitted 
that she hadn’t wanted to refuse the stranger’s request and had given some sorghum to him behind 
Jérôme’s back. Jérôme then dropped dead. It turned out that the stranger was not a real human 
but a dī tēn̄wɛnde in human form. The dī tēn̄wɛnde took revenge against Jérôme for refusing his 
request. If Valérie had also refused, she too would have died. (Interview, 29th June 2010, Cobly) 

In this anecdote, the wife actually disobeys her husband, but this proves fortuitous for her. If the 
visitor had not been a dī tēn̄wɛnde in disguise and her husband had survived the encounter, and then 
found out what she had done, he would have had reason to reprimand her. If a wife upsets her husband, 
either by inappropriately giving to or feeding a stranger or undertaking an activity without his 
permission, he can show his anger by refusing to eat his wife’s food or refusing to sleep with her. This is 
especially effective if a husband has several wives, as his needs are met so he can maintain his 
punishment for as long as he likes. Audrey told me about an incident that happened within her family: 

Jeannine decided to prepare m̄ dāamɛ ‘sorghum beer’ behind her husband’s back as she wanted to 
sell it at Cobly market to make some extra money to buy some household goods. She lived some 
distance from Cobly, so she had it prepared in secret in Cobly. She then went to Cobly for the 
weekly market to sell her beer. Jeannine had hoped that her husband would not even get to know 
about her activities, but it took her longer to sell the beer than she had anticipated. By the time 
Jeannine had sold all her beer, it was too late for her to return home, so she spent the night in 
Cobly. 

Jeannine returned to the village the next day. Meanwhile her husband was worried about why 
she hadn’t come home as expected, fearing that something had happened to her. When he found 
out what she had done, he was furious with her. He refused to eat her food and sleep with her for 
two months. She begged forgiveness but he refused to accept; he was that angry with her. In the 
end another family member intervened on Jeannine’s behalf, after which he capitulated and 
forgave her. (Interview, 29th June 2010, Cobly) 

Brewing beer and making money for oneself is not a problem in itself; women have the right to do 
this, but usually with their husbands’ consent. Jeannine’s husband may not have found out about her 
activities had she left the beer with someone else to sell when she realised how late it was getting. 
Jeannine wanted to be the one who sold the beer, however, to make sure that she received the full profit 
of her venture. 

Many women do not always want their husbands to know when they have money for fear that the 
husband may take it. This is a common occurrence, especially with husbands who have problems with 
drink. A wife does have the right, however, to sell harvest products that are her property without her 
husband’s permission. As Jeannine did not return home as expected, her husband was worried that 
something had happened to her. He is ultimately responsible for her, and if something had happened, his 
in-laws would have blamed him. 

If female Ego’s husband has died and she has been inherited by one of his brothers, the inheritor 
expects her to respect and behave towards him as she would have done with her husband. This is 
especially true in a marriage of exchange as there is always a risk that her inheritor could take back his 
sister and cancel the original marriage exchange. 

Despite the apparent inequality of Bebelibe marriages, they are often based on mutual respect 
between the spouses who take time to understand one another. From what I have seen, husbands are 
generally very caring towards their wives, and go to great lengths to ensure their wellbeing. They 
recognise that they cannot expect their wives to simply submit because they are told to; this submission 
needs to be earned through a reciprocal appreciation of one another. 

Even with the slow move to monogamous marriage, there are still many examples of polygyny 
amongst the Bebelibe. In this instance, a wife may have other co-wives to whom she needs to relate. 
When co-wives understand one another, all is well in the home. A husband’s first wife instructs the 
others and should be obeyed; neither should the wives under her question her decisions. The first wife is 
the decision maker and is in charge of the day-to-day running of the household. She oversees the 
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distribution of the food, both the staple and the meat, for example, as she is the only one who has the 
right to enter the granary to fetch the grain needed for the meal. 

When there are not many children, the co-wives take it in turns to prepare meals. Once the family 
gets larger, it may be necessary for all the co-wives to help prepare the meals. Where there are several 
wives, there is a strict hierarchy with the first wife overseeing all the others; the third wife is under the 
second, the fourth under the third, and so on. It is not unusual for there to be misunderstandings and 
arguments, with the result that some wives leave. 

Ego’s relationship with his remaining affines is entirely different from the relationships explored so 
far. Rather than taking care to avoid insulting them, Ego intentionally seeks to abuse them as he has a 
joking relationship with them. 

6.2.7 Joking relationships 

Another experience that caused me some initial anxiety early on in my time in Cobly was an encounter 
with Thierry who quickly decided that I was his husband, whilst his wife was my husband’s husband. 
Shortly after this strangely bewildering relationship was established, my husband and I encountered 
Thierry in the market. Whilst my husband’s back was turned, Thierry made hushing sounds, took me by 
my arm and led me away. He then explained that he needed me to help choose jewellery for my 
husband’s husband (Thierry’s wife). Although I knew nothing serious could really happen as we were in 
a public place, I found the whole experience slightly threatening, as I had no idea what was going on. 
Was this some sort of pretext to buy me jewellery? What were his real intentions? Of course, my 
husband, realising that I had been led away, followed us and kept an eye on the situation. The whole 
incident terminated with Thierry buying us a meal (and he really did buy some jewellery for his wife, 
which I helped choose). Other encounters were equally bewildering, with lots of teasing and joking, but 
they usually finished with him buying us some sort of refreshment if we had met in town or at the 
market. 

Then, one day, whilst conducting research with Caroline, I heard her use the term n̄ kīīnɔ ‘my joker’ 
for the first time. I learnt that she had a joking relationship with Thierry, who is her husband’s uterine 
brother (Thierry’s mother and Caroline’s husband’s mother are classificatory sisters). I then wondered if 
Thierry had extended the joking relationship he had with Caroline to me. As I learnt more about joking 
relationships, everything clicked into place. Thierry is also “related” to my husband through his fictive 
family. As I am an affine of this fictive family, Thierry has the right to joke with me. Once I understood 
this, I was able to enjoy the teasing and reciprocate. 

In some respects I find the term “joking relationship” slightly misleading as semantically (for me at 
least) it implies sharing jokes (verbal and practical), joking around and having a laugh with your friends, 
which is not strictly the case for the Bebelibe. Two American anthropologists, Lowie and Radin, first 
coined the generic term “joking relationship” in the early twentieth century (Canut and Smith 
2006:692). It may be better to use synonymous terms such as “teasing relationships” or “vituperative 
alliances” (Canut and Smith 2006:691 footnote 12), however, as they better reflect the nature of 
Bebelibe joking relationships. These relationships are typically characterised by insults—both verbal and 
physical, teasing, giving joking names (ā kīn̄hietɛ, SG. dī kīn̄hetide48), which are usually insulting, and in 
some contexts calling each other “husband” and “wife”. Directly addressing someone as “my husband” or 
“my wife” can only happen in the context of joking relationships and Ego would never actually address 
his or her own spouse in this way (cf. Nicole 2009:10–12). 

                                                   
48 A compound noun of the words ū kīn̄hṵ ‘joke’, (PL. tī kīn̄te) and dī hetide ‘name’. See appendix D.1.3 for some 
examples of joking names. 
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Joking relationships exist between Ego and most of his affines—either with those who have married 
into Ego’s family, or with members of the family into which Ego has married. When I asked Marc why he 
thought these relationships exist, he gave the following explanation: 

It demonstrates that there is a relationship between Ego and the family concerned. When Ego 
arrives somewhere where he would otherwise be a stranger [when visiting affines in a different 
community or ethnic group, for example], he knows he’ll find a welcome. 

It also permits people to avoid disputes. By joking, the potential for a real quarrel is avoided. 
Joking is a way of controlling situations that could otherwise get truly out of hand. We have the 
following saying, ‘when we joke together, the hot water is contained in the cooking pot, but if we 
quarrel the water boils over.’ By joking, the temperature of the water is controlled and there’s no 
danger of it boiling over and scalding you, causing serious injury. Without joking relationships, a 
potential quarrel could escalate and become feudal. If there’s a real quarrel, or someone feels truly 
insulted and the situation risks getting out of hand, family members can calm the situation by 
saying, ‘oh, he or she was only joking, calm down.’ Joking out of place, with someone you don’t 
know, could cause a feud. (Interview, 30 July 2009, Cobly) 

Thus tensions that may arise from potentially problematic relationships are ritualised and played 
out in joking relationships. Marc’s reasoning of why these relationships exist matches Radcliffe-Brown’s 
functionalist analysis of joking relationships (Canut and Smith 2006:694). Launay also mentions some of 
Radcliffe-Brown’s analysis of joking relationships stating that Radcliffe-Brown 

analyzes joking behavior between relatives-in-law…where joking is an alternative (rather than a 
polar opposite) of avoidance behavior, where each form of behavior is a means of managing and 
defusing potential conflict. (2006:796) 

Launay goes on to say that 

Such joking requires the complicity, not only of the individuals involved, but of those around 
them. There are instances where joking is an acceptable basis for interaction, others where it is 
quite unacceptable. In this respect, Radcliffe-Brown was, after all, right to contrast affinal joking 
with in-law avoidance as complementary paradigms of interaction. Reciprocal joking, in 
particular, sets a tone for a relationship—equality, amity, informality. (2006:805) 

In fact, such [joking] relationships are virtually never automatic. They are either deliberately 
staged... or voluntarily instantiated by one or both parties. For there to be a joking relationship, 
someone actually has to do the joking. (2006:799) 

Caroline later told me that often women engage in joking relationships more than men and are 
usually the initiators. They particularly enjoy giving insulting joking names. This may be linked to the 
fact that women are the ones who are displaced through marriage and are often the “strangers” in the 
family; by being allowed to engage in and initiate joking relationships with certain of their affines may 
help to ease the tensions of being in a new place with a new set of relations. 

As exogamy is important, I propose that these relationships help to reinforce inter-marital alliances 
between the communities and ethnic groups concerned. Although this may seem to be contrary to the 
underlying rule of respect, it can also be seen as upholding respect by avoiding the real potential for 
conflict. 

There are some communities, however, that do not accept joking relationships. For those who do, 
the examples below are typical. Joking affinal relationships include Ego’s uterine mothers’ (mother’s 
sisters) husbands, Ego’s maternal uncles’ wives, Ego’s spouses’ siblings and Ego’s siblings’ spouses. 

Ego and his uterine mothers’ husbands (Ego’s mother’s sisters’ husbands) can verbally insult and 
tease one another. In addition, they can chase each other, wrestle with one another to the point of 
injury, and take each other’s things. There is no room for complaint; the best reaction is to laugh and try 
and give as good as one gets. Despite the rough play, or maybe because of it, a deep friendship exists 
between them and gifts are exchanged. Ego’s uterine mothers’ husbands can give Ego a joking name by 
which they, and anyone else who is older than Ego, can call him. Likewise, Ego can give the husbands 
joking names. 

As with Ego’s uterine mothers’ husbands, joking names can be exchanged between Ego and his 
maternal uncles’ wives. These joking names are often abusing as the wives and Ego enjoy insulting one 
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another. The wives set out to annoy Ego by hitting him, insulting and teasing him, and so on, during 
which Ego is expected to stay calm. If Ego lets their teasing get to him, they will laugh and mock him 
even more. The more exuberant their relationship, the better, as this is an indication that their friendship 
is strong. The relationship also has its calm side. Having teased and goaded Ego, for example, the wife 
can give him a gift, such as a cockerel. When Ego is at his maternal uncle’s homestead, he can ask the 
wife for things such as a meal. This is reciprocal should the wife be visiting Ego. 

The joking relationship that exists between Ego and a brother’s wives is not as fervent as the two 
relationships described above. There may be some teasing and joking names that are exchanged. 
Normally, there is not much joking between Ego and a sister’s husband as respect is the more important 
factor here. Despite this, joking names can be exchanged. 

The joking relationship between female Ego and her husband’s sisters is more developed than with 
the husband’s brothers. Although there is some joking with her husband’s brothers, female Ego takes 
care not to overstep the mark, and still needs to maintain a high level of respect towards them. This is 
linked to the possibility of being inherited. Even though Ego has a choice about who would inherit her 
should her husband die, she cannot say for sure who that may be at any given time.49 Joking names can 
be exchanged, however, and as mentioned above, part of the joking relationship includes calling one 
another “husband” and “wife”. Marianne told me that she even designates her husband’s sisters as n̄ yāpɛ 
‘my husbands’. This means that all of her husband’s siblings are also her husbands. Again, this is all part 
of the joking relationships that exist. 

Respect needs to be maintained between male Ego and his wife’s siblings. Male Ego should always 
be welcoming when they visit, and ready to respond to their needs. There is still some joking between 
male Ego and his wife’s siblings, however, and joking names can be exchanged, and as mentioned above, 
part of the joking relationship includes calling one another “husband” and “wife”. 

The relationships between Ego and his family members are not solely limited to behavioural 
expectations of respect, obedience, joking or otherwise. Different family members also perform different 
roles at different points in Ego’s life. These further exemplify the importance of some relationships over 
others and help to strengthen the affiliation between Ego and the member concerned. 

To further understand the relationships between Ego and different members of his family, I now 
examine the descent system that seems to be in operation before illustrating how this works out 
practically during some of Ego’s rites of passage. 

7 Descent system and rites of passage 

As I illustrated above, the maternal uncles’ level of authority for Ego is such that they are recognised as 
the source of life. Isabelle shared that maternal uncles are male mothers. Given that the Bebelibe are 
patrilineal, the importance of the maternal uncle appears to be a quandary as this is more typical of 
matrilineal groups. There are several other indications that, despite the Bebelibe’s apparent patrilinity, 
their matrilinity cannot be ignored: 

• Their kinship system is Duo-Iroquois, indicating a family structure that was originally matrilineal 
(Murdock 1965 [1949]:243–245). 

• First sons and daughters are named according to their mothers’ communities. 
• Maternal uncles, and sometimes Ego’s uterine mothers, play key roles during Ego’s rites of 

passage (see below). 

                                                   
49 As mentioned above (5.1), all brothers, whether full or classificatory, younger or older, may put themselves 
forward to inherit a newly widowed wife. 
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When I shared my observations with some of my interviewees, Joséphine exclaimed, “Of course! 
The maternal family always comes first.”50 

With these thoughts in mind, I propose that Bebelibe society has dual (or double) descent rather 
than unilineal descent, as seems to have been presumed until now by those who have written about 
kinship for other groups in the region. There are many similarities between Maurice’s (1986:165–167) 
discussion of the maternal family for the Betammaribe and my findings for the Bebelibe. Despite his 
noting that the paternal family cannot be considered patriarchal (1986:165), Maurice does not mention 
the possibility of dual (or double) descent. Neither does Huber (1969; 1973) address the question of 
descent amongst the Bebelibe in his articles. My proposition, however, is not unfounded. In his on-line 
tutorial on kinship and social organisation, Schwimmer (1995) gives the following definition of dual 
descent: 

In addition to patrilineal and matrilineal principles, some unilineal systems combine both rules to 
form a dual descent structure… In this arrangement Ego is a member of two separate and 
fundamentally distinct groups: a uterine group through his mother… and an agnatic group 
through his father… Where dual systems are employed, one set of groups will tend to take on 
complementary functions in relation to the other… 

Note that siblings are both agnatic and uterine relatives. Non unilineal kin are termed cross 
relatives because, at some point in the sequence of linking relatives, a gender change occurs. 

Schwimmer’s reference to cross relatives fits with the Bebelibe kinship system where Ego’s paternal 
aunts’ and maternal uncles’ children are Ego’s cross-cousins, whilst Ego’s maternal aunts’ (uterine 
mothers) and paternal uncles’ (classificatory fathers) children are Ego’s siblings. Bebelibe sibling 
terminology, where Ego designates his siblings according to their age and sex, also fits with Murdock’s 
sibling typology and double descent. In his article dealing with sibling terminology, Murdock (1968:3) 
identifies seven basic patterns that he calls “types”. Bebelibe sibling terminology falls under “Type F”, 
which he describes as including terminology that has “terms, which may be glossed as ‘sibling of same 
sex as Ego’ and ‘sibling of opposite sex’” (1968:3). Murdock later states that “[m]atrilineal and double 
descent appear especially conducive to Type F” (1968:12) and that eleven of the Gur or Voltaic 
subfamily societies that were part of his study group came out as Type F (1968:21). As I noted in the 
introduction, Mbelime is a Gur language. 

During a discussion with Joséphine and Théophile, I asked why it was that male Ego can construct 
bɛ ̄hídíbɛ ‘ancestor shrines’ for his father, but not for his maternal uncle. They then explained that, 
according to their understanding, the Bebelibe have two sources of authority: maternal uncles are the 
physical authority figures, whilst the paternal ancestors represent authority in the invisible realm. 
Having said that, the maternal side of the family also contributes to the invisible dimension of Ego’s life 
via a guardian shrine called dī nītokitáde (PL. ā nītokitáádɛ). The word dī nītokitáde is a compound noun of 
ū nītokihṵ ‘female-reproduction’ and dī táde ‘stone’.51 Its principal role is to see that each family continues 
from generation to generation. These guardian shrines can multiply and “move” with a daughter when 
she marries and leaves home. Initially, the woman is in charge of the shrine, but her eldest son will take 
on this responsibility once he is old enough. The shrine then oversees his patrilineal descent. Once the 
son has daughters, the dī nītokitáde chooses one of them, and so on down the generations (see appendix E 
for more details). Thus, dual descent is not just represented physically by the relationships that Ego has 
with the maternal and paternal families, but also in the invisible realm with the matrilateral movement 
of ā nītokitáádɛ and the patrilineal authority of the ancestors. There also seems to be maternal-paternal 
reciprocity: 

• A dī nītokitáde, ‘reproduction shrine’, which has maternal roots, is responsible for the woman’s 
sons’ patrilineal descent. 

                                                   
50 Original statement: « Bien sûr ! Les maternelles sont toujours devant ». 
51 This is also the word used for guardian shrines (ā tááde). 
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• Not only can Ego construct bɛ ̄hídíbɛ ‘ancestor shrines’ for his father, but also for his mother. 
• Although reincarnation is usually patrilineal, it can also occur matrilaterally. In this instance the 

reincarnating ancestor is from Ego’s father’s or grandfather’s maternal family. When this happens 
a ceremony called tī báákíte needs to be performed, as the child needs to be reintegrated into 
their reincarnating ancestor’s original lineage, the child thus becomes a fictive kin member of 
the maternal family and the maternal uncle who performs the tī báákíte ceremony becomes a 
second father to the child and is known as the child’s báákɛ ̄(tī báákíte kin). Despite this, the 
child maintains his or her membership of the paternal lineage he or she is born into (cf. Huber 
1969:261; 1973:434; S. Merz 2013). 

This reciprocity seems to fit Schwimmer’s observation that the two groups have “complementary 
functions” (1995). This is also evident during Ego’s rites of passage, including a girl’s first pregnancy, the 
birth of a girl’s first child and death.52 Below, I note some examples of the complementary functions 
performed by the maternal and paternal family during these rites of passage. 

7.1 First pregnancy and birth 

7.1.1 First pregnancy 

When a husband suspects, or realises, that his wife is pregnant for the first time, he visits a diviner (ū 
pāāsɔ) to verify if she is really pregnant. Sometimes it is his mother who first notices that her daughter-
in-law is pregnant; she then quietly alerts her son. The husband does not mention his suspicions to his 
wife, neither does she indicate to him that she is pregnant as, following Huber, “According to traditional 
customs neither the husband nor the wife can talk openly about the suspected pregnancy until the wife 
has been officially informed [of her state] before the ancestor altars bɛhirbɛ [bɛ ̄hídíbɛ] of her family” 
(1973:394, translation mine). The wife’s ancestors should be informed of her state during a ceremony 
called m̄ nāāpōtīmɛ ‘stomach-reveal: to reveal the state of the wife’s stomach’.53 The m̄ nāāpōtīmɛ 
ceremony is not only for the girl’s benefit but also informs her ancestors of “their daughter’s fertility and 
to invoke their protection for her” (Huber 1973:394, translation mine). Until the ancestors have been 
informed, no one should mention or discuss the girl’s pregnancy or else she could lose the baby. Both 
families are involved in the preparations needed for m̄ nāāpōtīmɛ. The husband and his family have the 
following roles: 

• Having confirmed with a diviner that his wife is pregnant, the husband takes the cowry shells, 
which were used for divination, and gives them to his father-in-law and informs him that his 
daughter is pregnant. 

• The husband is responsible for organising the millet flour, a cockerel and a guinea fowl needed 
for the m̄ nāāpōtīmɛ ceremony (cf. Huber 1973:394). He then sends his wife to her family. 

• Either the husband’s actual mother or a classificatory mother (one of his mother’s co-wives) 
accompanies her daughter-in-law as she returns to her paternal home. The mother may also take 
the millet flour, chicken and guinea fowl needed for the m̄ nāāpōtīmɛ ceremony. Otherwise a co-
wife of the girl will take these. They travel to the girl’s paternal home the evening before the day 
of the m̄ nāāpōtīmɛ ceremony and spend the night there. The husband’s mother stays at the girl’s 

                                                   
52 For further details about initiation and death, see appendix F. For additional details and analysis of the different 
Bebelibe ceremonies and their life cycle, see Huber (1973; 1979). See also Sewane who gives a detailed description 
and some analysis of the dī kṵntide initiation (2002), and the ceremonies surrounding death as performed by the 
Tamberma/Betammaribe (2003). See also Koussey (1977), Maurice (1986) and Sulj (1982) who have also written in 
detail about the Betammaribe and Tamberma. 
53 The root of this noun is formed from the noun tī nāāte ‘stomach) and the verb n pōtā ‘to reveal). 
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father’s homestead, sleeping in the same room as her daughter-in-law for the night, and joining 
in the meal that follows the m̄ nāāpōtīmɛ ceremony. 

The maternal side have the following roles: 
• The father, having received news that his daughter is potentially pregnant with her first child, 

takes the cowry shells that his son-in-law gave him and visits a diviner (ū pāāsɔ) to confirm his 
daughter’s state. He may share the cowry shells out with his brothers (the girl’s classificatory 
fathers), who will each visit a different diviner. They also consult the diviners (bɛ ̄pāsībɛ) to 
establish which member of the family should present the daughter to the ancestors during the m̄ 
nāāpōtīmɛ ceremony. The diviners may indicate that her actual father does this, or one of his 
brothers, or one of his sisters (who is, in turn, the girl’s paternal aunt). The person designated to 
do this is called ū nāāpōtɔɔ̄ ‘the person who reveals, (PL. bɛ ̄nāāpōtībɛ). 

• Whoever was chosen by the diviner—the actual father, a classificatory father or a paternal 
aunt—then presents the daughter to her ancestors, by sacrificing the millet flour,54 cockerel and 
guinea fowl that have been sent by the girl’s husband, and they pray for her and her baby’s 
protection. The girl’s actual father or one of his brothers (the girl’s classificatory father) then 
makes a bracelet using some of the sacrificed fowl’s feathers.55 The person who performed the 
sacrifice then attaches the bracelet to the pregnant girl’s left wrist. 

• The daughter’s actual mother has no specific role to play during the m̄ nāāpōtīmɛ ceremony. Her 
co-wives (classificatory mothers to the daughter) prepare a meal using the meat of the sacrificed 
fowls, which is eaten by those present. 

After the ceremony is completed, the girl will return to her husband’s homestead. Before leaving, 
either her mother or one of her classificatory mothers (a co-wife of her mother) ties a leaf or two around 
her waist in front and behind. Traditionally, this would have been a full skirt that covered her pubic area 
and bottom. Today, the leaves are under the girl’s cloth skirt or wrap. 

The girl’s mother-in-law then accompanies her back home. The pregnant girl must not talk to 
anyone she encounters as she returns to her husband, nor should she look behind her, for fear of losing 
the baby. She walks behind her mother-in-law, who can greet and talk to those they meet. Usually a 
person who encounters such a couple knows what is happening and will avoid talking to the girl. Once 
the girl and her mother-in-law have arrived at the husband’s homestead, the two first enter the vestibule 
hut where the mother-in-law removes the leaves in front of the bɛ ̄hídíbɛ ‘ancestor shrines’. In this way, 
the paternal bɛ ̄hídíbɛ are informed of the expected child who will be of their lineage. The girl’s mother-
in-law then throws the leaves into the bush. 

It may seem odd that one purpose behind the m̄ nāāpōtīmɛ ceremony is to make the girl aware of 
her state, given that she probably knows that she is pregnant. It can happen, however, that she may not 
have realised, especially if her periods were not yet regular. Her “state” also links to reincarnation. The 
different visits made by her husband and father(s) to the diviners are not only to verify if she is pregnant 
and who should perform m̄ nāāpōtīmɛ, but also who or what might have reincarnated the child and 
whether the child already needs a dī kunpúóde.56 She will not be told who has reincarnated her child, but 
she does need to know that there could be complications and that a dī kunpúóde is needed. 

                                                   
54 The millet flour is mixed with water and is poured on to the bɛ ̄hídíbɛ shrine. 
55 Making such a bracelet is a man’s job; even if a paternal aunt was chosen to do the sacrifice, it is one of her 
brothers who makes the bracelet. 
56 The first dī kunpúóde (PL. ā kunpē) is usually constructed for individuals when they are only a few months old, 
though one may be constructed for an unborn baby, especially if an animal or problematic ancestor has reincarnated 
the baby. Others can be constructed for individuals for important times of their lives. The ā kunpē are conical in 
form and are located outside the compound next to the vestibule ‘ancestor’ hut. The dī kunpúóde reinforces and 
restores balance to the person’s kɛ ̄bōdīkɛ ‘animating force’ and m̄ takimɛ ‘identity’. 
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7.1.2 Birth of the first child 

After the child is born, a maternal uncle of the new infant should formally present the baby to his sister 
(the new mother). This presentation is called m̄ bɛn̄kimɛ ‘the showing’. When a child is born at home (as 
opposed to a maternity unit), an ū bītēkɔ57 (a traditional midwife, who is an experienced lady from the 
village) signals the baby’s arrival to those waiting outside. The new father then sends one of his brothers 
(who, in turn, is a classificatory father of the newborn child) to inform the new mother’s brothers, now 
new maternal uncles, of the baby’s arrival. The midwife cleans and wraps the baby, then places it on a 
mat next to the mother. Despite this, the new mother is not supposed to look at or touch the baby. 
Except for the new father (who is not allowed to learn the sex of the child until later), other members of 
the family can come in to admire the baby, but must not touch it, whilst they await the arrival of one of 
the baby’s maternal uncles. The first maternal uncle to arrive then takes the baby and gives it to the 
mother and says, “Here is your first son” or “Here is your first daughter”. The new father then gives the 
new maternal uncle a cockerel and some grain (millet, sorghum or maize). 

If the maternal uncles live some distance away then another member of the mother’s community 
needs to be found to present the baby to her; this person too will receive a cockerel and grain. The 
maternal uncles need to be informed of the arrival of subsequent children born to their sisters. 

Today, with an increasing number of births taking place in maternity units, m̄ bɛn̄kimɛ is slowly 
dying out. The midwife’s first actions are to clean the baby and present it to the new mother, 
encouraging her to breast feed straight away. This then annuls m̄ bɛn̄kimɛ as the mother has seen and 
handled the baby. The disappearance of m̄ bɛn̄kimɛ seems to be accepted as the price for progress, as 
people recognise the benefits of having the baby at the maternity unit in case of complications. 
Generally, maternal uncles accept this too, as their primary concern is with the welfare of their niece or 
nephew-to-be and their sister. Despite the demise of m̄ bɛn̄kimɛ, the new father still needs to send a 
cockerel and grain to his wife’s brothers with the news that they have a new niece or nephew as soon as 
possible after the birth. If he does not do this, the maternal uncles will think him negligent. To learn 
from someone else that their sister has had her child means that they are denied the chance to be 
amongst the first to welcome the child. As newly arrived strangers, babies need to know that both their 
families welcome them; otherwise their development could be effected. 

7.2 Death, burial and celebration 

7.2.1 Death and burial 

There are two categories of death (m̄ húúmú): bad death (m̄ hṵ́tiɛmū) and good death (m̄ hṵ́saamū). 
Someone is considered to have had a bad death if he dies as a result of suicide, lightning strike, an 
accident, or was murdered, for example. Other bad deaths include women who die whilst they are 
pregnant, if the woman and child die during delivery and if a child is stillborn.58 A good death is due to 
natural causes and old age. Usually, burial happens as quickly as possible after death. 

Any person who shares the same reincarnated ancestor as the deceased should not participate in his 
or her burial or death celebrations (see below).59 When someone dies, the diviner (ū pāāsɔ) will verify 
who these people are and warn them not to participate, or even come within the vicinity, of the 
deceased’s homestead during the burial and death celebrations. The anecdote about René (see 6.2.1) is 

                                                   
57 Ū bītēkɔ ‘she who receives the child’ (PL. bɛ ̄bītēkibɛ) is a compound noun from bīikɛ ‘child’ and the verb n tēkī ‘to 
receive’. 
58 Miscarriage and abortion are also classified as bad deaths but there is no burial. There will be purification 
sacrifices, however. 
59 See also Sewane (2003:85–86, 372), who shares about a similar phenomenon with the Tamberma (Betammaribe). 
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an example of this. Attendance of the burial (or death celebrations) for such people could result in their 
death, as the deceased person would like those who share the reincarnated ancestor to come and join 
him or her (cf. Huber 1973:423; S. Merz 2013:24–25). 

The burial, and the events surrounding a good death last for three days for a deceased male and 
four days for a deceased female,60 with the actual burial taking place on the first day. The oldest son of 
the deceased is responsible for all the practical arrangements for the burial. If the deceased does not 
have a son, then the closest, first-in-line, classificatory son will be called upon to take on this 
responsibility. If the classificatory son does not agree to oversee the burial arrangements, he loses the 
right as “first son” and will not have the right to arrange his own father’s burial when the time comes 
(assuming his father has not already died). He also dishonours his family and risks enraging the 
deceased. It is rare that a classificatory son would refuse such a responsibility, though it may happen if 
the two were estranged. Should the son refuse to bury his classificatory father, he can no longer safely 
attend any burial of any of his other fathers—including his actual father—otherwise he risks going mad 
or collapsing with paralysis. 

The deceased’s full sons need to inform the rest of the family of the death. Depending on the 
number of sons the deceased has, together with the different places that need to be visited, classificatory 
sons may also be asked to help with this task. The first family members to be informed are the deceased’s 
maternal uncles and his or her báákɛ ̄(tī báákíte kin). Once they have received the news, the other 
relatives of the deceased can be told. The maternal family—namely the maternal uncles and one of the 
deceased’s uterine mothers—have key roles during burial. In the case where the deceased concerned was 
very old and there may be no living maternal uncles left, the maternal uncles’ sons act in their name: 

• When the maternal uncles arrive for the burial, they start playing middle-sized drums (ā 
kankaanɛ, SG. dī kankande). The rhythm they play announces to all who hear them whether the 
deceased was male or female. As others arrive, any man who wants to can take over playing the 
drums. 

• The maternal uncles select one of their widowed sisters (who is one of the deceased’s uterine 
mothers) to be the ū húnīi ‘death mother’.61 The ū húnīi is someone who should not drink and 
who is attentive, trustworthy and competent to carry out the role. The deceased’s actual mother 
never fulfils this role as she is in mourning. 

• The maternal uncles are responsible for overseeing the preparation of the grave, which is dug by 
specialised gravediggers. 

• The ū húnīi ‘death mother’ and other uterine mothers of the deceased help wash the body for 
burial. They fetch and heat water, wash, powder and wrap the body in a new cloth. If there are 
not enough uterine mothers to do this, then the deceased’s full and classificatory daughters will 
assist them. Daughters are not allowed to fetch or heat the water, however; only the ū húnīi and 
the uterine mothers can do this. The washing and preparation of the corpse is a re-enactment of 
the mother caring for her baby. 

Both the maternal family (represented by a maternal uncle) and paternal family (community elders, 
classificatory fathers and sons of the deceased) jointly perform some of the rituals needed during the 
three or four days of the burial: 

• Before the actual burial, representatives from both sides of the family—maternal uncles and the 
deceased’s sons or classificatory fathers—take turns to interrogate the body to establish the cause 
of death. 

                                                   
60 Extra time is needed for bad deaths for additional purification ceremonies. See appendix F.2 for more details. 
61 In the event that no sisters are alive or are too old to fulfil this role, another woman of the maternal community—
such as a daughter of one of the maternal uncles—will be chosen. 
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• Once interrogated, the corpse is taken to the cemetery to be buried. Male representatives from 
both sides of the family then arrange the body in the burial chamber or grave.62 

• Following the burial, the maternal uncles and classificatory fathers choose a diviner (ū pāāsɔ) 
who will be consulted on the third or fourth day. The divination takes place at the home of the 
diviner, with the men of the immediate family, including the maternal uncles, and community 
elders in attendance. Although the deceased has already been questioned about his or her death, 
the diviner will verify the cause of death and whether this was the person’s appointed time to 
die. 

The burial over, the maternal uncles have one final task. They decide how many beasts—pigs and 
possibly goats and sheep—will be needed for dī húúde ‘death celebration’. People often have an idea how 
many animals will be needed, as this is also dependent on the age of the person when he or she died; the 
older the person, the more animals needed. The maternal uncles, however, will confirm the quantity 
expected. To celebrate the death of an important man, for example, the maternal uncles can easily 
demand more than twenty pigs. The number of animals also includes those given to the maternal uncles 
immediately after the burial, a practice that is becoming increasingly common today. 

7.2.2 Death celebrations 

Dī húúde ‘death celebration’ is a joyous occasion, celebrated for those who have died a good death and 
can therefore become venerated ancestors.63 Without the maternal uncles, however, dī húúde cannot 
happen. Dī húúde celebrations are held each year during the hot season when agricultural activities are 
minimal, usually from March to May. If the family is ready, they can celebrate dī húúde during the hot 
season that follows someone’s death. Most dī húúde celebrations, however, happen many years later as 
their timing is dependent on the financial means of the paternal family and other dī húúde celebrations 
that may need to happen first (see appendix F.3 for more details). When conditions are met for dī húúde, 
which is to say the time is right and the family has the means to pay for it, one of deceased’s sons takes 
some animals (preferably pigs) and m̄ dāamɛ ‘sorghum beer’ to the maternal uncles and informs them 
that the paternal family is ready for dī húúde to go ahead. Some of the maternal family’s roles before and 
during dī húúde include the following: 

• The maternal uncles (or their sons, depending on how many maternal uncles are still alive) set 
the actual date for dī húúde. 

• The maternal uncles choose who amongst them will have overall responsibility for dī húúde. 
• The maternal uncles then choose one of their widowed sisters to be the ū húnīi ‘death mother’. 

The person who fulfils this role during dī húúde does not need to be the same person who was 
the ū húnīi during the burial; she may even have died by the time dī húúde takes place. 

• The chosen maternal uncle and ū húnīi ‘death mother’, arrive at the paternal family’s 
homestead.64 Upon arrival, the maternal uncle and ū húnīi give permission for the middle-sized 
drums to start playing. 

                                                   
62 By burial chamber, I refer to a round chamber used before the arrival of coffins. Older people, who do not wish to 
be buried with a coffin, are still buried in burial chambers. The grave is the Western-style grave with coffin. 
63 Technically, adults that never married and adults who have died a bad death could not become venerated 
ancestors, though this is changing. Today, descendents of someone who died a bad death may decide to hold dī 
húúde for them, in which case additional purification rites are first needed. 
64 If this is a man’s dī húúde, then the maternal uncle and ū húnīi arrive on the second day of dī húúde preparations. 
The first day is called kɛ ̄hṵ́ńpōdīyāākɛ ‘the bad cooking pot’ (PL. sī hṵ́ńpōdīyāāsī) when the first batch of m̄ dāamɛ 
‘sorghum beer’ is started. This does not happen for a woman’s dī húúde (see appendix F.3 for more details). 
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• The maternal uncle and ū húnīi oversee the dī húúde preparations, which are carried out by the 
deceased’s sons and daughters. 

• The ū húnīi decorates the deceased’s homestead by painting red and white splodges on all the 
walls. These decorations indicate the homestead that hosts dī húúde. These decorations advertise 
that the ū húnīi has arrived and means that those wanting to attend the celebrations know which 
homestead was the deceased’s. 

• The ū húnīi welcomes the guests, which include the other maternal uncles and their wives, as 
they arrive. She sees to their needs throughout dī húúde. She also mediates between the maternal 
and paternal side (for example, if people have questions or want to send messages, they all need 
to go through her). This further demonstrates her role as the deceased’s mother during dī húúde. 
Mothers often act as mediators between the two families as they are in the best position to know 
how to relate to both their brothers and their husband’s family. 

• The ū húnīi cares for the dī hūdōōde, a section of baobab branch, wrapped in cloth that represents 
the deceased and is treated like a baby—she calls it “my child” (n̄ bīikɛ). 

• Following the placing of an earthenware jar (see below), the maternal uncle helps the deceased’s 
eldest son to make his first offerings and say his first prayers to his father or mother who has 
become, from that moment on, a venerated ancestor. 

Both the paternal side (a paternal community elder) and the maternal side (maternal uncle who has been 
chosen) jointly perform some of the rituals, which include the following: 

• Preparing the dī hūdōōde, which represents the deceased and is treated like a baby. The dī 
hūdōōde is a baobab branch up to one metre in length that has been selected and cut by members 
of the paternal family. They then carry it to the concession of the deceased, taking care not to 
drop it. Libation with m̄ dāamɛ ‘sorghum beer’ is poured in front of the vestibule hut, first by a 
paternal community elder, then by the maternal uncle. During the libation, the community elder 
speaks words of praise for the deceased, recounting his or her life and good deeds, whilst the 
maternal uncle tells the deceased about all the preparations for the dī húúde celebrations. The 
maternal uncle also expresses his hope that the deceased will be pleased with their efforts and 
asks the deceased for peace and success of dī húúde. The libation completed, the maternal uncle 
and community elder jointly hold the baobab branch and wrap it in cloth as if wrapping a baby. 
Once wrapped, the two men pass the dī hūdōōde to the ū húnīi ‘death mother’, telling her, “Here 
is your child”. 

• An important part of dī húúde is the placing of a large earthenware jar either over the entrance 
to the burial chamber or at the head of the grave of the deceased. A maternal uncle and paternal 
community elder are responsible for these rites and for the placing of the jar. Once the jar has 
been put into position, the two men jointly hold a knife and pierce a hole in the jar. This allows 
the deceased to “breathe” and is also linked to reincarnation (for further details, see S. Merz 
2013; see also Sewane 2003:167). 

Once the jar has been placed, a second symbolic burial takes place for the dī hūdōōde. The ū húnīi 
‘death mother’, who has been caring for the dī hūdōōde during dī húúde, allows the maternal uncle and 
one of the deceased’s children jointly to take it from her. The maternal uncle and the deceased’s son (or 
daughter) then dispute who should bury the dī hūdōōde, whilst tugging it as they try to get it away from 
the other person. The dispute is a ritual one, however, as it is always the son or daughter who buries the 
dī hūdōōde. The rite provides a further opportunity for the two families to demonstrate their relationship 
with the deceased and how much they loved him or her. 

In summary, it could be argued that the paternal family should make sure that the maternal family 
is involved during key events of Ego’s life; that this is normal and not necessarily linked to dual descent. 
What I think is significant is the maternal family’s degree of involvement and the priority accorded them. 
Take, for example a girl’s first pregnancy and the importance attached to making sure the maternal 
ancestors are informed before the paternal ones, or the fact that it is the maternal uncle who assists his 
nephew as he venerates his paternal ancestors for the first time. Finally, the complementary roles of both 
families during someone’s burial and dī húúde ‘death celebration’ ensure a good send-off for the 
deceased. 
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8 Conclusion 

In this paper I have presented Bebelibe family structure and social relationships by providing details of 
the overall structure of the society, which can be defined by its communities, lineages and families. I 
have also given an overview of marriage and inheritance, kinship terminology and typology and the 
different family relationships. I included case studies of how the above play out in real life and the 
ongoing importance of respect, together with the value people place on maintaining harmony, especially 
towards certain relations such as paternal aunts and maternal uncles. Where other previous behavioural 
norms may be changing, these two relationships in particular seem to have been less affected. 

I chose the title “My Nose is Buried at my Maternal Uncle’s” for my paper, as the maternal uncle is 
the most important person for Ego. The maternal uncle is the one person who can intervene when 
nobody else can. No rite of passage can happen without Ego’s maternal uncles being informed and their 
level of involvement culminates in dī húúde ‘death celebration’, which cannot happen without the 
maternal uncles’ authorisation. Dī húúde builds up to the maternal uncle helping his nephew say his first 
prayers to his deceased father or mother, now a venerated ancestor. I suggested that the Bebelibe have a 
dual descent system and gave some examples of how this is practically demonstrated during pregnancy, 
birth and death. I hope to research this further for a future paper. 

I also explored the theme of social change. Many Bebelibe readily embrace development and new 
innovations; their history demonstrates that they have always been open to strangers and new ideas. 
Today, social change seems to be accelerating. The first concrete evidence in recent times came in the 
wake of colonialism and political change with the introduction of the village chief (ū kpaatɔ) and the 
consequent diminishing power traditionally accorded to the elders (bɛ ̄kpɛn̄bɛ) and priests (bɛ ̄yūɔsibɛ). 
The coming of the church and schools, together with government policies, is having an impact on 
attitudes towards Bebelibe forms of marriage, for example. These forms of marriages represent alliances 
between two families, and therefore two lineages. The loss of such alliances means that people can no 
longer rely on the support network of their families when they encounter difficulties in their marriages. 
These changes, however, do not necessarily result in the destruction of a particular cultural value. This is 
demonstrated by the church’s response by providing a support network for their members that helps 
them to redress the balance. 

The proverb “The egg doesn’t know more than the chick”, which Théophile used to illustrate the 
relationship between younger and older siblings can be applied more broadly to Bebelibe society. An egg 
cannot claim to know more than a chick. Similarly a younger sibling cannot claim to know more than his 
older sibling. The younger sibling is expected to let his elder take the lead since he is considered the 
more experienced and wiser of the two. This idea remains central for many Bebelibe: by recognising that 
one’s elders are more experienced in life, one automatically accords them a higher degree of respect. I 
have shown that respect and good relationships are instrumental for the society to function properly. By 
and large, people will do all they can to maintain good relationships as rupture leads to malevolence. 
Seeking pardon, often through the m̄ ya̰k̄itīmɛ ceremony ‘to remove the words spoken in anger’, with the 
hope that good relationships are re-established and the malice is removed, restores order. Despite the 
centrality of respect and maintaining good relationships, there is some concern that formal education 
might be having a negative impact on how the younger generation perceives and respects its elders, 
although this would need more research. 
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Appendix A Bebelibe Communities 

A.1 List of Bebelibe communities 

 Singular Plural Principal Villages & 
Neighbourhoods 

Animal Totems 

1. Ubiidɔ  Bɛbidibɛ Birihoun (Cobly) Crocodile, Bushbuck, Snake 
2. Ucɛkɔnkɔ Bɛcɛkɔnkibɛ Yangou Warthog 
3. Udɛtienɔ Bɛdɛtenbɛ Oudêtiénou (Datori) Jackal, Leopard 
4. Uhan̰tienɔ Bɛhan̰tenbɛ Serhounga & Tassayota Wood Dove, Civet 
5. Uhodukpaadɔ Bɛhodukpadibɛ Oroukparé Snake 
6. Uhotuunɔ Bɛhotuubɛ Touga Snake 
7. Ukɔnciɛnɔ Bɛkɔnciɛbɛ Korontière Squirrel 
8. Ukɔɔnɔ  Bɛkɔpɛ Cobly & Ouworou Dog, Snake 
9. Ukuciɛnɔ Bɛkuciɛbɛ Kêkoutchièkè Civet 
10. Ukṵntuonɔ Bɛkṵntuobɛ Kountori Civet 
11. Ukuodɔ Bɛkodibɛ Nanakadé & Dissibili Elephant-snout fish,a Buffalo, Dog 
12. Ukpɛtuunɔ Bɛkɔtuubɛ Oukpétouhoun Bushbuck 
13. Unaahuodɔ Bɛnaahodibɛ Ounahodihoun Crocodile, squirrel, snake 
14. Unammucaanɔ Bɛnammucaabɛ Nammoutchaga Crocodile 
15. Unɛnbuɔnɔ Bɛnɛnbɔnbɛ Dinêbonni (Sini) Wood Dove, Civet 
16. Upuodɔ Bɛpodibɛ Dipoli Civet 
17. Usɛpuodɔ Bɛsɛpodibɛ Disapoli Toad, Leopard 
18. Usiinɔ Bɛsiinbɛ Sini Civet 
19. Utedebinɔ Bɛtedepɛ Didani, Nanakide & 

Outanonhoun 
Genet 

20. Uwiɛnɔ  Bɛwiɛnbɛ Okommo, Yinpisséri Monkey, Crocodile, Frog 
21. Uwuodɔ  Bɛhodibɛ Ouworou Snake, Crocodile, Dog, Bushbuck 
22. Uyuɔnɔ Bɛyuɔbɛ Ouyon (Tarapingou) Dog, Crocodile, Crab 
23 Uyɔwaa̰nɔ Bɛyɔwanbɛ Tassayota (Diyouwande) Baboon, Monkey, Wood Dove, Civet 
a Scientific classification: Family Mormyrinae, Genus mormyrus. 

A.2 Origin story of the Bɛkɔnciɛbɛ 

The Bɛkɔnciɛbɛ (number 7 in the list above) descended from the sky in a hut, the door of which was 
locked. The hut came to rest on Bebelibe soil where the town of Korontière now stands. The Bɛkɔnciɛbɛ 
had no way of getting out until an Otammari came and opened the door, thus liberating them. The 
Otammari invited them to join his people, the Betammaribe (southeastern neighbours of the Bebelibe), 
but the Bɛkɔnciɛbɛ refused his offer. To demonstrate their thanks for his liberating them, however, they 
decided that their first sons would always be named “Wanpo”, which is a Ditammari name. For this 
reason, some people do not accept the Bɛkɔnciɛbɛ as truly Bebelibe, despite the fact that the Bɛkɔnciɛbɛ’s 
first daughters are called “Nkpa” (an Mbelime name) and that the Bɛkɔnciɛbɛ speak Mbelime. 
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A.3 An example of a community, its lineages and segments 

A.3.1 Lineages and segments of the Uhodukpaadɔ (PL. Bɛhodupkadibɛ) community 

There are eight lineages within the Uhodukpaadɔ community, of which three are subdivided into 
segments (indicated by arrows below). 
 

 1. Nca wɛp̄ɛ 2. Umaan’ bíísí 3. Ntonkɛ bíísí 
 
 
 
 

Ukɛdɛntɔ Nɛnbɔni bíísí Udɔnkɔ  Ukpentɔ  Utonpuohɔ ̰bíísí  Sommu bíísí 
 Ucaatɔ Ubakɔ  Utaakɔ Tontadikɛ bíísí Ntonkɛ 
 Tummudaaku bíísí 
 
 Cɛnna bíísí Fɔnkitaakɛ bíísí 
 
 
 

 Tɛnpenna bíísí Msɛdimɔmmu bíísí 
 

4. Yuɔde 5. Nasiiku 6. Powuoti 7. Ncaani bíísí 8. Npodi bíísí 

A.3.2 A paternal line from the Nca wɛp̄ɛ lineage 

   /   
 Nca           

      
    /   
 Nca, Nɛnbɔni         

      
    /   /     / 
  Nɛnbɔni, Fɔnkitaakɛ (Nɛnbɔni bíísí) 
       
   /   /    / 
 *  Fɔnkitaakɛ, Msɛdimɛ (Fɔnkitaakɛ bíísí) 
      

   /  /    /  /    
      Msɛdimɛ, Sinbiɛnu (Msɛdimɔmmu bíísí) 
     

    /   /   /  /  /  /     
 Sinbiɛnu, Bienvenue (Msɛdimɔmmu bíísí cont.) 

* Fɔnkitaakɛ, Tɛnpenna, founder of a new segment (Tɛnpenna bíísí). 
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A.4 Succession of non-inherited roles 

A.4.1 Diviners 

Usually a village has several diviners (bɛ ̄pāsībɛ, SG. ū pāāsɔ). Usually they are male, but women can also 
be diviners. This role is not inherited. For many of the communities, the sī yawesī, ‘bush dwarfs’ (SG. kɛ ̄
yawēdikɛ) choose those they want to be diviners. The sī yawesī initiate a relationship with the person in 
question when he or she is a child, or even before he or she is born (cf. Huber 1973:386–388; S. Merz 
[2014]). For the other communities, their diviners are born with the gift of divination. 

A.4.2 Village chief 

The role of village chief (ū kpaatɔ, PL. bɛ ̄kpaatibɛ) is a political position that was created after the French 
colonial state was established. Larger villages and towns may have several chiefs: one for each 
neighbourhood. Today, it is the political party which wins the village or neighbourhood elections that 
chooses the village or neighbourhood chief. If a village or neighbourhood chief dies before the next 
elections, the party will appoint a replacement. 

A.4.3 Chief priest’s deputy 

Each community’s chief priest has a deputy (dī kpēkpēkīde, PL. ā kpēkpēkɛ). The chief priest chooses a 
person he trusts for this role. The person does not need to be a priest. The deputy accompanies the chief 
priest at all ceremonial occasions. The deputy makes sure that all is ready for the ceremony in question 
and can perform a ceremony in the name of the chief priest if he is unable to come. 

A.4.4 Ladle Keeper 

The ladle keeper (kɛ ̄bonkɛ yīɛn̄ɔ, PL. sī bonsī yān̄bɛ) is responsible for the special calabash ladle used 
during ceremonies and sacrifices. He is in charge of distributing m̄ dāamɛ ‘sorghum beer’ to those present 
on such occasions. During the sacrifices, he passes the ladle to the chief priest when he needs to pour 
libations. This is not a permanent role. The priest in charge of the ceremony or sacrifice will choose 
someone for that specific occasion. Preferably, the person should not be related and is chosen from a 
different family or community. 
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Appendix B Marriage 

B.1 The marriage ceremony 

The following description is largely based on information given by Virginie and Frédéric, 5th of January 
2005, Cobly, with some additional information from Huber (1969; 1973): 

Traditionally, the marriage ceremony accompanies the exchange of a girl (see 4.1.1). This ceremony 
is referred to as konná ū nītiyāa nnɛ ū nītipūōhɔ ̰‘to unite a man with a woman’. Three days before the 
ceremony, the groom’s family prepare m̄ dāamɛ ‘sorghum beer’. Whilst waiting for the beer to be ready, 
the groom’s father consults several diviners (bɛ ̄pāsībɛ) to find out what animal should be sacrificed 
during the ceremony. A cockerel, goat or even a sheep may be indicated. The diviners also indicate who 
should officiate at the ceremony. The person could be one of the community’s priests (ū yūɔs̄ɔ), one of 
the groom’s paternal aunts or the groom’s father. Meanwhile, one of the girl’s paternal aunts takes her to 
the boy’s homestead where the ceremony will be performed. 

Once the m̄ dāamɛ is ready, the ceremony can go ahead. The ceremony takes place during the day. 
The person who officiates at the ceremony will escort the couple to either inside the vestibule hut (ū 
kóyāāhṵ or dī nāacuude) next to the bɛ ̄hídíbɛ ‘ancestor shrines’ or outside the vestibule hut next to the ā 
kunpē (SG. dī kunpúóde) (cf. Huber 1973:393) where the couple sit down. A dī kunpúóde is constructed the 
day of the marriage ceremony to represent and protect the couple from sickness, problems, misfortune, 
etc.65 

The family brings the animal that has been chosen for the sacrifice, together with some water, 
millet flour and m̄ dāamɛ ‘sorghum beer’ for the ceremony. If the chosen animal is a cockerel, the person 
who is officiating takes it, and whilst giving speeches, he or she touches first the groom, then the bride 
with the cockerel. According to Huber (1973:393), the speeches given are ones of blessing during which 
the groom is presented to his bride and vice versa. Libation is poured using the sorghum beer and the 
father of the groom takes a mouthful of m̄ dāamɛ and sprays droplets over the couple. 

Once the speeches are finished, the officiating person slits the throat of the animal and pours some 
of its blood on either the bɛ ̄hídíbɛ or the dī kunpúóde (Huber 1973:393). After this, the officiating person 
puts a small quantity of sorghum flour in a calabash to which the bride adds some water and some m̄ 
dāamɛ and mixes them together. Once the mix is ready, the couple holds the calabash together and pours 
the mixture onto their dī kunpúóde. A meal of ū cīɛb̄u ‘stiff porridge’ accompanied by a sauce containing 
meat from the sacrifice is given to the couple who eat this together. Once they have finished the meal, 
the couple are officially united. Although it is not required that the bride and groom are virgins before 
the ceremony (the man may already have a wife; the woman may have already been in a failed union), 
the couple should not sleep together before the ceremony takes place. Should they do so, one or both 
could fall sick following the ceremony. I could not find out why this should be the case. 

B2 An example of an arranged marriage that failed 

This is Pauline’s account of an arranged marriage (exchange of two sisters) that failed. Olivier is 
Pauline’s maternal uncle’s son (matrilateral cross-cousin). 

This account concerns two young men called Nicolas and Olivier. Nicolas had exchanged his sister, 
Marthe (same father, different mother) for Olivier’s sister, Priscille (same father, different mother). 
Some time later, Nicolas insulted Marthe’s mother (his classificatory mother). She then cursed 
Nicolas by saying that his wife, Priscille (Olivier’s sister), would never have children by him. She 
was also aware that her daughter, Marthe (now Olivier’s wife), was pregnant. 

                                                  
65 In this case, the dī kunpúóde represents the couple; this is the only occasion when a dī kunpúóde represents two 
people. See also footnote 56. 
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A short while later, Nicolas learnt that his sister, Marthe, was pregnant, whilst Priscille, his 
wife, remained childless. Nicolas was furious about this so he stole Marthe back from Olivier. 
Meanwhile Priscille (Nicolas’ wife) returned to her brother, Olivier. Nicolas then poisoned 
Marthe’s food, causing her to abort the baby. 

Olivier then arranged another marriage, exchanging Priscille anew for Monique. This time the 
arrangement worked. Monique is still with Olivier and they have had three children. Priscille has 
also had children. Marthe too remarried and has since had children. Out of shame, Nicolas left and 
settled elsewhere. No one would accept giving a sister to him after his behaviour with Marthe. 
(Interview, 21st October 2004, Cobly). 
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Appendix C Kinship Terminology 

C.1 Ī sāntūō (Age sets) and terms of address 

Before presenting details about Bebelibe kinship terminology, it is important to have an idea about ī 
sāntūō ‘age sets’, especially with regard to the names that Ego can employ with his relations. A general 
rule of thumb is that Ego can usually call those who are older by their French or tī kɔnte initiation names, 
but should never use their birth names. Meanwhile, he can call those who are younger by any of their 
given names. This ruling does not only relate to physical age, however, but rather to the ī sāntūō ‘age set’ 
to which a person belongs, which in turn determines a person’s place within the relational hierarchy. 

There are not different Mbelime terms for the different ī sāntūō levels within a hierarchy. They are 
simply referred to as great grandparents’ ī sāntūō, grandparents’ ī sāntūō, parents’ ī sāntūō, older siblings’ 
ī sāntūō, Ego’s ī sāntūō, and so on. Practically, if someone is younger than Ego but is in an ī sāntūō above 
him, Ego still addresses the person according to their ī sāntūō rather than their actual age. For example, 
it is not unusual for a paternal aunt or maternal uncle to be close in age, or even younger than Ego. 
Despite this, their ī sāntūō takes precedence. Even if a maternal uncle should be younger than Ego, this 
does not give Ego the right to address him by any of his birth names. 

C.2 Terminology employed by Ego 

Bebelibe kinship terminology is classificatory, with descriptive phrases being used when there is a need 
to clarify the exact nature of a relationship or in instances such as “my mother’s grandfather” or “my 
grandfather’s sister”. The lack of classificatory terminology in these instances may indicate that these 
relations are less significant for Ego. Examples of the descriptive terminology used for the different 
classificatory terms are given in appendix C.3. 

During my research, I interviewed my interviewees to obtain the terms they use for: 
• Referring to (or designating) someone, e.g., “so-and-so, who is he or she to you?” 
• Addressing someone, e.g., “When you want to talk to someone, how would you normally call 

them?” or “If you see someone across the road, and you want to call them over, how do you call 
them?” 

I have only given a free translation rather than a literal, word-for-word one, in the terminology 
tables. On the whole, English and Mbelime have a similar word order, though the place of the adjective 
may differ. For example: 
 

Mbelime  n̄ nīi tɔɔ̄ kpīɛm̄ɔ 
Word for word my mother father “grand” 
Free translation My mother’s grandfather 

 

In the following subsections, I present a selection of tables and diagrams that further demonstrate 
how reference or designation terms are used. I look at several generations starting with the second and 
then the first generation above Ego, then Ego’s own generation, followed by the first and second 
generation below Ego. The tables and diagrams illustrate the terms most commonly used by my 
collaborators. In situations where the terminology differs according to Ego’s sex, I have used a black 
triangle () for male Ego and a black circle () for female Ego. Where the terminology does not differ 
according to Ego’s sex, I have used an asexual square (). For ease of text-flow, I refer to Ego ( and ) 
as “he” unless dealing specifically with female Ego. 
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Key 

 Male  F Father  D Daughter 

 Female  M Mother  co co 

 Male or female  B Brother  o older 

 Ego, male or female  Z Sister  y younger 

 Ego, male  H Husband  / can be either 

 Ego, female  W Wife    

= Marriage  S Son    

C.2.1 Second generation above Ego (2GA) 

The following tables and diagrams present the terms used for the second generation above Ego. I start 
with Ego’s paternal side, followed by his maternal side, and finally Ego’s in-laws. 

C.2.1.1 Ego’s paternal side (2GA) 

The following terms are used for Ego’s grandfather, grandmother, grandmother’s co-wives, grandparents’ 
siblings, and grandmother’s inheritor. 

Table 3. 2GA Ego’s paternal side 

Ref. Singular Plural English 
1 n̄ tɔɔ̄ kpīɛm̄ɔa n̄ tɔɔ̄ kpɛn̄̄bɛ my grandfather: FF, FFB 
2 n̄ nīi kpīɛm̄ɔ n̄ nīi kpɛn̄̄bɛ my grandmother: FM, FMcoW, FMZ 
3 n̄ tɔɔ̄ kpīɛm̄ɔ tāa n̄ tɔɔ̄ kpɛn̄̄bɛ tāpɛ my grandfather’s sister: FFZ 
4 n̄ nīi kpīɛm̄ɔ yɔs̄ōtɔ ̄ - my grandmother’s inherited husband (FFB) 
5 n̄ tɔɔ̄ tīiy� ́ɛ̰t́ɔb n̄ tɔɔ̄ tīiy� ́ɛ̰t́ibɛ my father’s maternal uncle: FMB 
a A more literal translation of this term is ‘superior’. For further examples of how this adjective can be 
used, along with the adjective h� ́ɛ̰t́ɔ ‘inferior’, see appendix C.4. 
b A dialectal alternative for maternal uncle is ū tɛɛ̄h� ́ɛ̰t́ɔ (PL. bɛ ̄tɛɛ̄hɛt̰íbɛ). 

 

            
  =  =    
1 2  1   2 3 1, 4 
           
        
         
        
    Ego    

 

Diagram 2. 2GA Ego’s paternal grandfather, siblings and wives. 
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2 5 2 2 5 
      
     
      
     
  Ego   

Diagram 3. 2GA Ego’s paternal grandmother and her siblings. 
 

Ego has his actual grandfather, in addition to classificatory grandfathers who are Ego’s actual 
grandfather’s brothers. If Ego’s grandfather has died, Ego can designate him by using the classificatory 
term bɔɔ̄yāa ‘ancestor’. Strictly speaking,66 this term is reserved for someone for whom male Ego can 
construct bɛ ̄hídíbɛ ‘ancestor shrines’. 

No classificatory term exists for Ego’s paternal grandfather’s sisters. Ego rather employs descriptive 
terminology: n̄ tɔɔ̄ kpīɛm̄ɔ tāa ‘my grandfather’s sister’. This is probably because the relationship between 
the sisters and Ego is distant. It is likely that Ego does not even know them, as once married, the sisters 
move to be with their husbands or they may no longer be living. If Ego should encounter one of his 
grandfather’s sisters, he would address her as n̄ nīi kpīɛm̄ɔ ‘my grandmother’ out of respect. 

As with the paternal grandfather’s sisters, it is very unlikely that Ego knows his paternal 
grandmother’s sisters. Despite this, they are still Ego’s classificatory grandmothers. Ego’s grandmother’s 
co-wives are Ego’s classificatory grandmothers as well. 

As I described above (5.1), should a husband die, one of his brothers would inherit the widow. 
According to one of my interviewees, if his grandmother has been inherited, Ego would no longer call 
the brother concerned n̄ tɔɔ̄ kpīɛm̄ɔ ‘my grandfather’, but rather n̄ nīi kpīɛm̄ɔ yɔs̄ōtɔ ̄‘my grandmother’s 
inherited husband’. 

As Ego’s grandmother’s brothers, n̄ nīi kpīɛm̄ɔ tāpɛ, are also Ego’s father’s maternal uncles, Ego 
designates them as such: n̄ tɔɔ̄ tīiy� ́ɛ̰t́ibɛ ‘my father’s maternal uncles’. 

Terms of address 

Ego can address his grandparents, including classificatory ones, as n̄ tɔɔ̄ kpīɛm̄ɔ ‘grandfather’ and n̄ nīi 
kpīɛm̄ɔ ‘grandmother’, or simply as n̄ tɔɔ̄ ‘father’ and n̄ nīi ‘mother’. It shows a lack of respect on Ego’s 
part should he call them by any of their names, except in the case where a grandparent has chosen a 
nickname by which Ego can call him or her. 

C.2.1.2 Ego’s maternal side (2GA) 

Turning now to Ego’s maternal side, the following terms are used for Ego’s grandfather, grandmother, 
grandmother’s co-wives, and grandparent’s siblings. 
  

                                                   
66 Some of my interviewees were happy to use this term for their maternal grandfather. They explained this by 
saying that one could have classificatory ancestors. No ceremonies are performed for them, nor can Ego build bɛ ̄
hídíbɛ for them, but they are recognised as having a certain level of importance for Ego. 
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Table 4. 2GA Ego’s maternal side 

Ref. Singular Plural English 
1 n̄ tɔɔ̄ kpīɛm̄ɔ n̄ tɔɔ̄ kpɛn̄̄bɛ my grandfather: MF, MFB,  
2 n̄ nīi kpīɛm̄ɔ n̄ nīi kpɛn̄̄bɛ my grandmother: MM, MMcoW, MMZ 
3 n̄ tɔɔ̄ kpīɛm̄ɔ tāa n̄ tɔɔ̄ kpɛn̄̄bɛ tāpɛ my grandfather’s sister: MFZ 
6 n̄ tīiy� ́ɛ̰t́ɔ n̄ tīiy� ́ɛ̰t́ibɛ my maternal uncle: MMB 

 

              
   =  =    
1 3 2   1  2 1 3 
         
          
         
   Ego      

Diagram 4. 2GA Ego’s maternal grandfather, siblings and wives. 
 

          
     
2 6 2 2 6 
      
     
      
     
  Ego   

Diagram 5. 2GA Ego’s maternal grandmother and her siblings. 

Ego’s maternal grandmother’s co-wives are classified as Ego’s grandmothers and Ego’s maternal 
grandfather’s brothers as his classificatory grandfathers. As with the paternal side, a grandfather’s sisters 
are not classified as Ego’s grandmothers. 

If Ego should know one of his maternal grandmother’s sisters, he would call her n̄ nīi kpīɛm̄ɔ ‘my 
grandmother’. This too is rare due to her move with marriage. 

As Ego’s maternal grandmother’s brothers are also his mother’s maternal uncles, Ego can designate 
them as his own maternal uncles especially as there is a direct matrilineage between them, which is not 
the case with Ego’s father’s maternal uncles. 

Terms of address: 

Ego can address his maternal grandparents as n̄ tɔɔ̄ kpīɛm̄ɔ ‘grandfather’ and n̄ nīi kpīɛm̄ɔ ‘grandmother’, 
or as n̄ tɔɔ̄ ‘father’ and n̄ nīi ‘mother’. As with his paternal grandparents, it would be disrespectful of Ego 
to call them by any of their names, except in the case of a prearranged nickname. 
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C.2.1.3 Ego’s in-laws (2GA) 

The following term is used for Ego’s spouse’s grandparents: 

Table 5. 2GA Ego’s in-laws 

Ref. Singular Plural English 
7 n̄ sɔkɔ kpīɛm̄ɔ n̄ sɔkɔbɛ kpɛn̄̄bɛ my grand in-law: HFF, HFZM, HMF, HMM, WFF, 

WFM, WMF, WMM 
 

7  7  
 =   
     
    
     
  =  
   Ego 

Diagram 6. 2GA Ego’s in-laws. 
 

The word sɔkɔ, which is employed for Ego’s in-laws, does not distinguish the sex of the in-law 
concerned. Thus, it is not always apparent whether Ego is referring to the grandfather-in-law or the 
grandmother-in-law. When the exact nature of the relationship needs to be clarified, Ego will employ a 
descriptive phrase such as n̄ yāa tɔɔ̄ kpīɛm̄ɔ ‘my husband’s grandfather’ or n̄ pūōhɔ ̰nīi kpīɛm̄ɔ ‘my wife’s 
grandmother’. 

Terms of address: 

Male Ego should never address his wife’s grandparents directly. Usually there is no reason for male Ego 
to talk with his wife’s grandparents, but should they want to speak with him, they need to take the 
initiative to address Ego, and would call him n̄ sɔkɔ ‘my in-law’. If there were a family problem that 
needed to be addressed, Ego should see his wife’s father, who would then bring the issue to his parents’ 
attention if necessary. 

Female Ego can address her husband’s grandparents directly and can do so by calling him or her n̄ 
sɔkɔ ‘my in-law’. She should never call them by their names. If female Ego gets on well with the 
grandparents, she can call them n̄ tɔɔ̄ ‘my father’ and n̄ nīi ‘my mother’. 

C.2.2 First Generation above Ego (1GA) 

The following tables and diagrams present the terms used for the first generation above Ego. I start with 
the paternal side of Ego’s family, then the maternal side, and finally Ego’s in-laws. 
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C.2.2.1 Ego’s paternal side (1GA) 

The following terms are used for Ego’s father, mother, father’s siblings, and spouses: 

Table 6. 1GA Ego’s paternal side 

Ref. Singular Plural English 
8 n̄ tɔɔ̄ n̄ tɔɔ̄ dēnbɛa my father: F, FB, (inc. classificatory brothers, e.g. FFBS) 
9 n̄ pēte n̄ pēte dēnbɛ my paternal aunt: FZ, (inc. classificatory sisters, e.g. FFBD) 
10 n̄ nīi n̄ nīi dēnbɛ my mother: M, McoW, FBW 
11 n̄ pēte yāa n̄ pēte dēnbɛ yāpɛ my paternal aunt’s husband: FZH 
12 n̄ kīīnɔ n̄ kīīnbɛ my joker: FZH 
a The word for dēnbɛ ‘people’ is used to indicate the plural of tɔɔ̄ ‘father’, nīi ‘mother’, and pēte ‘paternal 
aunt’, as these words do not have a plural form. Therefore, one literally says, “The people who are: my 
father (n̄ tɔɔ̄ dēnbɛ), my mother (n̄ nīi dēnbɛ), and my paternal aunt (n̄ pēte dēnbɛ).” 

 

      =       
              
                  
 =   =    =   =  
10  8 11, 12  9 8 8  10 9  11, 12 
              
             
      Ego       

Diagram 7. 1GA Ego’s paternal side—father’s siblings (same mother) and their spouses. 
 

    =    =     
                
                  
 =   =    =   =  
10  8 11, 12  9 8 8  10 9  11, 12 
              
             
      Ego       

Diagram 8. 1GA Ego’s paternal side—father’s siblings (different mother) and their spouses. 
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 =   =    =   =  
10  8 11, 12  9 8 8  10 9  11, 12 
              
             
      Ego       

Diagram 9. 1GA Ego’s father’s classificatory siblings and their spouses. 
 

 =  =  =  
10  10   8  10 
       
   Ego    

Diagram 10. 1GA Ego’s father’s wives (Ego’s mother and co-wives). 
 

Thus all the men of this generation who are of the same lineage as Ego’s father are classified as 
Ego’s fathers (tɔɔ̄ dēnbɛ). In addition, all of Ego’s fathers’ (both actual and classificatory) wives, are Ego’s 
classificatory mothers (nīi dēnbɛ). 

All the sisters of this generation, both Ego’s father’s full sisters and his classificatory ones, are 
classified as Ego’s paternal aunts (pēte dēnbɛ). 

Although Ego does not have a joking relationship with his paternal aunts’ husbands, there can be 
some light-hearted teasing. For this reason, most of my female interviewees referred to him as n̄ kīīnɔ ‘my 
Joker’. 

Terms of address: 

Ego should never address his actual father by any of his names, as this is a sign of serious disrespect. Ego 
should address him as n̄ tɔɔ̄ ‘my father’ or the French term “papa”. 

Ego addresses a classificatory father as n̄ tɔɔ̄ ‘my father’. Ego should not address him with 
descriptive terminology such as n̄ tɔɔ̄ maanɔ ‘older brother of my father’ or n̄ tɔɔ̄ nān̄kɛ ‘younger brother 
of my father’ as this shows a profound lack of respect. Ego can address his classificatory fathers by their 
tī kɔnte initiation name or their French names, but never by any other name, such as one of their birth 
name. 

Ego addresses a classificatory father’s wife as n̄ nīi ‘my mother’. Ego can call them by their tī kɔnte 
initiation name or their French name. Ego should never call them by any other name. 

Ego should address his paternal aunt by the classificatory term n̄ pēte ‘my paternal aunt’. It is not 
forbidden for Ego to call her by her tī kɔnte initiation name, but neither is it advised. Ego should not 
employ any of her other names. 

Ego can address a paternal aunt’s husband as n̄ kīīnɔ ‘my joker’. Some of my female interviewees 
said that they could call him n̄ yāa ‘my husband’. Otherwise, Ego calls him n̄ pēte yāa ‘my aunt’s 
husband’. Ego can call them by their tī kɔnte initiation name or their French name. Ego should not call 
them by any of their other names. 

Ego normally addresses a co-wife of his mother as n̄ nīi ‘my mother’. If a co-wife arrived in the 
family when Ego is no longer a child, he is more likely to address her by her tī kɔnte initiation name or 
her French name. This is certainly the case should Ego be the same age or older than the co-wife in 
question. 
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C.2.2.2 Ego’s maternal side (1GA) 

The following terms are used for Ego’s mother, mother’s siblings, and spouses: 

Table 7. 1GA Ego’s maternal side 

Ref. Singular Plural English 
6 n̄ tīiy� ́ɛ̰t́ɔa 

n̄ nīi tāa 
n̄ tīiy� ́ɛ̰t́ibɛ 
n̄ nīi tāpɛ 

my maternal uncle 
my mother’s brother: MB (inc. classificatory brothers) 

10 n̄ nīi n̄ nīi dēnbɛ my mother: M, MZ (inc. classificatory sisters) 
12 n̄ kīīnɔ n̄ kīīnbɛ my joker: MZH, MBW 
a A dialectal alternative for maternal uncle is tɛɛ̄h� ́ɛ̰t́ɔ (PL. tɛɛ̄hɛt̰íbɛ). 

 

      =       
              
                  
 =   =    =   =  
12  6 12  10 10 6  12 10  12 
              
             
      Ego       

Diagram 11. 1GA Ego’s maternal side—mother’s siblings (same mother) and their spouses. 
 

    =    =     
                
                  
 =   =    =   =  
12  6 12  10 10 6  12 10  12 
              
             
      Ego       

Diagram 12. 1GA Ego’s maternal side—mother’s siblings (different mother) and their spouses. 
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 =   =    =   =  
12  6 12  10 10 6  12 10  12 
              
             
      Ego       

Diagram 13. 1GA Ego’s mother’s classificatory siblings and their spouses. 
 

All the women of the generation above Ego, who are of the same lineage as Ego’s mother, are 
classified as Ego’s mothers (nīi dēnbɛ). Ego has a joking relationship with the husbands of Ego’s 
classificatory mothers, thus Ego designates them as n̄ kīīnbɛ ‘my jokers’. As Ego also has a joking 
relationship with the maternal uncles’ wives, they too are designates as n̄ kīīnbɛ ‘my jokers’. 

The term for maternal uncle (ū tīiy� ́ɛ̰t́ɔ) is a classificatory term for both full and classificatory 
maternal uncles. During my research, many of my interviewees preferred to state the exact nature of the 
relationship by designating them with the descriptive phrase n̄ nīi tāa ‘my mother’s brother’. Whereas for 
other relationships, there is a clear distinction between the use of classificatory terms (for designating 
someone) and descriptive phrases (for clarifying a relationship to an outsider), this does not seem to be 
the case here. The exact reason for this phenomenon is not clear. Often, my interviewees would simply 
say that both the classificatory term ū tīiy� ́ɛ̰t́ɔ and the descriptive phrase n̄ nīi tāa were the same and 
interchangeable. 

Terms of address 

Ego should never address his actual mother by any of her names, as this would demonstrate 
disrespect. Ego should always address her as n̄ nīi ‘my mother’ or the French term “maman”. 

The terms of address for a maternal uncle are n̄ nīi tāa ‘my mother’s brother’ and n̄ tīiy� ́ɛ̰t́ɔ or n̄ 
tɛɛ̄h� ́ɛ̰t́ɔ67 ‘my maternal uncle’. Ego can call a maternal uncle by his French or his tī kɔnte initiation name, 
but not by his other names. 

Ego can address a maternal uncle’s wife as n̄ kīīnɔ ‘my joker’ or n̄ pūōhɔ ̰‘my wife’, even if Ego is 
female. Ego can call them by their joking names, or their French or tī kɔnte initiation name. Ego should 
not call them by their birth names. If a joking relationship is not appreciated, it is preferable to call a 
wife n̄ nīi tāa pūōhɔ ̰‘my mother’s brother’s wife’ or n̄ tīiy� ́ɛ̰t́ɔ pūōhɔ ̰‘my maternal uncle’s wife’. 

Ego addresses a classificatory mother as n̄ nīi ‘my mother’. It is not forbidden for Ego to call her by 
her tī kɔnte initiation name, but neither is it advised. Ego should not call her by any of her other names. 

Ego can address a classificatory mother’s husband as n̄ kīīnɔ ‘my joker’. Ego can also use the 
husband’s joking name. If the husband does not appreciate joking relationships, Ego must avoid these 
forms of address and would call him by his French or his tī kɔnte initiation name. Even when there is a 
joking relationship, Ego should not call the husbands by their birth names. 

C.2.2.3 Ego’s in-laws (1GA) 

The following terms are used for Ego’s father-in-law, mother-in-law, and their siblings: 

                                                   
67 Dialect variation. 
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Table 8. 1GA Ego’s in-laws 

Ref. Singular Plural English 
13 n̄ sɔkɔ  n̄ sɔkɔbɛ my in-law: WF, WM, WFB, WFZ, WMB, WMZ 

HF, HM, HFB, HFZ, HMB, HMZ 
 

                 
         
13 13 13 13  13 13 13 13 
           
          
    =      
     Ego    

Diagram 14. 1GA Ego’s in-laws. 
 

Ego designates his father-in-law, mother-in-law, and all their siblings as n̄ sɔkɔbɛ ‘my in-laws’. They 
too would designate Ego as n̄ sɔkɔ ‘my in-law’. When it is necessary to know exactly which in-law is 
being referred to, Ego will give precision by using descriptive terminology. 

Terms of address: 

Female Ego should never call her parents-in-law by any of their names, whether she is addressing them 
or simply talking about them with someone else. 

Several of my interviewees said that female Ego could address her in-laws as n̄ sɔkɔ ‘my in-law’, 
even though the majority thought this to be impolite. Female Ego can call them n̄ nīi ‘mother’ and n̄ tɔɔ̄ 
‘my father’ if she has a good relationship with them. 

If female Ego is related in another way to a member of her husband’s family, she can address them 
by using the term appropriate to that relationship. For example, if female Ego’s mother-in-law happens 
to be Ego’s paternal aunt, Ego could call her n̄ pēte ‘my paternal aunt’ rather than n̄ sɔkɔ ‘my in-law’. This 
also depends on personal preference. For some it is more respectful to use the term appropriate to the 
relationship before marriage, for others the terms that apply after marriage. A lot depends on the 
relationship and level of friendship that existed between Ego and the person concerned before Ego got 
married, and which term shows the more appropriate level of respect. This also applies to male Ego. 

Unlike female Ego, male Ego should never address his parents-in-law as n̄ nīi ‘mother’ and n̄ tɔɔ̄ ‘my 
father’ but he can call them n̄ sɔkɔ ‘my in-law’. Male Ego should never call his parents-in-law by any of 
their names, whether he is addressing them or simply talking about them with someone else. 

C.2.3 Ego’s generation (EG) 

The following tables and diagrams present the terms used by Ego for the relations of his generation. I 
start with Egos siblings, both full and classificatory. Ego’s siblings’ spouses, then other relations within 
this generation, and finally Ego’s spouses and in-laws, then follow. 
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C.2.3.1 Ego’s siblings (EG) 

There are three Mbelime terms that are employed for siblings: tāa,68 maanɔ and nān̄kɛ.69 There are two 
factors that determine how these terms are used: the sex and the age of the sibling in relation to Ego. 
Thus Ego would designate a sibling of the opposite sex as n̄ tāa ‘my sibling, opposite sex’. For a sibling of 
the same sex, who is older than Ego, Ego would say n̄ maanɔ ‘my older sibling, same sex’, and for a 
sibling who is younger than Ego, Ego would say n̄ nān̄kɛ ‘my younger sibling, same sex’. To help clarify 
the relationships the tables below, I have added  for male Ego and  for female Ego. 

Table 9. EG Ego’s siblings 

Ref. Singular Plural English 
14 n̄ maanɔ n̄ manbɛ my older sibling, same sex: oB, oZ (same father) 

FBSo, FBDo, FFBSSo, FFBSDo, etc., MZSo, MZDo 
15 n̄ tāa n̄ tāpɛ my sibling, opposite sex: Z, B (same father) 

FBD, FBS, FFBSD, FFBSS, etc., MZD, MZS 
16 n̄ nān̄kɛ n̄ nān̄sī my younger sibling, same sex: yB, yZ (same father) 

FBSy, FBDy, FFBSSy, FFBSDy, etc., MZSy, MZDy 
 

 =   =    =  
             

                    
           
14  15 14 15 Ego 16 15 16  15 

Diagram 15. EG Male Ego’s full siblings. 
 

             
              
               
             
               
                
             
                
                  
             
                  

                      
             
14  15 14  15 Ego 16  15 16  15 

Diagram 16. EG Male Ego’s paternal classificatory siblings. 
 

                                                   
68 When the term tāa was employed in the preceding data, I indicated the exact nature of the relationship in the 
given context by saying ‘brother’ or ‘sister’. 
69 A synonym for nān̄kɛ ‘my younger sibling, same sex’ is nāānɔ. The plural form is the same for both. 
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 =   =    =  
             

                    
            
15  14 15 14 Ego 15 16 15  16 

Diagram 17. EG Female Ego’s full siblings. 
 

             
              
               
             
               
                
             
                
                  
             
                  

                      
             
15  14 15  14 Ego 15  16 15  16 

Diagram 18. EG Female Ego’s paternal classificatory siblings. 
 

Therefore, all those who are of the same lineage and generation as Ego, are classified as Ego’s 
siblings. 

Ego’s matrilateral parallel cousins: the children of Ego’s classificatory mothers (Ego’s mother’s 
sisters) are also Ego’s classificatory siblings: 
 

          
       
          

            
       
14  15 Ego 16  15 

Diagram 19. EG Male Ego’s maternal classificatory sibling. 
 

          
       
          

            
       
15  14 Ego 15  16 

Diagram 20. EG Female Ego’s maternal classificatory siblings. 
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Terms of address: 

The terms of address for older siblings are: n̄ maanɔ ‘my older sibling, same sex’ and n̄ tāa ‘my sibling, 
opposite sex’. Ego can call them by their tī kɔnte initiation names or their French names. Ego should 
never call them by their birth names or their nicknames (should they have one). 

The terms of address for younger siblings are n̄ nān̄kɛ ‘my younger sibling, same sex’ and n̄ tāa ‘my 
sibling, opposite sex’. Even though Ego can employ the term tāa for a sibling of the opposite sex, Ego can 
also address him or her as n̄ nān̄kɛ. This is especially the case if Ego is referring to several younger 
siblings at once, who are both male and female, at which point he would say n̄ nān̄si ‘my younger 
siblings’. Ego can call his younger siblings by any name, including their birth names. This underlines the 
liberty that Ego has towards them and the authority that he can exercise over his younger siblings. 

Even though Ego’s matrilateral parallel cousins are considered classificatory siblings, and are 
addressed as such, some of my interviewees preferred to employ descriptive terminology as terms of 
address such as n̄ nīi bīikɛ ‘my mother’s child’. The geographical distance that exists between Ego and his 
matrilateral parallel cousins, which does not exist with Ego’s patrilateral parallel cousins, may explain 
this. 

C.2.3.2 Ego’s siblings’ spouses (EG) 

The following terms are used for Ego’s siblings’ spouses. The same terminology is also employed for 
Ego’s classificatory siblings’ spouses. 

Table 10. EG Ego’s siblings’ spouses 

Ref. Singular Plural English 
12 n̄ kīīnɔ n̄ kīīnbɛ my joker: oBW, yBW, ZH, oZH, yZH, BW 
14 n̄ maanɔ n̄ manbɛ my older sibling, same sex: oB, oZ 
15 n̄ tāa n̄ tāpɛ my sibling, opposite sex: Z, B 
16 n̄ nān̄kɛ n̄ nān̄sī my younger sibling, same sex: yB, yZ 
17 n̄ pūōhɔ ̰ n̄ pūōbɛ my wife: oBW, yBW, BW 
18 n̄ yāa n̄ yāpɛ my husband: oZH, yZH 

 

      =    
           
              
 =   =    =  

12, 17  14 12  15 Ego 16  12, 17 
Diagram 21. EG Male Ego’s siblings’ spouses. 

 

      =    
           
              
 =   =    =  

12, 18  14 12, 17  15 Ego 16  12, 18 
Diagram 22. EG Female Ego’s siblings’ spouses. 

 

A joking relationship exists between Ego and his sibling’s spouses so Ego can designate them all as n̄ 
kīīnbɛ ‘my jokers’. In addition, all the wives can be referred to as n̄ pūōhɔ ̰‘my wife’, regardless of Ego’s 
sex. Female Ego can refer to her sisters’ husbands as n̄ yāa ‘my husband’. 
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Terms of address 

Ego can address a siblings’ spouse as n̄ kīīnɔ ‘my joker’. Ego can call them by their joking names, or their 
French or tī kɔnte initiation names. If the spouse in question is younger than Ego, Ego can call them by 
their birth names. Ego can also address a brother’s wife as n̄ pūōhɔ ̰‘my wife’, even if Ego is female. 
Female Ego can also address her sister’s husband as n̄ yāa ‘my husband’. 

C.2.3.3 Ego’s other relations of the same generation (EG) 

The following terms are used for Ego’s cross-cousins. 

Table 11. EG Ego’s cross-cousins 

Ref. Singular Plural English 
19 n̄ pēte bīikɛ n̄ pēte dēnbɛ bíísí my paternal aunt’s child: FZS, FZD 
20 n̄ tīiy� ́ɛ̰t́ɔ bīikɛ 

n̄ nīi tāa bīikɛ 
n̄ tīiy� ́ɛ̰t́ibɛ bíísí 
n̄ nīi tāpɛ bíísí 

my maternal uncle’s child 
my mother’s brother’s child: MBS, MBD 

 

             
    =     
            

              
         
19  19  Ego  20  20 

Diagram 23. EG Ego’s cross-cousins. 
 

During my research, very few of my interviewees designated a cross-cousin as his or her sibling. 
Having said that, half of my interviewees did say that they would consider them as siblings and address 
them as such. This is out of respect as they are clearly related, as well as being a sign of recognition 
should they be members of the same age set (ī sāntūō). Some of them added that if their paternal aunt 
had been born a boy, her children would have been their siblings. In the same way, if their mother had 
been born a boy, they would have been of the same lineage as their maternal uncle. 

Terms of address 

The way Ego addresses his cross-cousins depends on his age in relation to them. If Ego is close in age but 
still younger than the cross-cousins concerned, Ego will address them by their French or their tī kɔnte 
initiation name. If the age difference is large, it is more respectful to address an older patrilateral cross-
cousin as n̄ pēte ‘my paternal aunt’, or n̄ pēte bīikɛ ‘my paternal aunt’s child’, and older matrilateral cross-
cousin as n̄ nīi tāa bīikɛ ‘my mother’s brother’s child’ and ū tīiy� ́ɛ̰t́ɔ bīikɛ ‘my maternal uncle’s child’. If the 
cousins are younger, Ego can address them by their birth names. As already mentioned, Ego 
demonstrates respect for his cross-cousins when he addresses them as “brother” or “sister”, especially if 
they are close in age. 

C.2.3.4 Ego’s in-laws (EG) 

The following terms are used for Ego’s spouses, the spouses’ siblings and their spouses: 
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Table 12. EG Ego’s in-laws 

Ref. Singular Plural English 
12 n̄ kīīnɔ n̄ kīīnbɛ my joker: WZ, WB, HB, HZ 
13 n̄ sɔkɔ  n̄ sɔkɔbɛ my in-law: WBW, HZH 
17 n̄ pūōhɔ ̰ n̄ pūōbɛ my wife: W 
18 n̄ yāa n̄ yāpɛ my husband: H, HB 
21 n̄ sɔk̄itɔɔ̄ n̄ sɔk̄itūɔbɛ my equal who has the same in-laws: WZH 
22 n̄ yɛn̄̄tɔɔ̄ n̄ yɛn̄̄tūɔb̄ɛ my co-wife: HBW 

 

                  
  =   =   =   =  
12 21  12 17  Ego 12  13 12  21 

Diagram 24. EG Male Ego’s in-laws. 
 

                  
 =   =  =   =   =  
22  12, 18 Ego  18  22 12, 18  22 12  13 

Diagram 25. EG Female Ego’s in-laws. 
 

With one exception, all my male interviewees said that they have a joking relationship with their 
wives’ siblings, thus male Ego would designate his wife’s siblings as n̄ kīīnbɛ ‘my jokers’. 

Male Ego designates his wife’s sister’s husband as n̄ sɔk̄itɔɔ̄ ‘my equal who has the same in-laws’. The 
term ū sɔk̄itɔɔ̄70 is reserved for his fellow “equals through marriage” who are the same sex. Thus male 
Ego cannot employ this term for his wife’s brothers’ wives. Instead, he would say n̄ sɔkɔbɛ ‘my in-laws’. 

A joking relationship also exists between female Ego and her husband’s siblings, thus she can 
designate them as n̄ kīīnbɛ ‘my jokers’. Female Ego can also refer to her husband’s brothers as n̄ yāpɛ ‘my 
husbands’. Consequently, the husband’s brothers’ wives are the co-wives (bɛ ̄yɛn̄̄tūɔb̄ɛ) of Ego. This too is 
linked to the joking relationship that exists and to the fact that should Ego’s husband die, it would be 
one of his brothers who would inherit her. 

Most of my female interviewees designated their husband’s sisters’ husbands as n̄ sɔkɔbɛ ‘my in-
laws’. Maria was the exception. She explained that often one does not know the husband’s sisters’ 
husbands, as the sisters are no longer present in the community. Therefore, she would designate them by 
using the descriptive phrase n̄ yāa tāa yāa ‘my husband’s sister’s husband’. This is another example of 
how distance in a relationship results in descriptive terminology being used instead of classificatory 
terminology. 

Terms of address 

Traditionally, female Ego never called her husband n̄ yāa ‘my husband’, nor did she call him by any of 
his names. Once their first child has arrived, female Ego addresses her husband with a teknonym,71 
Jacqueski tɔɔ̄ ‘Jacques’ father’, for example. This could be challenging in the beginning, as female Ego 
would need to find another means by which to address him whilst awaiting her first child. If, for 
                                                   
70 The word ū sɔk̄itɔɔ̄ is a compound noun of the nouns ū sɔkɔ ‘in-law’ and tɔɔ̄ ‘equal’. Tɔɔ̄ ‘equal’ is a homonym of tɔɔ̄ 
‘father’. 
71 A teknonym is a name obtained from the child's name that is used to address or refer to a parent. Usually the 
name of the parent’s eldest child, regardless of sex, is employed. 
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example, one of his sisters lived in the same homestead, Ego could address her husband n̄ dúɔḱɛ ̄tāa ‘my 
friend’s brother’. 

Today, some women have started to call their husbands by their French names, and this may 
continue even once their first child has arrived. If female Ego respects her husband, she should never use 
his tī kɔnte initiation name or his birth names. 

If female Ego’s husband has died and she has been inherited, she addresses her inheritor by 
employing a teknonym, Isaa̰ tɔɔ̄ ‘Jean’s father’, for example, Jean being the inheritor’s first child.72 
Alternatively, she can call him by his French name. 

Ideally, male Ego also uses a teknonym when addressing his wife, Isaaki nīi ‘Jacques’ mother’ for 
example. Otherwise, male Ego can call her by her French or tī kɔnte initiation name, or a term of 
endearment such as n̄ cīn̄de ‘my darling’, though this sort of address should only be used in the privacy of 
the home and never in public. Male Ego can call his wife by her birth names, though this is not 
appreciated. Nor does a wife like male Ego to address her as n̄ pūōhɔ ̰‘my wife’. 

Co-wives call each other by their tī kɔnte initiation names and their French names. Younger co-wives 
can be called by their birth names. 

Female Ego can address her husband’s brother as n̄ yāa ‘my husband’ and a sister as n̄ kīīnɔ ‘my 
joker’. Joking names can be exchanged and used. Female Ego can also call her husband’s siblings by 
their French or tī kɔnte initiation names. If the husband’s siblings are younger than female Ego, she can 
call them by their birth names. 

Male Ego can address his wife’s sister as n̄ pūōhɔ ̰‘my wife’ and she in turn calls Ego n̄ yāa ‘my 
husband’. Ego addresses his wife’s brother as n̄ kīīnɔ ‘my joker’. Male Ego can call his wife’s siblings by 
their joking names, or their French or tī kɔnte initiation names. If the wife’s siblings are younger than 
male Ego, he can call them by their birth names. 

C.2.4 First generation below Ego (1GB) 

The following tables and diagrams present the terms used for the first generation below Ego. I start with 
Ego’s children, and then look at Ego’s other relations from this generation. 

C.2.4.1 Ego’s children (1GB) 

The following terms are used for Ego’s children both full and classificatory: 

Table 13. 1GB Ego’s children 

Ref. Singular Plural English 
23 n̄ bīikɛ n̄ bíísí my child: S/D, BS/D, ZS/D, coWS/D, HBS/D 
24 n̄ bīyāa n̄ bīyāpɛ my son: S, BS, ZS, coWS, HBD 
25 n̄ bīsīɛd̄ɔ n̄ bīsɛd̄ībɛ my daughter: D, BD, ZD, coWD, HBD 
26 n̄ yaā̰kɛ n̄ yaā̰sī my Benjamin (youngest S/D) 

 
  

                                                   
72 His first child being the one he had with his first wife; not the first child born to female Ego as a result of their 
union. As mentioned earlier, should female Ego have children by her inheritor, they would be considered 
posthumous children of her husband. 
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     Ego      
            

                
         

23, 24  23, 25 23, 24 23, 25 26 23, 24  23, 25 
Diagram 26. 1GB Male Ego’s children. 

 

                
    =   =     
    Ego            
                

                     
            

23, 24  23, 25 23, 24 23, 25 26 23, 24  23, 25 23, 24  23, 25 
Diagram 27. 1GB Female Ego’s children. 

 

The tables and diagrams above illustrate the most common terminology employed when referring to 
children. In addition to the terms illustrated in the diagrams above, there are specific terms that Ego can 
employ depending on the age and sex of the child. For a full list of these terms see appendix C.5. 

By far the most common way of referring to someone’s children is by saying “so-and-so’s child” 
rather than “so-and-so’s son” or “so-and-so’s daughter”. Specifying if a child is a son or a daughter only 
happens if it is important for the hearer to know the sex of the person concerned. 

It is not strictly necessary to employ the term kɛ ̄yaā̰kɛ for the youngest child (the Benjamin); one 
can simply refer to him or her as “my child”, “my son” or “my daughter”. This title gets passed down 
until female Ego has had her last child. Each mother has her own Benjamin whilst the father only has one 
who is the youngest child of all his wives. As was noted above (5.2), it is the father’s youngest son who 
inherits the homestead. If the lastborn children happen to be twins, both of them can be referred to as n̄ 
yaā̰sī ‘my Benjamins’. The first-born twin is considered the younger twin and who would technically be 
the “real” Benjamin. This is based on the idea that the older twin sends the younger one ahead of him or 
her to see what it is like outside. 

 As male Ego is a classificatory father for his brothers’ children, all the children of this generation, 
who are of the same lineage as male Ego, are considered his classificatory children. Female Ego has 
several groups of classificatory children including her co-wives’ children, her sisters’ children and her 
husband’s brothers’ children. 

Terms of address: 

Ego addresses all his or her children, both full and classificatory, by their names. Ego can also address 
them as n̄ bīikɛ ‘my child’, n̄ bīyāa ‘my son’ or n̄ bīsīɛd̄ɔ ‘my daughter’. 

C.2.4.2 Other children of the first generation below (1GB) 

The following tables and diagrams present the terms used for the relations from the first generation 
below Ego who are not Ego’s classificatory children: 
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Table 14: 1GB Male Ego’s sister’s children and Female Ego’s brother’s children 

Ref. Singular Plural English 
27 n̄ tāa bīikɛ n̄ tāpɛ bíísí my opposite sex sibling’s children: ZS/D, BS/D 

 

              
          
    Ego       Ego 

              
          
27  27    27  27  

Diagram 28. 1GB Male Ego’s sister’s children and Female Ego’s brother’s children. 
 

Here, male Ego, as his sister’s brother, is the maternal uncle of her children and female Ego, as her 
brother’s sister, is the paternal aunt of his children. Both male and female Ego designates them as n̄ tāa 
bīikɛ ‘my opposite sex sibling’s children’. 

Table 15. 1GB Male Ego’s wife’s siblings’ children and Female Ego’s husband’s sisters’ children 

Ref. Singular Plural English 
12 n̄ kīīnɔ n̄ kīīnbɛ my joker: WZS/D, WBS/D, HZS/D 

 

                    
   =          =  
     Ego            Ego 

                     
               
12  12   12  12   12  12   

Diagram 29. 1GB Male Ego’s wife’s siblings’ children and Female Ego’s husband’s sisters’ children. 
 

As previously mentioned, a joking relationship exists between Ego and his mother’s siblings’ spouses 
and between Ego and his maternal uncles’ wives. Ego designates them as n̄ kīīnbɛ ‘my jokers). In the 
same way, male Ego designates his wife’s siblings’ children as n̄ kīīnbɛ ‘my jokers’ and female Ego 
designates her husband’s sisters’ children as n̄ kīīnbɛ ‘my jokers’. 

Terms of address 

Ego, as either the maternal uncle or the paternal aunt, can address his sister’s or her brother’s 
children as n̄ tāa bīikɛ ‘my sister’s/brother’s child’. Ego can also call them by any of their names. 

As Ego has a joking relationship with the children of either his wife’s siblings’ children or her 
husband’s sisters’ children, Ego can call these children n̄ kīīnbɛ ‘my jokers’. He or she can also call them 
by a joking name and any of their other names. 

C.2.5 Second generation below Ego (2GB) 

The following table and diagram present the term used for Ego’s full grandchildren: 
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Table 16. 2GB Ego’s full grandchildren 

Ref. Singular Plural English 
28 n̄ bāabīikɛ n̄ bāabíísí my grandchild: SS, SD, DS, DD 

 

   Ego    
       
        
         
       
         

           
       
28  28  28  28 

Diagram 30. 2GB Ego’s full grandchildren. 
 

Ego’s classificatory children’s children are also Ego’s classificatory grandchildren. Normally, Ego 
designates grandchildren, both full and classificatory, as n̄ bāabíísí ‘my grandchildren’. If there is a need 
to clarify the exact relationship, Ego will employ the relevant descriptive phrase (see appendix C.3 for 
examples). For information about how great grandchildren are called see appendix C.6. 

Terms of address 

Ego can address a grandchild as n̄ bāabīikɛ ‘my grandchild’ and can call them by any of their names. 

C.3 Classificatory terms and corresponding descriptive phrases 

This list presents the data that I collected during my research. It is not an exhaustive list. 
 

Ref. Classificatory 
term (singular) 

English Descriptive term English 

1 n̄ tɔɔ̄ kpīɛm̄ɔ my grandfather (FF) n̄ tɔɔ̄ hō tɔɔ̄ my father’s own father 
1 n̄ tɔɔ̄ kpīɛm̄ɔ my grandfather (FFoB/MFoB) n̄ tɔɔ̄ kpīɛm̄ɔ maanɔ my grandfather’s older 

brother 
1 n̄ tɔɔ̄ kpīɛm̄ɔ my grandfather (FFyB/MFyB) n̄ tɔɔ̄ kpīɛm̄ɔ nān̄kɛ my grandfather’s younger 

brother 
1 n̄ tɔɔ̄ kpīɛm̄ɔ my grandfather (MF) n̄ nīi tɔɔ̄ my mother’s father 
2 n̄ nīi kpīɛm̄ɔ my grandmother (FM) n̄ tɔɔ̄ nīi my father’s mother 
2 n̄ nīi kpīɛm̄ɔ my grandmother 

(FMcoW/MMcoW) 
n̄ nīi kpīɛm̄ɔ yɛn̄̄tɔɔ̄ my grandmother’s co-wife 

2 n̄ nīi kpīɛm̄ɔ my grandmother (FFW/MFW) n̄ tɔɔ̄ kpīɛm̄ɔ pūōhɔ ̰ my grandfather’s wife 
2 n̄ nīi kpīɛm̄ɔ my grandmother 

(FMoZ/MMoZ) 
n̄ nīi kpīɛm̄ɔ maanɔ my grandmother’s older 

sister 
2 n̄ nīi kpīɛm̄ɔ my grandmother 

(FMyZ/MMyZ) 
n̄ nīi kpīɛm̄ɔ nān̄kɛ my grandmother’s younger 

sister 
2 n̄ nīi kpīɛm̄ɔ my grandmother (MM) ū n̄ pēētɔ ̄n̄ nīi she who gave birth to my 

mother 
2 n̄ nīi kpīɛm̄ɔ my grandmother (MM) n̄ nīi (hō) nīi my mother’s real mother 
2 n̄ nīi kpīɛm̄ɔ my grandmother (MMoZ) n̄ nīi hō nīi maanɔ my real grandmother’s 

older sister 
2 n̄ nīi kpīɛm̄ɔ my grandmother (MMyZ) n̄ nīi hō nīi nān̄kɛ my real grandmother’s 

younger sister 
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Ref. Classificatory 
term (singular) 

English Descriptive term English 

3 n̄ tɔɔ̄ kpīɛm̄ɔ tāa my grandfather’s sister (FFZ)  n/a 
4 n̄ nīi kpīɛm̄ɔ 

yɔs̄ōtɔ ̄
my grandmother’s inherited 
husband 

 n/a 

5 n̄ tɔɔ̄ tīiy� ́ɛ̰t́ɔ  my father’s maternal uncle 
(FMB) 

n̄ nīi kpīɛm̄ɔ tāa my grandmother’s brother 

6 n̄ tīiy� ́ɛ̰t́ɔ my maternal uncle (MMB) n̄ nīi kpīɛm̄ɔ tāa my grandmother’s brother 
6 n̄ tīiy� ́ɛ̰t́ɔ / n̄ nīi 

tāa 
my maternal uncle, my 
mother’s brother (MB) 

 n/a 

7 n̄ sɔkɔ kpīɛm̄ɔ my grand in-law (HFF) n̄ yāa tɔɔ̄ kpīɛm̄ɔ my husband’s grandfather 
7 n̄ sɔkɔ kpīɛm̄ɔ my grand in-law (WMM) n̄ pūōhɔ ̰nīi my wife’s grandmother 
8 n̄ tɔɔ̄ my father (F) n̄ tɔɔ̄ pēētɔ my birth father 
8 n̄ tɔɔ̄ my father (FB, same mother) n̄ tɔɔ̄ bɛ nīi puɔde my fathers descended from 

the same mother 
8 n̄ tɔɔ̄ my father (FB, different 

mother) 
n̄ tɔɔ̄ bɛ hɛ ̄ ̰kóḿmú 
nīi puɔde 

my fathers not descended 
from the same mother 

8 n̄ tɔɔ̄ my father (FoB,) n̄ tɔɔ̄ maanɔ my father’s older brother 
8 n̄ tɔɔ̄ my father (FyB,) n̄ tɔɔ̄ nān̄kɛ my father’s younger 

brother 
9 n̄ pēte my paternal aunt (FZ) n̄ tɔɔ̄ tāa my father’s sister 
9 n̄ pēte my paternal aunt (FFoBD) n̄ tɔɔ̄ kpīɛm̄ɔ 

bīsīɛd̄ɔ 
my grandfather’s older 
brother’s daughter 

9 n̄ pēte my paternal aunt (FFyBD) n̄ tɔɔ̄ kpīɛm̄ɔ nān̄kɛ 
bīsīɛd̄ɔ 

my grandfather’s younger 
brother’s daughter 

10 n̄ nīi my mother (M) n̄ nīi pēētɔ my birth mother 
10 n̄ nīi my mother (FoBW) n̄ tɔɔ̄ maanɔ pūōhɔ ̰ my father’s older brother’s 

wife 
10 n̄ nīi my mother (FyBW) n̄ tɔɔ̄ nān̄kɛ pūōhɔ ̰ my father’s younger 

brother’s wife 
10 n̄ nīi my mother (McoW) n̄ nīi yɛn̄̄tɔɔ̄ my mother’s co-wife 
10 n̄ nīi my mother (MoZ) n̄ nīi maanɔ my mother’s older sister 
10 n̄ nīi my mother (MyZ) n̄ nīi nān̄kɛ my mother’s younger sister 
11 n̄ pēte yāa my paternal aunt’s husband   
12 n̄ kīīnɔ my joker (MoZH) n̄ nīi maanɔ yāa my mother’s older sister’s 

husband 
12 n̄ kīīnɔ my joker (MyZH) n̄ nīi nān̄kɛ yāa my mother’s younger 

sister’s husband 
12 n̄ kīīnɔ my joker (MBW) n̄ nīi tāa pūōhɔ ̰ my mother’s brother’s wife 
12 n̄ kīīnɔ my joker (MBW) n̄ tīiy� ́ɛ̰t́ɔ pūōhɔ ̰ my maternal uncle’s wife 
12 n̄ kīīnɔ my joker (oBW) n̄ maanɔ pūōhɔ ̰ my older brother’s wife 
12 n̄ kīīnɔ my joker (yBW) n̄ nān̄kɛ pūōhɔ ̰ my younger brother’s wife 
12 n̄ kīīnɔ my joker (ZH) n̄ tāa yāa my sister’s husband 
12 n̄ kīīnɔ my joker (oZH) n̄ maanɔ yāa my older sister’s husband 
12 n̄ kīīnɔ my joker (yZH) n̄ nān̄kɛ yāa my younger sister’s 

husband 
12 n̄ kīīnɔ my joker (BW) n̄ tāa pūōhɔ ̰ my brother’s wife 
12 n̄ kīīnɔ my joker (WB) n̄ pūōhɔ ̰tāa my wife’s brother 
12 n̄ kīīnɔ my joker (WoZ) n̄ pūōhɔ ̰maanɔ my wife’s older sister 
12 n̄ kīīnɔ my joker (WyZ) n̄ pūōhɔ ̰nān̄kɛ my wife’s younger sister 
12 n̄ kīīnɔ my joker (HoB) n̄ yāa maanɔ my husband’s older brother 
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Ref. Classificatory 
term (singular) 

English Descriptive term English 

12 n̄ kīīnɔ my joker (HyB) n̄ yāa nān̄kɛ my husband’s younger 
brother 

12 n̄ kīīnɔ my joker (HZ) n̄ yāa tāa my husband’s sister 
12 n̄ kīīnɔ my joker (WoZS/D) n̄ pūōhɔ ̰maanɔ 

bīikɛ 
my wife’s older sister’s 
child 

12 n̄ kīīnɔ my joker (WyZS/D) n̄ pūōhɔ ̰nān̄kɛ 
bīikɛ 

my wife’s younger sister’s 
child 

12 n̄ kīīnɔ my joker (WBS/D) n̄ pūōhɔ ̰tāa bīikɛ my wife’s brother’s child 
12 n̄ kīīnɔ my joker (HZS/D) n̄ yāa tāa bīikɛ my husband’s sister’s child  
13 n̄ sɔkɔ  my in-law (WF) n̄ pūōhɔ ̰tɔɔ̄ my wife’s father 
13 n̄ sɔkɔ  my in-law (WM) n̄ pūōhɔ ̰nīi my wife’s mother 
13 n̄ sɔkɔ  my in-law (WFoB) n̄ pūōhɔ ̰tɔɔ̄ maanɔ my wife’s father’s older 

brother 
13 n̄ sɔkɔ  my in-law (WFZ) n̄ pūōhɔ ̰tɔɔ̄ tāa my wife’s father’s sister 
13 n̄ sɔkɔ  my in-law (WMyZ) n̄ pūōhɔ ̰nīi nān̄kɛ my wife’s mother’s younger 

sister 
13 n̄ sɔkɔ  my in-law (HF) n̄ yāa tɔɔ̄ my husband’s father 
13 n̄ sɔkɔ  my in-law (HM) n̄ yāa nīi my husband’s mother 
13 n̄ sɔkɔ  my in-law (HFyB) n̄ yāa tɔɔ̄ nān̄kɛ my husband’s father’s 

younger brother 
13 n̄ sɔkɔ  my in-law HMB) n̄ yāa nīi tāa my husband’s mother’s 

brother 
13 n̄ sɔkɔ  my in-law (HMoZ) n̄ yāa nīi maanɔ my husband’s mother’s 

older sister 
13 n̄ sɔkɔ  my in-law (WBW) n̄ pūōhɔ ̰tāa pūōhɔ ̰ my wife’s brother’s wife 
13 n̄ sɔkɔ  my in-law (HZH) n̄ yāa tāa yāa my husband’s sister’s 

husband 
14 n̄ maanɔ my older sibling, same sex 

(oB,oZ) 
 n/a when full sibling 

14 n̄ maanɔa my older sibling, same sex 
(FoBS/D) 

n̄ tɔɔ̄ maanɔ bīikɛ my father’s older brother’s 
child 

14 n̄ maanɔa my older sibling, same sex 
(FyBS/D)  

n̄ tɔɔ̄ nān̄kɛ bīikɛ my father’s younger 
brother’s child 

14 n̄ maanɔa my older sibling, same sex 
(FFFS/D)  

n̄ bɔɔ̄yāa bīikɛ my ancestor’s child 

14 n̄ maanɔa my older sibling, same sex 
(FFFS/D)  

tī tɔɔ̄ n̄ puɔde descendant of our fathers 

14 n̄ maanɔa my older sibling, same sex 
(FFFFFS/D)  

n̄ cíémú bīikɛ my founding ancestor’s 
child 

14 n̄ maanɔa my older sibling, same sex 
(MoZS/D, MyZS/D)  

n̄ nīi puɔde hɔɔ̄ ̄ descendants of my same 
(grand)mother 

14 n̄ maanɔa my older sibling, same sex 
(cMZS/D)  

n̄ nīi bīikɛ my (classificatory) 
mother’s child 

14 n̄ maanɔa my older sibling, same sex 
(MoZS/D)  

n̄ nīi maanɔ bīikɛ my mother’s older sister’s 
child 

14 n̄ maanɔa my older sibling, same sex 
(MyZS/D)  

n̄ nīi nān̄kɛ bīikɛ my mother’s younger 
sister’s child 

15 n̄ tāa my sibling, opposite sex (B/Z)  n/a when full sibling 
16 n̄ nān̄kɛ my younger sibling, same sex 

(yB/yZ) 
 n/a when full sibling 

17 n̄ pūōhɔ ̰ my wife (W)  n/a 
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Ref. Classificatory 
term (singular) 

English Descriptive term English 

17 n̄ pūōhɔ ̰ my wife (oBW) n̄ maanɔ pūōhɔ ̰ my older brother’s wife 
(male Ego) 

17 n̄ pūōhɔ ̰ my wife (yBW) n̄ nān̄kɛ pūōhɔ ̰ my younger brother’s wife 
(male Ego) 

17 n̄ pūōhɔ ̰ my wife (BW) n̄ tāa pūōhɔ ̰ my brother’s wife (female 
Ego) 

18 n̄ yāa my husband (H)  n/a 
18 n̄ yāa my husband (oZH) n̄ maanɔ yāa my older sister’s husband 

(female Ego) 
18 n̄ yāa my husband (yZH) n̄ nān̄kɛ yāa my younger sister’s 

husband (female Ego) 
18 n̄ yāa my husband (HoB) n̄ yāa maanɔ my husband’s older 

brother 
18 n̄ yāa my husband (HyB) n̄ yāa nān̄kɛ my husband’s younger 

brother 
18 n̄ yāa my husband (HZ) n̄ yāa tāa my husband’s sister 

(female Ego) 
19 n̄ pēte bīikɛ my paternal aunt’s child 

(FZS/D) 
n̄ tɔɔ̄ tāa bīikɛ my father’s sister’s child 

19 n̄ pēte bīikɛ my paternal aunt’s child (FZS) n̄ tɔɔ̄ tāa bīyāa my father’s sister’s son 
19 n̄ pēte bīikɛ my paternal aunt’s child (FZD) n̄ tɔɔ̄ tāa bīsīɛd̄ɔ my father’s sister’s 

daughter 
20 n̄ tīiy� ́ɛ̰t́ɔ bīikɛ 

n̄ nīi tāa bīikɛ 
my maternal uncle’s child my 
mother’s brother’s child 
(MBS/D) 

n̄ nīi tāa bīyāa my mother’s brother’s son 

20 n̄ tīiy� ́ɛ̰t́ɔ bīikɛ 
n̄ nīi tāa bīikɛ 

my maternal uncle’s child my 
mother’s brother’s child 
(MBS/D) 

n̄ nīi tāa bīsīɛd̄ɔ my mother’s brother’s 
daughter. 

21 n̄ sɔk̄itɔɔ̄ my equal who has the same in-
laws (WoZH) 

n̄ pūōhɔ ̰maanɔ yāa my wife’s older sister’s 
husband 

21 n̄ sɔk̄itɔɔ̄ my equal who has the same in-
laws (WyZH) 

n̄ pūōhɔ ̰nān̄kɛ yāa my wife’s younger sister’s 
husband 

22 n̄ yɛn̄̄tɔɔ̄ My co-wife (coW)  n/a  
22 n̄ yɛn̄̄tɔɔ̄ My co-wife (HoBW) n̄ yāa maanɔ pūōhɔ ̰ my husband’s older 

brother’s wife’s 
22 n̄ yɛn̄̄tɔɔ̄ My co-wife (HyBW) n̄ yāa nān̄kɛ pūōhɔ ̰ my husband’s younger 

brother’s wife’s 
23 n̄ bīikɛ my child (S/D)  n/a when full child 
23 n̄ bīikɛ my child (coWS/D) n̄ yɛn̄̄tɔɔ̄ bīikɛ my co-wife’s child 
23 n̄ bīikɛ my child (oZS/D) n̄ maanɔ bīikɛ my older sibling’s (same 

sex) child 
23 n̄ bīikɛ my child (yZS/D) n̄ nān̄kɛ bīikɛ my younger sibling’s 

(same sex) child 
23 n̄ bīikɛ my child (HoBS/D) n̄ yāa maanɔ bīikɛ my husband’s older 

brother’s child 
23 n̄ bīikɛ my child (HyBS/D) n̄ yāa nān̄kɛ bīikɛ my husband’s younger 

brother’s child 
24 n̄ bīyāa my son (S)  n/a when full son 
24 n̄ bīyāa my son (coWS) n̄ yɛn̄̄tɔɔ̄ bīyāa my co-wife’s son 
25 n̄ bīsīɛd̄ɔ my daughter (D)  n/a when full daughter 
25 n̄ bīsīɛd̄ɔ my daughter (coWD) n̄ yɛn̄̄tɔɔ̄ bīsīɛd̄ɔ my co-wife’s daughter 
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Ref. Classificatory 
term (singular) 

English Descriptive term English 

26 n̄ yaā̰kɛ my Benjamin (youngest S/D)  n/a when full Benjamin 
26 n̄ yaā̰kɛ my Benjamin (coW youngest 

S/D) 
n̄ yɛn̄̄tɔɔ̄ yaā̰kɛ my co-wife’s Benjamin 

27 n̄ tāa bīikɛ my opposite sex sibling’s 
children (BZS/D, ZBS/D) 

 n/a 

28 n̄ bāabīikɛ my grandchild (SS/D) n̄ bīyāa bīikɛ my son’s child 
28 n̄ bāabīikɛ my grandchild (SS) n̄ bīyāa hō bīyāa my son’s own son 
28 n̄ bāabīikɛ my grandchild (SD) n̄ bīyāa hō bīsīɛd̄ɔ my son’s own daughter 
28 n̄ bāabīikɛ my grandchild (DS/D) n̄ bīsīɛd̄ɔ bīikɛ my daughter’s child 
28 n̄ bāabīikɛ my grandchild (DS) n̄ bīsīɛd̄ɔ hō bīyāa my daughter’s own son 
28 n̄ bāabīikɛ my grandchild (DD) n̄ bīsīɛd̄ɔ hō bīsīɛd̄ɔ my daughter’s own 

daughter 
28 n̄ bāabīikɛ my grandchild (cows/D) n̄ yɛn̄̄tɔɔ̄ bīyāa bīikɛ my co-wife’s son’s child 
28 n̄ bāabīikɛ my grandchild (coWDS/D) n̄ yɛn̄̄tɔɔ̄ bīsīɛd̄ɔ 

bīikɛ 
my co-wife’s daughter’s 
child 

28 n̄ bāabīikɛ my grandchild (yZ/BSS/D) n̄ nān̄kɛ bīyāa bīikɛ my younger sibling’s 
(same sex) son’s child 

28 n̄ bāabīikɛ my grandchild (oZ/BDS/D) n̄ maanɔ bīsīɛd̄ɔ 
bīikɛ 

my older sibling’s (same 
sex) daughter’s child 

a Should the person be younger, then this would be n̄ nān̄kɛ; if the opposite sex, then this would be n̄ tāa. 
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C.4 Use of adjectives with kinship terminology 

I first used the word kpīɛm̄ɔ (PL. kpɛn̄̄bɛ) as a noun when I wrote about elders (bɛ ̄kpɛn̄bɛ, SG. ū kpīɛm̄ɔ). 
This word can also be used as an adjective to indicate relational superiority. Examples of this include the 
community’s chief priest (ū yūɔs̄ɔ kpīɛm̄ɔ), Ego’s grandfather (tɔɔ̄ kpīɛm̄ɔ) and grandmother (nīi kpīɛm̄ɔ) 
and Ego’s “grand” in-laws (ū sɔkɔ kpīɛm̄ɔ). This adjective demonstrates superiority in a relationship or 
someone’s position within the social hierarchy, whilst h� ́ɛ̰t́ɔ (PL. hɛ ́t̰ībɛ) indicates inferiority. For example, 
if Ego’s father has two older brothers, Ego can indicate which one is the elder of the two by adding 
kpīɛm̄ɔ and which one is the younger by adding h� ́ɛ̰t́ɔ: n̄ tɔɔ̄ maanɔ kpīɛm̄ɔ ‘my father’s older brother 
superior’ and n̄ tɔɔ̄ maanɔ h� ́ɛ̰t́ɔ ‘my father’s older brother inferior’. 

Adjectives need to accord to the noun class they are employed with. For example, if Ego’s mother 
has two younger sisters, Ego can indicate which one is the elder and which one the younger by 
employing the adjectives kpɛn̄̄kɛ and hɛ ́t̰íkɛ as follows: n̄ nīi nān̄kɛ kpɛn̄̄kɛ ‘my mother’s younger sister 
superior’, and n̄ nīi nān̄kɛ hɛ ́t̰íkɛ ‘my mother’s younger sister inferior’. 

C.5 Terminology for children 

Below is a list of the different ways one can refer to children: 
 

English Singular Plural Notes 
My first-born n̄ bīyūude n/a Literally “my child first head”. 
My own child n̄ pɔɔ̄pēētīkɛ n̄ pɔɔ̄pēētīsī Literally “child of my vagina”. 
Child kɛ ̄bīikɛ sī bíísí General term for someone’s child, no 

matter what age (even once that person’s 
child is an adult). Term used when talking 
about children in general. 

Son ū bīyāa bɛ ̄bīyāpɛ General term for son. 
Daughter ū bīsīɛd̄ɔ bɛ ̄bīsɛd̄ībɛ General term for daughter. 
Benjamin kɛ ̄yaā̰kɛ sī yaā̰sī Term for someone’s youngest child (male or 

female) 
Baby kɛ ̄bīpankɛ sī bīpansi For a newborn baby, until he is several 

months old. 
Toddler kɛ ̄bīkīhɛ ̄t̰íkɛ ī bíính� ́ɛ̰t́í From several months till about six years: 

the age at which babies start walking until 
they start to help their parents with chores. 

Little girl/ daughter nɛ ̄sɛn̄̄nɛ ī sīɛd̄ī From birth until five years old. 
Older girl/ daughter kɛ ̄sɛd̄īkɛ sī sɛs̄ī From six until eighteen/marriageable age. 
Little boy/son nɛ ̄mīīn̄yāānɛ ī bííńyāānī From birth until five years old. 
Older boy/son  kɛ ̄yāākɛ sī yāāsī From six until eighteen/marriageable age. 

C.6 Great grandchildren and beyond 

A great grandchild is called n̄ bāabīyēdē (lit. ‘my grandchild-two’), a compound noun of the words 
bāabīikɛ ‘grandchild’ and yēdē ‘two’. There is no plural form. Ego would employ this term for all of his or 
her great grandchildren, both full and classificatory. 

From this point on, for each descending generation, there is an enumerated compound noun. Ego is 
proud to be able to enumerate all of his or her descending generations. Thus, for the great, great 
grandchildren (fourth generation below Ego), Ego would say n̄ bāabītāāte ‘my grandchild-three’; for his 
or her great, great, great grandchildren (fifth generation below Ego) n̄ bāabīnaasi ‘my grandchild-four’, 
and so on. 
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Appendix D  Names 

D.1 Bebelibe names 

A baby receives several names, including a birth name that indicates his or her place in relation to his or 
her other brothers or sisters (see appendix D.1.2 for a list of these names). The name for the firstborn son 
or daughter depends upon the community of the new mother, assuming she is Ubielo or from a 
neighbouring ethnic group that also has this practice (cf. Bättig-Wahlen 1999:2–3; Maurice 1986:166–
167; Sulj 1982:8, see also appendix D.1.1). If she is from an ethnic group that does not have this 
practice, then the name will be that of the father’s community. 

Traditionally one of the new father’s sisters, now a new paternal aunt, would choose a thanksgiving 
name for her brother’s first son; sometimes for the first daughter too, though this depended on a 
particular community’s customs. Examples of the names she might have chosen included Kunduonɔ ‘He 
[God] has given to me) or Kunpa ‘He [God] has offered me’. This practice is dying out. The main reason 
for its demise is linked to the increasing popularity of French names and people’s perception that 
Bebelibe names have no worth. Today’s younger generation who have received a name from their 
paternal aunt may even be ashamed of it. If a child is born in a maternity unit, the nurse or midwife who 
delivered the baby often chooses a French name for the newborn baby. According to Bättig-Wahlen 
(1999:3), the nurse or midwife usually chooses the name from the Catholic calendar, though she will 
avoid the name given on the calendar for the baby’s actual birth date in order to protect him from 
potential attacks from witches. Otherwise the parents or another relative or close friend of the family can 
be asked to choose a name. My husband had the privilege of choosing the French name for Peter’s first 
son. The baby was formally named during a celebratory meal, and having received his name, a paternal 
aunt took the baby from my husband and formally presented him to his parents. Various relations and 
friends then gave speeches of benediction for the baby. 

Finally, circumstantial names can also be given. For example, Leonard already had three daughters 
and his wife was pregnant again. He was hoping for a son. When the baby was born and he learnt it was 
another girl, he exclaimed, “What have I done?” The baby girl was thus named Npannniba ‘I have-done 
what?’. A child may also be named after the person who helped with his or her birth. 
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D.1.1 Names for the firstborn according to the mother’s community 

 Community For the 1st Son  For the 1st Daughter 
1. Bɛbidibɛ Npodi Nkpa 
2. Bɛcɛkɔnkibɛ Konte Kodikɛ 
3. Bɛdɛtenbɛ  Yaate Nkpa 
4.  Bɛhan̰tenbɛ  Muɔko Nkpa 
5. Bɛhotuubɛ  Npodi Nkpa 
6. Bɛkɔnciɛbɛ  Wanpoa Nkpa 
7. Bɛkɔpɛ  Npodi Nkpa 
8. Bɛkuciɛbɛ  Konte Kodikɛ 
9. Bɛkṵntuobɛ  Konte Kodikɛ 
10. Bɛkodibɛ  Konte Kodikɛ 
11. Bɛkpɛtuubɛ  Caadipo Caadikpa 
12. Bɛnaahodibɛ Muɔko Nkpa 
13. Bɛnammucaabɛ  Yaate Nkpa 
14. Bɛnɛnbɔnbɛ  Konte Kodikɛ 
15. Bɛhodukpadibɛ  Maakipo Maakikpa or Nkpa 
16. Bɛpodibɛ  Npodi Nkpa 
17. Bɛsɛpodibɛ  Ponpo Nkpa 
18. Bɛsiinbɛ  Muɔte Muɔkɛ 
19. Bɛtedepɛ  Hinpo Hinnɛ 
20. Bɛwiɛnbɛ  Hinpo Hinnɛ 
21. Bɛhodibɛ  Npodi Nkpa 
22. Bɛyɔwanbɛ Wanpo Nkpa 
23. Bɛyuɔbɛ Bɔɔte Nkpa 
a This is actually a Ditammari name (see appendix A.2). 

D.1.2 Birth names for the other children in all Bebelibe communities73 

 For Other Sons For Other Daughters 
Firstborn  (See chart above) (See chart above) 
Second born Nca Nnaki 
Third born Kpaako Kuoti 
Fourth born Ndaa Cɔɔkɛ 
Fifth born Nkpe Ciɛkɛ 
Sixth born Nnaata Saapa 
Seventh born Ndonta Ndonta 

                                                   
73 See also Maurice (1986:143) and Mercier (1968:154) who list the names given in Ditammari, as the Betammaribe 
have the same system for naming their children. 
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D.1.3 Nicknames and dī kīn̄hetide “Joking names” 

Ego can choose a nickname by which everyone can call him, even his grandchildren, should he or she 
choose.74 

The word dī kīn̄hetide ‘joking name’ (PL. ā kīn̄hietɛ is a compound noun of the words ū kīn̄hṵ ‘joke’ 
and dī hetide ‘name’. Joking names are usually insulting. Those who have a joking relationship through 
marriage alliances (see 6.2.7) have the right to give and call Ego by a joking name; Ego can do the same 
with them. 

Here are some examples of nicknames and joking names: 

 

                                                   
74 See also Maurice (1986:176–179) who gives examples of nicknames for the Betammaribe. 

Cuukɛ hɛ ̄ ̰fɛɛ́śí “Small, unswept hut”. This name was given to a maternal uncle’s wife who never cleaned 
her hut. 

Hɛd̰ɔɔmu “No greeting”, for someone who does not greet. 
Iyṵɔti “Bicycle spoke”, for someone who is strong. 
Kɛcakisi “Death throes of an animal”. This insulting name was given to someone who had killed an 

animal whilst hunting. He did not do a good job so the animal took a long time to die. 
Munkɛ “Donkey”: an insulting name given to someone with big ears or someone who sounds like a 

donkey when they shout. 
Nkpɛti “Hyena”, for someone who struts about fearlessly. 
Ntade “Mountain”, for someone who is very tall. 
Nyasua “My black husband”. Aaron’s maternal uncle’s wife gave him this nickname; Aaron has a 

very dark complexion. 
Pɛpɛti “Full, full”. This nickname was given to a man we know who, after having a good meal, 

always says, ‘n̄ pɛtipɛti’ ‘I’m full, full’. 
Sonkɛ “Hare”, for someone with big ears. 
Tuside “Five hundred”. Linked to someone’s behaviour with money, someone who is miserly or 

tight-fisted. 
Ubɔɔhṵ “Granary”, for someone who is fat like a granary. 
Uyɔmɔnhṵ “Fat and red”, for someone who is fat and flushed. 
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D.1.4 Tī kɔnte names 

Tī kɔnte initiates receive a new name at the end of their initiation. From this point on, the initiates are 
known and called by their tī kɔnte initiation name and only those who are older (or from a superior ī 
sāntūō ‘age set’) are allowed to call them by a more intimate name such as one of their birth names. 
These days, a father’s tī kɔnte name serves as the family name that is given to his children. 
 

For Men    
Basaadi Idaani Nɛnbɔni Tɛkpɛɛmɛ 
Cɛnnaate Isɛdimɛ Nɛntaakɛ Tɛyɛɛmɛ 
Ceteka Mbɛdimɛ Nɛnwɛ Tɔpidiɛnu 
Duute Mbɔmmɛ Ntanki Tummudaaku 
Fɔnkitaakɛ Msɛdimɛ Sinbiɛnu (Benjamin) Yammu 
Kɔnbɛtɔ Mtuɔmɛ Sinbonko Yanteka 
Kɔnbiɛnu Mwɛɛmu Sinhṵɔko Yooka 
Kɔnyɛbɔ Nɛɛka Sinwɛɛka  
Kɔɔdaani Nɛmmimɛ Takide  
For Women 
Idibiɛnu 
Kɛmmɔnkɛ 
Kɛnduukɛ 
Kɔnna 
Kɔnhisɛ 
Nɛnhɔɔ̰kɛ 
Nɛnbiɛnu (Benjamin) 
Sinhɔɔ̰kɛ 
Tɛnyomɛ 
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Appendix E Reproduction Shrines 

Many ā sēdɛɛ̄ ‘big families’ (SG. dī sēdūɔde) have a guardian shrine called dī nītokitáde (PL. ā nītokitáádɛ). 
The dī nītokitáde is a daughter shrine of a dī táde ‘community guardian shrine’. These shrines are in the 
form of stones. Ā nītokitáádɛ are usually under a tree close to the homestead of those responsible for 
them. Ā nītokitáádɛ are still common but some families have now abandoned them, primarily as a result 
of conversion to Christianity and the general influence of the church in the region. The dī nītokitáde is a 
guardian shrine that is associated with women and sees that each family continues from generation to 
generation. 

The dī nītokitáde protects the woman and her family. It follows women that it recognises as special 
and may choose a woman when she is young, even at birth. Usually a woman only learns that a dī 
nītokitáde has chosen her when she marries, as the dī nītokitáde follows her when she moves to her 
husband’s homestead and manifests itself as a python. Now living at her husband’s homestead, the 
woman starts to regularly encounter pythons. She may find a python in her bedroom when she goes to 
bed, sleeping on her mat, or in one of her cooking pots when she goes to prepare a meal, for example. 

When the husband realises that his wife keeps encountering pythons, he takes some millet flour, 
mixes it with water and drops it on the snake. If it is a dī nītokitáde, the python will increase in size. If it 
is just a python, it does not change. If it proves to be a dī nītokitáde, the husband needs to visit his wife’s 
father. The husband and father then consult diviners to confirm the presence of the dī nītokitáde. 

The dī nītokitáde is installed near the husband’s homestead. The diviners tell the wife’s husband and 
father what they need for the sacrifice and installation. The chief priest of the wife’s community then 
carries one of the stones from the original dī nītokitáde to the husband’s homestead and performs the 
necessary sacrifices needed for its installation. The wife’s family are invited to attend and at least one 
family member is expected to come and represent the rest of the family. 

Once installed, the wife gives the dī nītokitáde gifts from the different harvests—new yams, new 
sorghum, new beans, first okra, etc. If the dī nītokitáde does not receive these gifts, and other things it 
may demand, the woman will fall sick. Her husband makes sure that she does not forget; otherwise he is 
the one who has to deal with the problem (i.e., by going to consult a diviner and possibly organise 
further sacrifices) when she falls sick. With time, should she have sons, her oldest son (who will later 
inherit the dī nītokitáde when she dies) gives these offerings. Once she has died, her oldest son is in 
charge of maintaining the dī nītokitáde. Once he is a father, the dī nītokitáde will then choose one of his 
daughters, and so on down the generations. 

With time, descendents of the woman—her grandchildren for example—can ask the dī nītokitáde to 
help them. Requests are always related to fertility and having children. They can also request help if 
their children are sickly. The person needs to take a cockerel, kneel before the dī nītokitáde and tell it 
what she or he wants. The dī nītokitáde owner then cuts a toe from the cockerel and sprinkles drops of 
blood and pours water on the dī nītokitáde. The person who makes the request then tells the dī nītokitáde 
what she or he will give if her request is fulfilled. The person is then obliged to see this through should 
the dī nītokitáde answer his or her appeal. 

The dī nītokitáde multiplies with each generation. When it follows one of the son’s daughters later 
on, the original dī nītokitáde (and preceding ā nītokitáádɛ) still needs to be maintained. A dī nītokitáde can 
eventually become the dī táde of a lineage. 
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Appendix F Initiation and Death 

F.1 Initiation ceremonies 

In this section I relate some details about the different initiations. All the initiations are secretive, with dī 
fɔnde being the most secretive of them all. The secretive nature of the initiations means that people are 
often reluctant to explain exactly what happens. Despite this, several interviewees who have been 
initiated were willing to share some information that mainly concerns those areas that do not infringe on 
the secret practices of the initiations themselves. 

The terminology employed for some of the different roles also demonstrates the place that kinship 
plays during the initiations. The terminology, roles and relationships are summarised below: 
 

Initiation Singular Plural Compound noun of: Meaning, relationship and role 
Tī kɔnte kɛ ̄kɔnkɛ sī kɔnsī Diminutive form of tī kɔnte tī kɔnte initiate. 
 ū kɔm̄maanɔ bɛ ̄kɔm̄manbɛ tī kɔnte and ū maanɔ ‘older 

sibling, same sex’ 
tī kɔnte older sibling: this term 
applies to the initiate’s primary 
assistant who teaches and instructs 
the initiates.  

 ū kɔn̄s� ̄m̰mɔ bɛ ̄kɔs̄� ̄n̰bɛ tī kɔnte and the verb s� ̰̄m̄mu 
‘to survey’ 

The tī kɔnte surveyor: second 
assistant who surveys and 
accompanies the initiates. If male, 
will also hunt game for the initiate. 

 The initiates choose their ū kɔm̄maanɔ and ū kɔn̄s� ̄m̰mɔ. These are people they trust from their paternal 
family (full or classificatory brothers or fathers for the boys; sisters or paternal aunts for the girls, for 
example). The ū kɔm̄maanɔ and ū kɔn̄s� ̄m̰mɔ are already initiated. 

 ū cɛs̄aamɔ bɛ ̄cɛs̄anbɛ ū cīɛb̄u ‘stiff porridge’ and 
the verb sāamū ‘to survey’ 

The porridge mixer: a full or 
classificatory younger sister who is 
still a virgin and has not been 
initiated. As the name suggests, they 
mix porridge for the initiates. 

Dī kṵntide kɛ ̄kṵntibīikɛ sī kṵntibiisí dī kṵntide and kɛ ̄bīikɛ ‘child’ dī kṵntide child: the initiate. 
 ū kṵntimaanɔ bɛ ̄kṵntimanbɛ dī kṵntide and ū maanɔ 

‘older sibling, same sex’ 
dī kṵntide older sister: an older sister 
(either full or classificatory), who 
has already been initiated.  

 The sister accompanies the initiate wherever she goes, gives and checks that the initiate understands 
the teaching she receives and protects her from sexual temptations. Both need to avoid all sexual 
relations during the initiation period. The sister prepares food for her initiate. 

 ū pōyāa bɛ ̄pōyāpɛ  ū pūōhɔ ̰‘wife’ and ū yāa 
‘husband’ 

Wife’s husbands: her classificatory 
husbands; brothers of her actual 
husband. Help to dress and undress 
the initiates when they need to 
dance. Accompany the initiates as 
they travel and dance in the region. 

 ū fukimantōosɔ bɛ ̄fukimantōosibɛ dī fukimande ‘basket’ and ū 
tōosɔ ‘a person who carries 
things’ 

Basket carrier: a younger sister (full 
or classificatory) who will do dī 
kṵntide during the next initiation 
cycle. Her main job is to accompany 
her older sister (or brother—see dī 
tēntide below) and to carry her 
basket that holds all her personal 
effects needed during dī kṵntide (or 
dī tēntide). 
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Initiation Singular Plural Compound noun of: Meaning, relationship and role 
Dī fɔnde kɛ ̄fɔn̄bīikɛ sī fɔn̄biisí dī fɔnde and kɛ ̄bīikɛ ‘child’ dī fɔnde child: the initiate. 
 ū fɔm̄maanɔ bɛ ̄fɔm̄manbɛ dī fɔnde and ū maanɔ ‘older 

sibling, same sex’† 
dī fɔnde older brothers: the 
assistants (ideally, there should be 
two). 

 They should be close paternal relations, preferably full or classificatory brothers, who have already 
been initiated. One of the ū fɔm̄maanɔ should be an ū piɛtɔ (PL. bɛ ̄pɛtibɛ); someone who was initiated 
during the last dī fɔnde initiation cycle (this means he has not completed dī tēntide). The second ū 
fɔm̄maanɔ should be an ū hɔɔnɔ (PL. bɛ ̄hɔpɛ); someone who has also completed dī tēntide. Their first 
task is to inform the boy that he will soon be initiated and counsel him about his behaviour around 
girls. The brothers accompany their initiates wherever they go and are responsible for guiding and 
taking care of the initiates during their initiation. The brothers reinforce the teaching the initiates 
receive by asking them questions to check that they have properly understood what they have been 
taught. 

 ū cɛs̄aamɔ bɛ ̄cɛs̄anbɛ ū cīɛb̄u ‘stiff porridge’ and 
the verb sāamū ‘to survey’ 

The porridge mixer (see above) 

Dī tēntide kɛ ̄fɔn̄bīikɛ sī fɔn̄biisí dī fɔnde and kɛ ̄bīikɛ ‘child’ dī fɔnde child: in this case a pre-
initiate of dī tēntide (more below) 

 kɛ ̄tēntibīikɛ sī tēntibiisi dī tēntide and kɛ ̄bīikɛ ‘child’ dī tēntide child: the initiate 
 ū fɔm̄maanɔ bɛ ̄fɔm̄manbɛ dī fɔnde and ū maanɔ ‘older 

sibling, same sex’ 
dī fɔnde older brothers (see above) 

 ū fukimantōosɔ bɛ ̄fukimantōosibɛ (see above) Basket carrier (see above) 
 

As mentioned in the main text (see 3.1), there are two forms of initiation: the dī fɔnde initiation 
cycle and tī kɔnte. Today, there are thirteen communities, and four lineages, which perform the dī fɔnde 
initiation cycle. These communities are found in the south and east of the region, whilst all the 
communities perform tī kɔnte, an initiation ceremony for both men and women. 

The dī fɔnde, dī tēntide and dī kṵntide initiations together make up the dī fɔnde initiation cycle. One 
cycle takes three to four years to achieve and is recognised as having its origins with the Betammaribe 
(Koussey 1977:49; cf. Huber 1979:13). A cycle starts with dī kṵntide, initiation for girls, followed by dī 
fɔnde, the first stage of initiation for boys, and finally dī tēntide, the second stage of initiation for boys. 
There is often a rest year between dī fɔnde and dī tēntide. 

A young woman only gets initiated after she is married, whilst a man needs to have undergone 
either tī kɔnte or dī fɔnde and dī tēntide—and has possibly done all three—before he marries. The man 
then needs to pay for his wife’s initiation(s). In some respects, I think that the expectation that a husband 
provides for his wife’s initiation(s) can be interpreted as the last trial of his initiation into adulthood and 
the responsibilities that come with marriage. 

If a husband’s wife comes from a community that does both the dī fɔnde cycle and tī kɔnte, the 
husband may even pay for her to do both initiations if he has the means. If the husband can only afford 
one of the initiations, he should pay for her to do dī kṵntide as this is considered the more important of 
the two and is traditionally required by her family. If a husband knows before he gets married that he 
does not want his wife to go through dī kṵntide—maybe he is a Christian, for example—he needs to 
negotiate with her family and have their agreement that she does not get initiated. Otherwise, he risks 
creating conflict after the marriage if he announces that he will not pay for her to be initiated. If his wife 
comes from a community that only does tī kɔnte then she does not need to do dī kṵntide, even if her 
husband’s community does this. Even if she comes from a community that only does tī kɔnte, if the 
husband cannot pay for her to be initiated, he is not obliged to do so as it is his decision whether she 
gets initiated or not. If a wife is to do tī kɔnte, it needs to happen soon after a young woman has married, 
as she has to complete it before she has her first baby. 

For all the different initiations, it is important that the initiates inform all their family members, 
including their maternal uncles, that the time has come for them to do this or that initiation. For those 
that do the dī fɔnde initiation cycle, the maternal uncles are informed together with other members of 
the extended family. With tī kɔnte, the initiates need to visit and inform their maternal uncles before 
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other family members. When the initiates have successfully completed tī kɔnte, they visit their maternal 
uncles to inform them that they are now adults. 

Each community’s chief priest (ū yūɔs̄ɔ kpīɛm̄ɔ, PL. bɛ ̄yūɔsibɛ kpɛn̄bɛ), together with his deputy (dī 
kpēkpēkīde, PL. ā kpēkpēkɛ) and a ladle owner (kɛ ̄bonkɛ yīɛn̄ɔ, PL. sī bonsī yān̄bɛ) chosen for the occasion, 
are involved in the initiations and help with the teaching and ceremonial aspects of each of the 
initiations. There are three main centres where people go for their dī fɔnde initiation cycle. The first is in 
the village of Ouworou, Cobly, which is the main initiation centre for those who live in the Commune of 
Cobly; the second and third are Dikonni and Korontière, both in the Commune of Boukoumbé, and are 
two of the initiation centres for the Betammaribe as well as the Bebelibe. The choice of where a 
community or family goes is largely geographical, and sometimes depends on where the maternal family 
comes from. The table below summarises where different Bebelibe communities and lineages go for their 
initiation: 

F.1.1 List of communities that do the dī fɔnde initiation cycle 

 Dī fɔnde initiation cycle centres 
Community or lineage name Ouworou, 

Cobly  
Dikonni, 
Boukoumbé 

Korontière, 
Boukoumbé 

Bɛbidibɛ (Birihoun-Cobly)    
Bɛdakibɛ (Ouworou) 
Lineage of the Bɛbidibɛ. Although they live in Ouworou, 
they have their own chief priest, separate from the 
Bɛhodibɛ chief priest. During dī kṵntide, the girls dance 
for both of chief priests. 

   

Bɛdanbɛ (Didani) 
Lineage of the Bɛtedepɛ 

   

Bɛhodibɛ (Ouworou)    
Bɛhotuubɛ (Touga)    
Bɛkɔpɛ (Cobly, Ouworou)    
Bɛkɔtuubɛ (Oukpétouhoun)    
Bɛyuɔbɛ (Ouyon-Tarapingou)    
Bɛnammucaabɛ (Namountchaga)    
Bɛhodukpadibɛ (Oroukouaré)    
Bɛkṵntuobɛ (Kountori)    
Bɛtedepɛ (those who live in Outanonhoun)    
Bɛdaakpaabɛ (Tassayota) 
Lineage of the Bɛhan̰tenbɛ. The rest of the Bɛhan̰tenbɛ 
community is based at Serhounga and does not do 
these initiations. This lineage has its own chief priest. 

   

Bɛkɔnciɛbɛ (Korontière)    
Bɛnaahodibɛ (Korontière)    
Bɛpodibɛ (Dipoli)    
Bɛyɔwandbɛ (Tassayota)    

 

In the descriptions concerning the dī fɔnde initiation cycle below, I refer to the initiation proceedings 
by using Ouworou as an example. The chief priest of the Bɛkɔpɛ, one of the Ouworou communities, is 
superior to all the other chief priests in the Commune of Cobly, and directs the initiation activities. For 
this reason, I refer to him as the high priest. Some aspects of the initiations, including the liberation 
ceremonies, take place in Ouworou in front of the high priest’s homestead. It is Ouworou guardian 
shrines (ā tááde) that decide when a particular initiation takes place, and alert the high priest with 
special signs. 
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Community priests and the guardian shrines (ā tááde) are not involved in tī kɔnte. This initiation has 
its own specialised priests called bɛ ̄kɔn̄yānbɛ (SG. ū kɔn̄yīɛn̄ɔ, literally tī kɔnte owner), of which there are 
several in the region. Some of these priests are more highly regarded than others and an initiate chooses 
by which priest he or she wants to be initiated. Unlike the dī fɔnde initiation cycle, the priests’ village 
locations and their homesteads are not important for the initiation. 

For those who “follow the path of their ancestors”, if an Ubielo does not get initiated, either by 
undergoing the relevant initiations from either the dī fɔnde cycle or the tī kɔnte or both, he or she will 
always be considered equal to a child and is referred to as dī yɔɔnde, (PL. ā yɔɔnɛ). Although the person 
does not lose their place in their age set (ī sāntūō), those who have been initiated will no longer respect 
the non-initiated. They will be careful what they say or share with them and will often leave them out of 
activities. The ā yɔɔnɛ ‘non-initiated’ are considered infidels. A person who refuses to be initiated also 
risks being rejected by his or her family. Those who are churchgoers, however, and have not been 
initiated, do not make this distinction between a child and an adult and there is no formal transition 
from childhood to adulthood. 

I now turn to some specific details about each initiation, starting with tī kɔnte, followed by the dī 
fɔnde initiation cycle. 

F.1.2 Tī kɔnte, Male and female initiation 

Tī kɔnte is an initiation ceremony that is performed by several ethnic groups in the region including the 
Bebelibe, some Betammaribe communities, the Berba of Benin, and the Gangamba and Moba of Togo. 
Those who are undergo tī kɔnte are initiated into a secret society, which also has its own language called 
m̄ kɔm̄ɛ in Mbelime (cf. Huber 1979:52–54 for examples of this language). As previously mentioned, it is 
thought that several Bebelibe communities initially adopted tī kɔnte from the Gangamba (Koussey 
1977:49). 

For those who come from communities that also practice the dī fɔnde initiation cycle, tī kɔnte is 
voluntary and it is the initiate who decides whether to perform tī kɔnte or not. As tī kɔnte is considered to 
be an initiation into a secret society, this may explain why these latter communities were happy to adopt 
tī kɔnte whilst still continuing with the dī fɔnde initiation cycle. Kreamer, writing about the Moba, states 
that “[k]ondi [tī kɔnte] is a voluntary organisation open to all post-pubescent males and females, 
regardless of family or community affiliation” (1995:58 & 61). When the decision has been made to go 
ahead with tī kɔnte, the initiate first needs to visit the tī kɔnte priest (ū kɔn̄yīɛn̄ɔ, PL. bɛ ̄kɔn̄yānbɛ) he or she 
has chosen and officially arrange his or her initiation. 

The first stage of the initiation happens in seclusion in the bush and can last between ten days to 
three months depending on the financial means of the family, as a lot of money is needed for the meals. 
The initiates eat four times a day during the whole period of their seclusion, starting with porridge at 
dawn, a full meal with meat and sauce at midday, immediately followed by more porridge, then another 
full meal in the evening and a further helping of porridge at midnight. Families expect their sons and 
daughters to come out of seclusion healthy and fat. There is the same expectation with the dī fɔnde 
initiation cycle. 

The period of seclusion includes a series of tests, trials and visits to sacred places and groves. The 
very first test is a race to decide the order of the initiates. The winner is called duānaāde and will always 
be the first to undergo a test or trial, including the ritual sacrificing of the initiates. The race also decides 
the order by which the initiates enter their respective secluded lodging: one for the males and one for the 
females. As they enter the huts, the tī kɔnte priest ritually sacrifices each initiate. This symbolically 
separates the initiates from their previous ties to their former life, and they are reborn into a new life as 
members of the tī kɔnte society (cf. Kreamer 1995:64). 
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It is also during the period of seclusion that the initiates learn the secret language m̄ kɔm̄ɛ. Even if a 
family can only afford for their child to spend ten days in seclusion, he or she will learn as much of the 
language as possible. 

There are two events that mark the end of the period of seclusion: the initiates receive their new 
names (what I have been referring to as tī kɔnte ‘initiation names’ and an event called kɛ ̄kɔn̄dāākɛ75 ‘tī 
kɔnte market’ takes place. The kɛ ̄kɔn̄dāākɛ happens at a pre-arranged public space, where the families 
and general public gather. The initiates then perform a special animated march, with much body 
swooping and arm swinging, called m̄ kɔn̄semmū76 ‘tī kɔnte march’. Later the same day, the tī kɔnte priest 
leads the initiates off to a special place where he “opens their eyes”. They are not accompanied by their 
assistants who wait in the public area, together with the families, for the return of the initiates. When 
their eyes are opened, the initiates become like newborn children. The tī kɔnte priest returns them to 
their entourage and families, who then take them home. The initiates then behave like children for the 
next three days. 

F.1.3 Dī kṵntide, Female initiation 

The girls who go through dī kṵntide may already be pregnant with, or have recently had, their first child 
when they are initiated. Girls should go through dī kṵntide before they have had two children. Although 
they are no longer virgins when they are initiated, the girls are expected to remain sexually pure 
throughout the initiation period. An initiate is called kɛ ̄kṵntibīikɛ ‘child of dī kṵntide’ (PL. sī kṵntibiisí). 

As previously mentioned, the dī fɔnde initiation cycle starts with dī kṵntide. According to Sewane, 
who writes about the Tamberma/Betammaribe, southeastern neighbours of the Bebelibe, 

dikũntri [dī kṵntide] should be the source of vigour for women, the givers of life.… Without 
dikũntri, there would not be difwani [dī fɔnde], initiation for the boys. The young women’s dikũntri 
gives birth to the boys’ difwani, just as woman is the mother of man… In other words, dikũntri is 
the origin of these rites that perpetuate and reinforce human life (2002:9, translation mine). 

As these initiations are recognised as originating with the Betammaribe, and as there are Bebelibe 
communities and families who are of Betammaribe origin and are initiated together with the 
Betammaribe, I strongly suspect that this describes the situation for the Bebelibe too. 

Dī kṵntide starts with three to four days of seclusion in the bush. During this time of seclusion, the 
chief priests and their entourages take the initiates to sacred sites and shrines. During this time the 
initiates receive teaching from their assistants (bɛ ̄kṵntimanbɛ ‘initiation sisters’) and paternal aunts who 
accompany them. 

The period of seclusion over, all the initiates, accompanied by their assistants and paternal aunts, 
leave the bush and begin a tour of the villages where each of the different chief priests live. This stage of 
dī kṵntide is called dī kpɛn̄̄sēēde ‘chief priest’s house’ (PL. ā kpɛn̄̄sīe), as all the initiates will spend a day 
dancing in front of each chief priest’s homestead, starting with the high priest’s homestead in the village 
of Ouworou. Several classificatory brothers of her husband—who are, in turn, classificatory husbands of 
the girls—help her dress and prepare for the dancing. Her costume includes a skirt made of colourful 
lengths of wool, which is predominantly red, strings of cowry shells, red and white hat, sunglasses, 
ceremonial spear, bells and horsetail whisk. The girl’s actual husband does not fulfil this role as it 
demands a high level of responsibility, but also some relational distance; otherwise arguments could 
break out. The husband is considered too close to his wife to do the job objectively, so he chooses some 
brothers who share this task. The bɛ ̄pōyāpɛ ‘wife’s husbands’ (SG. ū pōyāa) accompany their classificatory 
wife throughout the day of dancing, and represent her actual husband. The bɛ ̄pōyāpɛ, together with the 
girls’ assistants, help undress the initiates at the end of each dance day. 
                                                   
75 Compound noun of the words tī kɔnte and kɛ ̄dāākɛ ‘market’. 
76 Compound noun of the words tī kɔnte and m̄ semmū ‘march’. 
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Between each day of dancing, there is a day or two of rest when the initiates visit different family 
members. For those who do their initiation in Ouworou, there are nine chief priests whose homesteads 
need to be visited, so this part of dī kṵntide can last from between eighteen to twenty-seven days. 

The third stage of dī kṵntide is called dī yɔs̄ēēde ‘husband's house’ (PL. ā yɔs̄īe). During this stage, 
initiates split into groups according to their community or lineage, and begin a tour of homesteads of 
those husbands who have the means to host them. The initiates will spend the night dancing in front of 
each husband’s homestead and the husband is expected to provide food and m̄ dāamɛ ‘sorghum beer’ for 
the all the initiates and their entourages.77 

The final stage of dī kṵntide is the closing ceremony (m̄ pusīmɛ) during which the initiates will be 
liberated. This takes place in the village of Ouworou where the high priest lives. All the initiates’ families 
come to Ouworou, including their husbands, and anyone else interested in watching the proceedings. 
Another day is spent in dancing; then as evening approaches, the girls line up in front of the high priest’s 
homestead where the high priest has placed a bowl that contains balls of sorghum flour that have been 
mixed with honey and a dī kṵntide secret ingredient. This special food is called m̄ kṵntiyuomū ‘dī kṵntide 
sorghum flour’. Only the initiates who have remained pure during the whole of dī kṵntide can safely put 
their hands into the bowl to take a ball to eat. A girl who has not remained pure will not risk putting her 
hand into the bowl, for fear of getting leprosy, and needs to be given a ball of flour by one of the other 
initiates. Once all the girls have eaten their dī kṵntide flour balls, the high priest then climbs onto the flat 
mud roof of his ancestor hut where he gives a liberation speech. He then takes a mouthful of m̄ 
kṵntidāamɛ ‘dī kṵntide beer’ and sprays it over the initiates. He repeats this a second time with water, and 
tells the initiates that they are liberated and are free to go home. 

Each kɛ ̄kṵntibīikɛ ‘initiate’ then returns to her paternal home, together with her entourage. Her 
family prepares m̄ dāamɛ ‘sorghum beer’ and a celebratory meal, which the girl, her family, neighbours 
and friends eat in the afternoon. 

The girl’s family also prepares a special meal for her bɛ ̄pōyāpɛ ‘classificatory husbands’, who were 
responsible for dressing her for the dance days. The sauce of this meal has been prepared with potash 
and is called m̄ kṵntidīɛmɛ78 ‘dī kṵntide potash’. In the evening, the initiate, accompanied by her 
entourage, leaves her paternal home to return to her husband. They take with them half the m̄ dāamɛ 
‘sorghum beer’ that has been prepared, together with the m̄ kṵntidīɛmɛ meal. 

Meanwhile, the husband has also had m̄ dāamɛ and food prepared for the whole of his family, 
together with neighbours and friends, who gather for the arrival of his wife and her entourage. Once 
arrived, the bɛ ̄pōyāpɛ ‘classificatory husbands’ eat the m̄ kṵntidīɛmɛ meal, whilst the actual husband, 
together with his newly initiated wife, his family, friends, neighbours and the rest of his wife’s 
entourage, feast on the m̄ dāamɛ and the meal he has had prepared. Now that his wife has been initiated, 
there is nothing to prevent the couple from having (more) children. 

F.1.4 Dī fɔnde and dī tēntide, Male initiation 

The boys who undergo the initiation rites of dī fɔnde should be virgins. During the initiation, the boys 
will visit a number of shrines which expect the boys to be sexually pure. The boys are forbidden to 
engage in conversation, or even to make eye contact, with anyone except those who officially 
accompany them during their initiation. Alcohol and bathing is also forbidden. The boys’ fathers provide 
the food that their sons will need during his initiation. This includes the meat—preferably a fat dog,79 
otherwise a cockerel—and grain (fonio,80 maize, millet or sorghum) for his ū cīɛb̄u ‘stiff porridge’. Lee 
                                                   
77 The initiate’s entourage is made up of her bɛ ̄pōyāpɛ, bɛ ̄kṵntimanbɛ and a paternal aunt, who accompany the 
initiate during her initiation. 
78 A compound noun of dī kṵntide and m̄ dīɛmɛ ‘potash’. 
79 Dog meat can only be eaten by men and is thought to give them extra strength and endurance. 
80 Digitaria iburua, black fonio is one of the smallest species of millet (together with white fonio). 
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explained to me that those who have received a dog use the fat to wipe over their bodies to remove the 
sweat and dirt at the end of the day. Otherwise, the initiates chew peanuts to create a paste, then spit 
this out and use this instead. 

All those who accompany the initiates during dī fɔnde and dī tēntide are either virgins or need to 
abstain from sex during the initiation periods. This includes the women who prepare ū cīɛb̄u ‘a stiff 
porridge’ for the initiates. The women are not necessarily related to the initiates and are chosen by the 
chief priests. To ensure that the women are ceremonially clean the chief priests choose mothers from 
their communities who have babies or young toddlers.81 It also includes the younger sisters (bɛ ̄cɛs̄anbɛ) 
who make runny porridge for the initiates. 

Having undergone dī fɔnde, the initiates are then free to have sexual relations even though they 
have not gone through dī tēntide. During dī tēntide, however, the boys are expected to abstain from sex 
and alcoholic drinks. Dī tēntide is a lot less rigorous than dī fɔnde and is more public. 

As mentioned above, one dī fɔnde initiation cycle takes between three to four years to complete. 
Boys who have just gone through dī fɔnde attend the dī tēntide of the same cycle as pre-initiates. They 
then go through dī tēntide as true initiates during the next initiation cycle. This means their initiation 
from start to finish potentially takes up to five years. For example, boys who went through dī fɔnde in 
November 2002 took part in dī tēntide in August 2004 as pre-initiates and completed their initiation with 
dī tēntide in July/August 2007. A pre-initiate who attends dī tēntide during the same cycle as his dī fɔnde 
is still called kɛ ̄fɔn̄bīikɛ ‘dī fɔnde child’ whilst a true initiate, who goes through dī tēntide proper during 
the following dī fɔnde cycle, is called kɛ ̄tēntibīikɛ ‘dī tēntide child’. 

Both the sī fɔn̄biisí ‘pre-initiates’ and sī tēntibiisí ‘initiates’ gather in Ouworou where they have their 
hair shaved off. They stay in Ouworou for two days where they undergo a number of ceremonies and 
receive further teaching, which includes how to do the dī tēntide dances. The two groups are together for 
the ceremonial parts but are separated for the teaching and for learning the dances. The two groups 
receive teaching from the chief priests and their entourage. The initiates’ assistants are not present. 

There are two dances, a circular dance and straight-line dance, which are performed during the 
public parts of dī tēntide. The sī fɔn̄biisí ‘pre-initiates’ learn and perform the circular dance, playing hoe 
blades82 as they dance, whilst the sī tēntibiisí ‘initiates’ learn and perform the straight-line dance. The 
latter dance is very demanding and is reminiscent of an endurance test. These dances are performed on 
two days in Ouworou; the first day immediately follows the two days of ceremonies and teaching, whilst 
the second day of dancing takes place on the last day of dī tēntide. Both days of dancing take place in 
front of the high priest’s homestead. The assistants (bɛ ̄fɔm̄manbɛ) and basket carriers (bɛ ̄fukimantōosibɛ 
SG. ū fukimantōosɔ) arrive in Ouworou for the first day of dancing, and will then accompany the initiates 
for the rest of dī tēntide. 

The dī tēntide dances attract large crowds who gather to watch the sī fɔn̄biisí ‘pre-initiates’ and sī 
tēntibiisí ‘initiates’ perform. Unlike dī fɔnde and dī kṵntide, the sī fɔn̄biisí and sī tēntibiisí are expected to 
provide all that they will need for dī tēntide, which includes their dance costumes. I imagine that this is a 
test of their ability to provide for themselves and for their future family. 

 The first day of dancing over, the high priest sets a date for the closing ceremony (m̄ pusīmɛ). The 
final date for the closing ceremony, and the resulting period of rest depends on the season and could be 
anything from one week (rainy season) to a month (hot season). In the intervening period, the initiates 
(sī tēntibiisí) visit different villages where they dance, with rest days between dance days. 

On the final day, all the pre-initiates (sī fɔn̄biisí) and initiates (sī tēntibiisí), together with their 
assistants and basket carriers, return to the high priest’s homestead in Ouworou for the closing ceremony 

                                                   
81 Traditionally, a woman would not have sex until her child is fully weaned; when he is between 18 months and 
two years old. 
82 The hoe blade is new and is held in the left hand by the part that normally attaches to the hoe handle. The blade 
is then hit with the wooden hoe handle, held in the right hand. 
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(m̄ pusīmɛ). The pre-initiates and initiates dance all through the day, with the pre-initiates performing the 
circular hoe dances, and the initiates the straight-line dances. 

As night falls, the initiates (sī tēntibiisí) gather in front of the high priest’s homestead. The high 
priest then climbs onto the flat mud roof of his ancestor hut where he gives a liberation speech, 
announcing that the sī tēntibiisí are now adults. He then takes a mouthful of m̄ tēntidāamɛ ‘dī tēntide beer’ 
and sprays it over the sī tēntibiisí. He repeats this a second time with water and tells the sī tēntibiisí that 
they are liberated and are free to go home. 

The sī tēntibiisí then return to their respective homes, accompanied by their entourage, where they 
have the thanksgiving meal. 

F.2 Death and burial 

For a good death, m̄̄ húúmú ‘death and burial’ lasts between three days for a male and four days for a 
female, whilst burials for bad deaths take six or eight days. For all m̄̄ húúmú the actual burial takes place 
on the first day. Traditionally there was no time to prepare for any major celebration (dī húúde,83 PL. ā 
wīi), as the body normally has to be buried as quickly as possible. The presence of a morgue in the town 
of Natitingou, 85 km away, means that this is now changing, especially if the person who died was 
important. The family, if they have the means, will send the body to the morgue in order to prepare for a 
big celebration and provide time for absent family members and friends to arrive for the burial. 

The burials differ depending on the cause of death and the person’s circumstances. The different 
proceedings can be summarised as follows: 

• Burial for an adult who died a good death: first day, preparation and interrogation of the corpse 
by the family, the actual burial, celebrations and songs of remembrance (these continue 
throughout days two and three, and the fourth day for a woman). Third or fourth day, divination 
to confirm the cause and reason for the death and whether the deceased is happy for the 
widow(s) or widower to be liberated. 

• Burial for an adult who died a good death, but was responsible for the death of others: first day, 
preparation and interrogation of the corpse by the family, the actual burial, celebrations and 
songs of remembrance (these continue throughout the days that follow, including the day of 
divination). Third or fourth day, purification ceremony. The divination then follows three or four 
days later to confirm the cause and reason for the death and whether the deceased is happy for 
the widow(s) or widower to be liberated. 

• Burial for an adult who died a bad death: first day, preparation of the corpse by community 
elders, maternal uncles and men-of-the-horns (bɛ ̄hēnkāsibɛ, SG. ū hēnkāsɔ), followed by the actual 
burial. Nothing happens now until the third or fourth day when there is the purification 
ceremony. The divination then follows three or four days later to establish the reason for the 
death and whether the deceased is happy for the widow(s) or widow to be liberated, assuming 
that the deceased was married. 

• Burial for a child who died a bad death: first day, preparation of the corpse by community 
elders, maternal uncles if present and men-of-the-horns (bɛ ̄hēnkāsibɛ, SG. ū hēnkāsɔ), followed by 
the actual burial. Nothing happens now until the third or fourth day when there is the 
purification ceremony. The divination then follows three or four days later to establish the 
reason for the death. 

                                                   
83 This word originally refers to the death celebrations that follow several months or years after burial. The root is 
the same as for m̄ húúmú ‘death’. Today, the word has also taken on a more general meaning and is now used for any 
celebration, including those that may now happen during burial with the advent of the morgue. 
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• Burial for a child or young adult who died from illness: first day, preparation of the corpse by 
the family, followed by the actual burial. Nothing happens until the third or fourth day when 
there is divination to establish the reason for the death, then family members have their hair 
shaved off. 

• Burial for an adult who never married and becomes a ghost (ū hídīcan̰ca̰n̄hṵ, PL. tī hídīcan̰cānte): 
first day, preparation of the corpse by the family, followed by the actual burial. Third of fourth 
day, divination to establish the reason for the death and brewing of m̄ dāamɛ ‘sorghum beer’ is 
initiated, another three days later—once the m̄ dāamɛ is ready—a special ceremony is performed 
to distance the ghost from the family, family members have their hair shaved off. 

One major event during the burial for a good death is the interrogation of the corpse to establish the 
cause of death (cf. Maurice 1986:369; J. Merz 1998:72–73). Traditionally several of the deceased’s 
classificatory sons take the corpse and place it on the litter that they have prepared earlier. Today, with 
the introduction of coffins, the corpse may be placed directly into the coffin. The litter is still used for 
the interrogation, even though the body is not on it. Two men, who are not necessarily related to the 
deceased, volunteer to support the litter on their head. The interrogation takes place in front of the 
vestibule hut (ū kóyāāhṵ or dī nāacuude), in which the bɛ ̄hídíbɛ ‘ancestor shrines’ are located. 
Community elders, the eldest son and maternal uncles, each take their turn to address questions to the 
corpse whilst facing the foot-end of the litter. If the deceased does not want to be interrogated by the 
eldest son, he or she will indicate this and choose someone else. The deceased does this by compelling 
the two men who carry the litter to move towards the person that the deceased has chosen instead. 
During the interrogation, when the deceased wants to respond in the affirmative to a question, he or she 
makes the two people who carry the litter step forward. When the deceased wants to respond in the 
negative, the two carriers bend over to their right. The men carrying the litter change regularly, as the 
task is physically demanding. Once the interrogation is over, the burial can now take place. Male 
relations of the deceased, who volunteer to do this task, now carry the body to the cemetery (ū kāāhṵ), 
accompanied by the family and everyone else who wishes to go. Today, this includes children, though 
traditionally they were forbidden to go. When the body is actually buried, the children and women 
should not be present at the graveside and should move to the edge of the cemetery. 

When a coffin is not used, people who die good deaths are buried in small burial chambers, whilst 
bad deaths are buried in rectangular graves. The “good death” burial chambers are kidney bean shaped 
and have an entrance hole just big enough to lower the body in, feet first. Several men volunteer to help 
place the body into the burial chamber and arrange it in the foetal position. Coffins first started to be 
used about twenty years ago and are gradually increasing in popularity. Generally, coffins are used for 
good deaths and need rectangular graves. This transition is causing problems: how does one incorporate 
the coffin into a traditional burial? On several occasions now, my husband and I have witnessed long 
discussions about how to proceed: should they place the body in the coffin, then lower it into the grave? 
Or should they place the coffin in the grave first, then lower the body into it? People do not seem overly 
concerned that rectangular graves are now dug for good deaths when coffins are used (cf. S. Merz 
2013:29–34, 39–46 for a more detailed discussion about burial and coffins). 

Throughout the three or four days of the burial, songs are sung and dances performed. Men play 
middle-sized drums (ā kankaanɛ, SG. dī kankande), and both men and women (if they are strong enough) 
can play the large-sized drums (tī kankandūɔte, SG. ū kankandūɔhṵ). Professional singers arrive to sing 
songs that either honour or dishonour the deceased’s family, both maternal and paternal relations, 
depending on their behaviour and treatment of the deceased. They also sing songs that describe the 
events as they happen and what individuals are doing at any given moment. Those who have passed 
through the same initiations as the deceased can join in the initiation songs and dances. A recognised 
singer from the village or nearby sings remembrance songs (dī hūdōōde yiɛnī). The singer may be male or 
female and may be related, but not necessarily so. Anyone present can sing the refrains if they wish. 
Women present during the burial period sing, and dance to, entertainment songs (yay̰á)̰. A recent 
development is the “bar”. Many families now hire a generator with sound system and strip lights, and 
engage a DJ. The DJ plays loud music throughout the night, and sometimes well into the day, to which 
people dance. 
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If the deceased was male, on the third day only, the men-of-the-horns (bɛ ̄hēnkāsibɛ) perform the 
horn dances and songs (ī hēnkāsī yiɛnī), with several of them playing the smallest of the Bebelibe drums 
(ī kankanbíí, SG. dī kankanbīide) and flutes (sī sōōsī, SG. kɛ ̄sōōkɛ). 

If the deceased died a good death but was responsible for the death of others during his or her 
lifetime, purification ceremonies also need to be performed at the deceased’s homestead. These take 
place on the third or fourth day when the divination would have happened. It is only after the 
purification ceremony that the maternal uncles and classificatory fathers can choose the diviner (ū 
pāāsɔ). The actual divination then follows three to four days later. 

The purification ceremony is also needed following a bad death. The immediate family, together 
with anybody else who has seen or had contact with the body, need to be purified. The purification 
ceremony is officiated by one of the men-of-the-horns (bɛ ̄hēnkāsibɛ), in the presence of the ī hēn̄kāsī 
‘horns’, who serves each person m̄ hēndāamɛ ‘ī hēn̄kāsī beer’84 that they then drink. One of the other bɛ ̄
hēnkāsibɛ then serves the officiator. This drink both purifies and fortifies those concerned against future 
encounters with death. The men of the family then become men-of-the-horns (bɛ ̄hēnkāsibɛ). With the 
exception of the widow(s) or widower, each person then has his or her hair shaved off by a woman who 
has confronted death. This same person will later shave off the hair of the widow(s) or widower once 
their liberation has been completed. Divination then follows three to four days later and takes place at 
the home of the diviner, with male members of immediate family, and the men who either saw or 
touched the body, in attendance. As the body has not been interrogated, the diviner will try to find out 
the reason behind the suicide, murder, natural death or accident, and will try to establish whether this 
was the destiny of the person concerned or whether he or she died before their time. 

F.3 Death celebrations 

The ideal is to have dī húúde ‘death celebration’ in the hot season following someone’s death, but this 
often depends on the financial means of the family, with the result that dī húúde may only happen 
several years later. Today, if the person was buried in a coffin, there is the added expectation to have a 
tomb constructed over the grave in honour of the deceased and in preparation for dī húúde. 

The timing of a person’s dī húúde is not just dependent on the type of death or family financial 
means, but also on the age of the person when he or she died and their ī sāntūō ‘age set’. Dī húúde 
celebrations need to happen according to the ī sāntūō hierarchy meaning that all great grandparents need 
to have had their dī húúde celebrations before those for the grandparents can be celebrated, and all the 
grandparents need to have had their dī húúde celebrations before those for parents can start, older 
siblings before younger siblings, and so on, within a given lineage or segment. This means that if a 
family wait a long time before celebrating a deceased's member's dī húúde, a backlog can be created. 
Other families in the segment or lineage, who are ready to go ahead with dī húúde, but are blocked, then 
put pressure on the family in question to go ahead with the outstanding dī húúde. We recently witnessed 
this with Sebastian’s family. His grandfather’s dī húúde was long overdue, which created discontent in 
the community. Sebastian’s father continued to hesitate about holding dī húúde as he felt he did not have 
all the financial means to celebrate dī húúde as he would have wished. Sebastian counselled his father to 
go ahead with it as the backlog for other dī húúde celebrations continued to grow. The dī húúde was 
finally celebrated in May 2010. 

Keeping track of which dī húúde is due when can get complicated, as this anecdote, shared by 
Sebastian demonstrates. The anecdote concerns one of his classificatory older brothers called Austin. The 
classificatory relationship is distant as Austin is the grandson of a great grandfather. He is of the same 
lineage but a different segment from Sebastian. Austin had had good harvests in the mid 1990s so he 
went ahead and organised dī húúde for his grandmother, which took place in 1996. In 2003, Sebastian’s 

                                                   
84 A special concoction made from roots is added to some m̄ dāamɛ ‘sorghum beer’. 
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family held dī húúde for their great grandmother. This then created problems for Austin, as he had not 
yet celebrated dī húúde for his great grandmother, who was older than Sebastian’s great grandmother. To 
compound the problem, the two great grandmothers had been co-wives. Austin’s great grandmother was 
insulted that her younger co-wife had had her dī húúde before she did, so she took revenge on Austin and 
for several years his crops failed. Austin then got angry with Sebastian’s family for having gone ahead 
with dī húúde for their great grandmother. Meanwhile, Sebastian’s family had assumed that dī húúde for 
Austin’s great grandmother had already happened given that Austin had celebrated his grandmother’s dī 
húúde in 1996. 

The preparations for dī húúde, together with the dī húúde celebrations, take five days for a deceased 
man and four days for a deceased woman. Dī húúde celebrations take place during the hot season 
(especially in April) as this is a quiet time during the agricultural calendar; the harvest is over and 
people are waiting for the rains. Of all the rites of passage, the celebrations that surround dī húúde are 
the most important and flamboyant, as people remember the life of the deceased person and complete 
the rites for him or her to become a venerated ancestor. 

Dī húúde celebrations are not held for adults who chose not to marry and became ghosts (tī 
hídīcan̰cānte, SG. ū hídīcan̰ca̰n̄hṵ) when they died. To choose not to marry means one denies one’s 
potential to carry on the lineage and become an ancestor. Lucy shared that she thinks this is the reason 
that not many people want to become Catholic priests or nuns, despite the general popularity of 
Catholicism. There is only one Ubielo priest and two Bebelibe nuns. Neither should dī húúde be 
celebrated for bad deaths, though this is changing, as I noted above (see footnote 63). As mentioned in 
the main text (see 4.1), everyone who dies can reincarnate. This includes those who become ghosts, died 
a bad death or died as children. When those who have become ghosts, died a bad death or as children 
reincarnate, however, special ceremonies need to be performed so that those who are subsequently 
reincarnated do not suffer the same fate. 

The first day of preparations for a man’s dī húúde is called kɛ ̄hṵ́ńpōdīyāākɛ ‘the bad cooking pot’ (PL. 
sī hṵ́ńpōdīyāāsī) when the first batch of m̄ dāamɛ ‘sorghum beer’ is started. The m̄ dāamɛ is prepared by 
an ū hēnkāsɔ ‘man-of-the-horns’, as this m̄ dāamɛ is destined for the bɛ ̄hēnkāsibɛ and their ī hēn̄kāsī 
‘horns’. It is then left to brew. 

The evening of the third day, the bɛ ̄hēnkāsibɛ ‘men-of-the-horns’ arrive with their ī hēn̄kāsī ‘horns’. 
The ū hēnkāsɔ ‘man-of-the-horns’, who prepared their m̄ dāamɛ ‘sorghum beer’, then oversees the prayers 
and sacrifices made over the horns. He then serves the bɛ ̄hēnkāsibɛ some of the m̄ dāamɛ. 

The fourth day is the day of dī húúde proper and starts early in the morning with the bɛ ̄hēnkāsibɛ 
performing the horn dances and songs (ī hēnkāsī yiɛnī). In addition to the horns, several of the men play 
the smallest of the Bebelibe drums (ī kankanbíí, SG. dī kankanbīide) and flutes (sī sōōsī, SG. kɛ ̄sōōkɛ). The 
bɛ ̄hēnkāsibɛ visit different village homesteads, singing and dancing before the homesteads and as they 
move amongst homesteads. The bɛ ̄hēnkāsibɛ ‘men-of-the-horns’ periodically take breaks from their 
singing and dancing and refresh themselves with their m̄ dāamɛ. The bɛ ̄hēnkāsibɛ leave the morning of 
the fifth day. 

The main difference for a woman’s dī húúde ‘death celebration’ is the absence of the bɛ ̄hēnkāsibɛ 
‘men-of-the-horns’ and their ī hēn̄kāsī ‘horns’. Preparations start with the arrival of the ū húnīi ‘death 
mother’ and maternal uncle. 

Songs are sung and dances performed throughout dī húúde. As with the burial, professional singers 
sing songs of honour and abuse, together with songs that describe the general events as they happen. 
Those who have passed through the same initiations as the deceased can sing the initiation songs and 
dance the initiation dances, and women can sing and dance to the entertainment songs (yay̰á)̰. Large-
sized and middle-sized drums can be played through each night. Again, there is a recognised singer who 
sings memory songs (dī hūdōōde yiɛnī), with people joining in the refrains. This time, however, the ū 
húnīi ‘death mother’ is also present when possible, joining in the refrains, whilst she cradles and rocks 
the dī hūdōōde. As with the burial, “bars” are also popular during dī húúde. 
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